
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

________________________________________________  

STATE OF NEW YORK; ANDREW M. CUOMO, 

in his capacity as Governor of the State of New York; 

ERIC T. SCHNEIDERMAN, in his capacity as Attorney 

General of the State of New York; MADISON 

COUNTY, NEW YORK; and ONEIDA COUNTY, 

NEW YORK,   

                   CIVIL ACTION NO. 

    Plaintiffs,              6:08-cv-00644-LEK-DEP 

         

   v.      

         

S. M. R. JEWELL, Secretary, United States 

Department of the Interior; LAURA DAVIS, 

Associate Deputy Secretary of the Interior; 

the Deputy Secretary of the  

Interior; FRANKLIN KEEL, Eastern Regional Director, 

Bureau of Indian Affairs, UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, BUREAU 

OF INDIAN AFFAIRS; UNITED STATES  

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR; UNITED 

STATES OF AMERICA, DAN M. TANGHERLINI, 

Administrator, General Services Administration; and 

UNITED STATES GENERAL SERVICES  

ADMINISTRATION,        

         

    Defendants.  

 

 

________________________________________________  

      

 

 

NOTICE OF FILING OF AMENDMENT TO THE MAY 20, 2008 RECORD OF 

DECISION FOR ONEIDA INDIAN NATION OF NEW YORK FEE-TO-TRUST 

REQUEST 
 

 Please take Notice of the filing of an Amendment to the May 20, 2008 Record of 

Decision for the Oneida Indian Nation of New York Fee-to-Trust Request (“Amendment”).  The 

Amendment is being filed together with the following documents: 
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1. Declaration of Jennifer Turner, Assistant Solicitor, Branch of Environment and 

Lands, Office of the Solicitor, Department of the Interior, certifying the 

Administrative Record supporting the Amendment. 

2. Declaration of Jennifer Turner, Assistant Solicitor, Branch of Environment and 

Lands, Office of the Solicitor, Department of the Interior, asserting the attorney work 

product privilege over documents identified as withheld or redacted pursuant to that 

privilege in the privilege log accompanying the Administrative Record. 

3. Declaration of Kevin K. Washburn, Assistant Secretary – Indian Affairs, Department 

of the Interior, asserting the deliberative process privilege and the attorney-client 

privilege over documents identified as withheld or redacted pursuant to those 

privileges in the privilege log accompanying the Administrative Record. 

4. A privilege log identifying record documents withheld from the Administrative 

Record on the basis of privilege or produced in redacted form. 

5. A mailing list identifying the counsel to whom copies of the Administrative Record 

are being mailed by overnight mail. 

The Amendment responds to the Court’s September 24, 2012 Order remanding this case and the 

following related cases to the Department of the Interior:  City of Oneida v. Jewell, 5:08-cv-

00648-LEK-DEP; Central New York Fair Business Association v. Jewell, 6:08-cv-00660-LEK-

DEP;  Upstate Citizens for Equality v. United States, 5:08-cv-00633-LEK-DEP; and Town of 

Verona v. Jewell, 6:08-cv-00647-LEK-DEP.   

The Amendment will be served electronically on the parties of all the related cases this 

same day while the supporting Administrative Record will be provided to the parties on a disk 

which will sent by overnight mail.  The Administrative Record contains an index that identifies 
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each document in the Record and provides a hyperlink for access to that specific document.  It 

also identifies documents withheld or redacted pursuant to applicable privileges.  A letter 

motion, filed this same day, seeks permission to file the Administrative Record with the Court on 

disk.  

DATED:  February 5, 2014 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

      ROBERT G. DREHER 

      Acting Assistant Attorney General 

Environment and Natural Resources Division 

 

                             \s\ 

      STEVEN MISKINIS (105769) 

      Indian Resources Section 

      Environment and Natural Resources Division 

      United States Department of Justice   

      P.O. Box 7611 

      Ben Franklin Station 

      Washington, D.C. 20044-7611 

      (202) 305-0262 

      FAX (202) 305-0271 

      steven.miskinis@usdoj.gov 

 

      Attorney for the United States 

 

 

      Of Counsel 

 

      Jennifer Turner 

      Assistant Solicitor 

      Office of the Solicitor 

      United States Department of the Interior 
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Amendment to the May 20, 2048
Record of Decision

for Onejda Indian Nation of New York Fee-to-Trust Request

U.S. Department of the Interior
Assistant Secretary — Indian Affairs

December 23, 2013
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A~e~ciment to the May 20, 20Q81kecord of Decision for Oneida Indian Nation of New Yoxk
Fee-to-Trust Request

C}n May 20, 2008, the U.S. Department of the Interior (Department) issued a Record of Decision{ROD) announcing its determination to accept 13,003.89 aeres of land located in MadisonCounty and ~ne~da County, New York, in trust for the Oneida Indian Nation of New York(Nation). Five lawsuits challenging that decision were filed in the United States District Courtfor the Northern District of New York by the State of New York, citizens' groups, and variouslocal governments. ~ By Memoranduan-Decision and Order dated September 24, 2012 (Order}issued concurrently in those lawsuits,. the district court remanded the May 24, 2008 ROD to theDepartment and directed the Department to "establish a record an and determine the outcome ofthe jurisdictional question raised" whether the Nation was uizder Federal jurisdiction at the timethe Indian Reorganization Act, 2S U.S.C. §§ 46I et seq. (IRA.) was enacted in 1934. Order at 3$.The Departmea~t was directed to issue an amended ROD. Order at 44.

The Department afforded parties to flue litigation the opportunity to submit "any evidence orargument they wzsh[ed~ the Department to consider in determining whether floe Nation was underFederal jurisdiction in 1934." See, e.g:, Letter from Michael S. Black, AC~Iitb ASSIS~.Ilt
Secretary, Indian Affairs, to Mr. Dwight A. Healy, White &Case LLP, at 1 {Oct. 9, 2012}. TheDepartment received submissions on this issue in Novem~~r and December 2012. The Office ofthe Solicitor has reviewed these submissions and prepared the attached opinion (Carcieri
Opinion) concluding that the Nation was under Federal jurisdiction in 1934, and that the
Secretary is therefore authorized to acquire land in trust for the Nation under the IRA, as
amended by the Indian Land. Consolidation Act, 2S U.S.C. §§ 2201 et seq.

I hereby adopt the Carcieri Opinion. The ROD is amended accordingly. The Carciera Opinion
does not alter the remainder of the Department's determination to accept 13,OQ3.89 acres of landin trust for the Nation.

I~.
~- Indian Affairs

J 2 23 ~3
~3ate

~ Those lawsuits, which are being treeated as rebated by the federal district court, include State of New. York et al. v.Jewel! et al., 6:08-CV-00644 {LEKIDEP); Cit}~ of Oneida v. Jewel! et aL, 5:0$-CV-00648 (LEK/DEP); UpstateCitizens for Equality, Inc. et al. v. United States et al., 5:08-CV-00633 (LEK/DEP); Town of Yeroncr et al. v. Jewel!et al., 6:08-CV-00G47 (LEKtUEP); aad Ce»1rur1 New Yark Fair Business.4ssociation et al. v. Jewell et al., 6:~8-CV-00660 (LEKJDEP).
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QPP~F~£NT OF Py~

a~ Z~, United States Department of the InteriorAH
~ S

OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR,ygR~H 3 ~$Ae Washington, D.C. 2 240

„~ ~~:v~_r hFFFk ~~~ AEC ~ 2 ZD i3MEMORANDU~1

TO: Kevin K. Washburn
Assistant Secretary -Indian Affairs

THROUGH: Michael J. Berrigan ~~1~d%~~~/ ~.
Associat 'citor - iv3 ion f 1'n 'an ffe Soli D s o di A

FROM: Jennifer L. Turner ~ ~,~.-
Assistant Solicitor Branc r of environment and Lands

SUBJECT: Determination of Whether the Oneida Indian Nation was Under FederalJurisdiction in 1934

On Apri14, 2005, the Oneida Indian Tlation of New York (OIN, Oneida, or Nation) submitted afee-to-trust application to the Bureau ~f Indian Affairs (BIA) requesting that the Secretary of theInterior (Secretary) accept into mist pursuant to Section 5 of the Indian Reorganization Act(I4tA)~ approximately 17,370 acres of land located within the boundaries of the Oneida~2eservation, which was confirmed by the 1794 Treaty of Canandaigua.z The land consists of330 parcels, or 440 tax cats, located in Madison and Oneida Counties, New York.3

The Nation intends to continue the existing uses of these Iands, including the Nation's corecultural, housing, government, agricutiural, and economic development uses.4 On May 20, 2008,after evaluating tl~e record before it, the Depart3ment of the Interior (DOI or Depafiment) madethe decision to accept 13,003.89 acres in trust for the Nation under the preferred alternative asmodified and issued its Record of Decision (ROD).5

New York State, various local governments, and citizens' groups brought suit to challenge thedecision in the U.S. District CourE for the Northern District of Mew York. While the case waspending, the Supreme Court decided. Carcieri v. Salazar,6 in which it interpreted the firstdefinition of "Indian" in the IRA to be limited to tribes that were under federal jurisdiction in1934.7 C7n September 24, 241?, citing Carcieri, the Gourt remanded the decision back to the

~ 25 U.S.C. $§ 46I- 479. Section 5 of the IRA is codified at 25 U.S.C. § 465.2 Indian Treaty, Six 1Vations, Nov. 1 t, 1794, 7 Scat. 44.
3 Record of Decision, Oneida Indian Nation of New York Fee-To-Trust Request, U.S. Department of the Interior,Bureau of Indian Affairs, May 20, 2008, at d (ROD)_
Id at 37-39.

S ld. at 7, 30-3 ], 73.
6 555 U.S. 379 (2Q09).
Id. at 395.
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Department to further develop the record regarding DOI's statutory authority to acquire Iand intrust for the Nation pursuant to Sectian S of the IRA.$

By letters dated October 4, 2012, given the unique circumstances and procedural posture of thisparticular case, the Department afforded parties to the litigation the opportunity to submit "anyevidence or azgument they wished the Department to consider in determining whether the [OIN)was under federal jurisdiction in 1934."9 Responses were received from the State of New Yorkanal Counties of Oneida and Madison (State and Counties), the Nation, Upstate Citizens forEquality (tTCE), and the Citizens Equal Rights Alliance (CERA) and Central New York FairBusiness Association (CNYFBA). The State and Counties, UCE, and the Nation then submittedreplies responding to the other parties" submissions. Io

In their submission, the State and Counties included an expert report written by Stephen DowBeckham (Beckham Repart), which they previously had submitted to the federal district courtduring summary judgment briefing.' ~ The Oneida Indian Nation also submitted an expert re~ortwritten by Christian W. McMillen (M~Mi11en Report), which critiques the Beckham Report. 2The State and Counties followed up with a reply expert report, also written by ProfessorBeckham (Beckham Reply Report).13 Because the Court has requested the Department create arecord to guide its review of these voluminous historical materials, the Department has gonebeyond its usual process for detertniniL~g whether a tribe is was under federal jurisdiction fozpurposes of taking land into trust under Section 5 of the IRA, and addressed the record before itan extensive detail.

Under Carciera, the Secretary must determine whether an Indian tribe seeking to have landplaced an trust under the first definition of "Indian" was "under federal jurisdiction" in 1934, theyear the IRA was enacted. ~4 We conclude that the Oneida Indian Nation was under federal

$ Memorandum Deeisioa and Qrder, New York v. Salazar, Case No. 08-b44 (N.D.N.Y. Sept. 24, 2012}. Otherplaintiffs in the consolidated Memorandum-Decision and Order include the City of Oneida, New York; UpstateCitizens for Equality; Town of Verona; and Central New York Fav Business Association.9 See, e.g., I.,etter from Michae3 S. Black, Acting Assistant Secretary, Indian Affairs, to Dwight A. Healy, White &Case LLP {Oct. 9, 2012), at 1. Parties were given the opportunity to provide initial submissions, and then a follow-u9p submission responding to submissions of other parties.
~ Exhibits submitted by the Nation are numbered, whereas exhibits submitted by the State and Counties aresignified by letters. In some cases, both the Slate and Counties and theNarion submitted the same exhibit. In thatcase, the designation by each party is noted. R~ferencesto exhibits designated by a lever were included as part ofthe State and Counties' November 23, 2012 submission; references to e~ibits designated by a number wereincladed as part of the Nation's November 23, 2412 or December 17, 2012 submission. Exhibits submitted by UCE,CERA, and CNYFBA aze noted.
" Ex. WW to Declaration of Aaron M. Baldwin, Report of Stephen Dow Beckham, Ph.D. (Nov. 13, 2p11)(hereinafter Beckham Report). Professor Beckham is a Professor of History at Lewis and Clazk College in Portland,Oregon. See id. at 1.
'Z Report of Christian W. McMitlen {Nov. 21, 2412) (hereinafter McMillen Report). Christian W. McMillen is anAssociate Professor of History at the University of Virginia. See id. at 40.r3 SEephen Dow Beckham Reply Report on itemnant Lands, State and Federal Relationships, and the Oneidas inMadison County (Dec. 12, 2012) (hereinafter $eckham Reply Report).~4 Carcieri, 555 U.S. at 382-83. '1'be Carcieri decision addresses the Secretary's authority to acquire land in mist for"members of any recognized Indian tribe now under [ff ederal jurisdiction." See 25 U.S.C. § 479. The case does notaddress the SecreEary's authority to acquire land in trust for groups that fall under other definitions. of "Indian" inSection 19 of the IRA.
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jurisdiction in 1934 because the Oneidas voted in an election called and conducted by theSecretary of the Department of the Interior pursuant to Section 18 of the IR.A an June 18, 1936. ~ 5Although this is sufficient to establish that the Narion was under federal jurisdiction in 1934,given the unique pasture of this land into trust application, the Solicitor's Office has gonebeyond this in order to respond to specific azguments raised on remand that the Natian isineligible to take land into trust under the IRA. Indeed, notwithstanding the. IR.A vote, additionalfederal actions, ei#her in themselves or taken together, establish that the Nation was under federaljurisdiction prior to 1434 and retained this status in i 934. These actions include for example, thenegotiation and ratification of the 1794 Treaty of Canandaigua,16 the guarantee by the Treaty ofCanandaigua that the Oneida Reservation is subject to federal protection, the ongoingdistribution of treaty cloth pursuant to the Treaty, as well as affirmative litigation brought by theUnited States to protect Oneida Reservation land from conveyance to third parties, culminatingin the Second Circuit's decision in United States v. Baylan.17 Moreover, additional historicaldocuments demonstrate significant interactions between federal officials and the Nation prior toand after enactment of the IRA..'$ This federal course of dealings with the Nation has continuedinto the present day.19

~'he State and Counties and other parties offer additional arguments challenging the historicalstatus of the Nation, but we find that tree evidence they offer is drawn selectively from thehistorical record and does not change mur determination regazding the relationship between theUnited States and the Nation. Nothing in the State and Counties' submissions alters thefundamental and dispositive facts and legal significance of the IRA vote, the Treaty ofCanandaigua, the Boylan Pitigation and a multi#ude of federal dealings with the Nation in NewYork prior to and after 1934. Thus, the Secretary is authorized to acquire land in tnzst for theNation under the IKA., as amended by the Indian Land Consolidation Act 2°

I. The Department's Apglic~tion of Carcieri v Salazar

The Carcieri decision addressed the Secretary's authority to acquire land in trust for "membersof any recognized Indian tribe now under [fJederal jurisdiction."21 The Department hasevaluated. the IRA in light ofthe Carcieri decision and concluded that the text of the IRA does

15 See, e.g , Ex. 5, 3une 24, 1936, letter from W.K. Harrison to Commissioner Collier, at I ; Ex. 6, 193b, AnnualReport of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, at 163.
~b 7 Stat. 44. See also e.g., 'Treaty of Fort Harman, 7 Scat. 33; Treaty of Fort Stanwix, 7 Scat I5; Treaty of BuffaloCreek, 7 Scat. 550.
"2b5 F. 165 (2d Cir. 1920).
i$ See infra Section II(B) and (C}.
19 See, e.g., Indian Tribal Entities than have aGovernment-to-Government Relationship with the United States, 44Fed. Reg. 7,235, 7,236 {Feb. 6, 1979) (including Oneida Nation of New York on the fiust forma! Iist of federallyrecognized tribes published by the Department);. Indian Entities Recognised artd Eligible to Receive Services fromthe United States Bureau of Indian.4ffairs, 78 Fed. Reg. 26,384, 26,387 (May 6, 20 ] 3 j (including Oneida Nation ofNew York on the most recent formal list of federal ly recognized tribes published by the Department). See also infraSection II (B) and (C) discussing federal actions taken demonstrating that Oneida's under federal jurisdiction statusremained intact in and after 1934.
20 46 Stat. 2515, 2S 17-19 (codified at 25 U.S.C. § 2201 et seq.).Z' 555 U.S. at 387-88 {quoting 25 U.S.C. § 479).
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not define or otherwise establish the meaning of the phrase "under federal jurisdiction."22 Nordoes the legislative history clarify the meaning of the phrase. Because the IRA does notunambiguausiy give meaning to the phrase "under federal jurisdiction," the Secretary mastinterpret that ~hrase in order to continue to exercise the authority delegated to him under Section5 of the IR.A. 3 The canons of constnaction applicable in Indian law, which derive from theunique relationship between the United States and Indian tribes, also guide the Secretary'sinterpretation of any ambiguities in the IRA.24 Under these canons, statutory silence orambiguity is not to be interpre#ed to the detriment of Indians. Instead, statutes establishingIndian rights and privileges are to be construed liberally in favor of the Indians, and ambiguitiesare to be resolved i~ their favor.25

T'ne discussion of "under federal jurisdiction" also must be tianderstood against the bactcdrop ofbasic principles of Indian law that define the Federal Gover~ament's unique and evolvingrelatf onship with Indian tribes. T'he Supreme Court has Iong held that "the Constitution grantsCongress broad general powers to legislate in respect to Indian tribes, powers that [the SupremeCourt has] consistently described as ̀ plenary and exclusive."'26 The Indian Commerce Clausealso authorizes Congress to regulate commerce "with the Indian tribes,"~~ and the Treaty Clausegrants the President the power to negotiate treaties with the consent of the Senate.28 Pursuant toU.S. Const., art. Vi, cl. 2, treaties are the law of the land.

The Court also has recognized that "[i]nsofaz as [Indian affairs were traditionally an aspect ofmilitary and foreign policy, Congress' legislative aatharity would rest in part, not upon`~rrnative grams of the Constitution,' but upon the Constitution's adoption of preconstitutionalpowers necessarily inherent in any Federal Government, namely powers that this Court hasdescribed as ̀ necessary concomitants cif nationality."'29 In addirion, "[inn the exercise of the war

22 Record of Decision, Trust Acquisition of, ansi Reservation Proclamation far the i 5I.8~-cre Cowlitz Parcel inClark County, Washington, for the Cowlitz Indian Tribe (April 22, 2013), at 84 (hereinafter Cowlitz FiOD). Thetwo-parE framework set forth in this opinion was first adopted in a Record of Decision issued for a trust acquisitionfor the Cowlitz Indian Tribe on DecemE~er 17, 2410. A federal district court remanded the December t 7, 2010Cowlitz ROD to the Department on non-Carcieri Bounds in March 2013. The Assistant Secretary — Indian Affairsissued a new Cowlitz ROD on Apci122, 2013, which is cited in this opinion.2~ ~'he Secretary receives deference io interpret statutes that aze consigned to his administration. See Chevron v.NRDC, 467 U.S. 837, 844 (I 484}; United States v. Mead Corp., 533 U.S. 2I 8, 229-31 (200 Y ); see also Skidmore v.Swift, 323 U.S. 134, 139 (1444} (agencies merit deference based on the "specia}ized experience and broaderinvestigations and information" available to them). The Chevron analysis is frequently described as a two-stepinquiry. See Nat'1 Cable & Telecomms. Assn v. Brand X Internet Serves., 545 U.S. 967, 986 (2005) {"If the statute.is ambiguous on the point,. we defer at step two to the agency's interpretation so long as the construct6on is a`reasonable policy choice for the agency to make."').Z4 Yankton Sioux Tribe v. Kempthorne, 442 F. Supp. 2d 774, 783 (D.S.D. 2006) (outlining the principles of liberalityin construction of statutes affecting Indians).
~ ?ilinnesota v. Mille Lacs Tribe of Chippe►va I~rdians, 526 U.S. 172, 20U (1499); see also County of Yakima v.Confederated Tribes and Tribes of the Yakima Indian Nation, 502 U.S. 2S 1, 269 (1992).Z6 United Brutes v. Lora, 541 U.S. l 93, 2U0 (20Q4) (citation omitted); see also Morton v. Mancari, 417 U.S 535, 551-52 (1974) ("7'he plenary power of Congress. to den! with the special problems of Indians is drarm both explicitly andimplicitly from the Constitution itself."), Hartford Fire Ins. Ca. v. California, 504 U.S. 764, $13 (1943) (If Congresspossesses legislative jurisdiction, then the question is "whettser, and to what extent, Congress has exercised thatundoubted legistative jurisdiction").
27 U.S. Const., art. I, § 8, ci. 3.
2$ U.S. Const., art. Il, § 2, cl. 2.
''g Lara, 541 U.S. at 201.

4
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and treaty powers, the t7nited States overcame the Indians and took possession of their lands,sometimes by force, leaving them ...needing protection .... Of necessity, the United Statesassumed the duty of furnishing that protection, and with it the authority to do all that wasrequired to perform that obligation."3p In order to protect Indian Lands from alienation and thirdparty claims, Congress enacted a series of Indian Trade and Intercourse Acts (NonintercaurseActs)31 that ultimately placed a general restraint an conveyances of land interests by Indiantribes:

~To purchase, grant, lease, or other conveyance of lands, or of any tide
or claim thereto, from any Indian nation or trine of Indians, shall be of
any validity in law or equity, unless the same be made by treaty or
convention entered pursuant to the Constitution.32

Indeed, in Johnsv,~ v. tiT'Intosh, the Supreme Court held that while Indian tribes were ̀°rightfut
occupants of the soli, with a legal. as well as just claim to retain possession of it," they did notown the "fee."33 As a result, title to Indian lands could only be extinguished by the Sovereign.34
Thus, "[njot only does the Constitution expressly authorize Congress to regulate camznerce withthe Indian tribes, but long. continued legislative and executive usage and an unbroken current of
judicial decisions have attributed to the United States ... the power and the duty of exercising a
fostering care and protection over all dependent Indian communities."35 Qnce a federal
relationship is established with an Indian tribe, Congress alone has the right to determine when
its guardianship shall cease.36 And Congress must authorize the transfer of tribal interests in
land.

After considering the text of the IRA, its remedial purposes, legislative history, the Department'searly practices, and the Indian canons of construction, the Department construed the phrase
"under federal jurisdiction" as entailing a twapart inquiry.37 The first part examines whether
there is a sufficient showing in the tribe's history, at or before 1434, that it was undea federal
jurisdiction, i.e., whether the United States had, in 1934 or at some point in the tribe's history
prior to 1934, taken an action or series of actions through a course of dealings or other relevant
3o Mancari, 417 U.S. at 552 (citation omitted).
3' See Act of Juty 22, l 790, Ch. 33, § 4, 1 Stat. 137; Act of March 1, 1793, Ch. 19, § 8, 1 Stat. 329; Act of May 19,3 796, Ch. 30, § t2, I Scat. 469; Act of Mar. 3, I799, Ch. 46, § 12, 1 5tai. 743; Act of Mar. 30, 1842, Ch. l3, § 12,2Stat. 139; Act of Jane 30, 1834, Ch. 161, § 12, 4 Staff 729. in applying the Nonintercourse Act to the original statesthe Supreme Court held "that federal law, treaties, and statutes protected Indian occupancy and that its terminationwas exclusively the province of federal taw." Oneida Indian Nation v. County of Oneida 414 U.S. 661, 670 (1974).This is the essence of the Act: that all land tratuactions envolving Indian lands are "exclusively the province offederal 3aw." Id. The Nonintercourse Act applies to both voluntary and involuntary alienation, and renders void anytransfer of protected land that is not in compliaa►ce with the Act or otherwise authorized by Congress. ld. at 6b8-70.3~ Act of lone 3Q, 1834, Ch. 161, § 12, 4 Stat. ?29, codified at 25 U.S.C. § 177.33 2l U S. 543 (i 823).
'a See Oneida Indian t~Iaaion of New York v. Oneida County, 414 U.S. 661, 6b7 (1974) {"Indian title, recognized tobe only a right of occupancy, was extinguishable only by the United States.").
'~ United States v. Sandoval, 231 U.S. 28, 45-46; see also Unfired States v. Kagama, 118 U.S. 375, 383-385 (1886).36 Grand Traverse Tribe of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians v. ice of the CI.S. Attorney far the Western 17istrict ofMichigan, 369 F.3d 96fl, 968-69 (6th Cir. 2004) (citing Joint Tribes! Council of the Passamaquoddy Tribe v. Morton,528 FZd 370, 380 (1st Cir. 1975)); see also United States v: Nice, 241 U.S. 591, 598 { 1416}; Tiger v. W. InvestmentCo., 221 U.S. 286, 3I5 (1911).
"Cowlitz ROD at 94-95.

5
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acts for or on behalf of the tribe or in some instances, tribal members, that are sufficient toestablish or that generally reflect federal obligations, duties, responsibility for or authority everthe tribe by the Federal Government. Some federal actions may, in and of themselves,demonstrate that a tribe was under federal jurisdiction, or a variety of actions, when viewed inconcert, may achieve the same result.

For example, some tribes may be able to demonstrate that they were under federal jurisdiction byshowing that Federal Government officials undertook guardian-like action on behalf of the tribe,or engaged in a continuous course of dealings with the tribe. Evidence of such acts may be
specific to the tribe and may include, but is certainly not limited to, the negotiation of and/or
entering into treaties; the approval of contracts between a tribe and non-Indiac~s; enforcement ofthe Trade and Intercourse Acts {Indian trader, liquor laws, and land transactions); the education
of Indian students at BTA schools; and the provision of health or social services to a tribe."~` ~ Evidence may also consist of actions by the Office of Indian Affairs, which became responsible,.for example, for the administration of the Indian reservations, in addition to implementing
,legislation. The Office exercised this administrative juristhction over the tribes, individual
Indians, and their lands. There may be, of course, other types of actions not referenced herein
that evidence the Federal Government', obligations or duties to, acknowledged responsibility
for, or power or authority over a particulaz tribe.

~Dnce having identified that the tribe was under federal jurisdiction at or before 1934, the second
part of the analysis ascertains whether the tribe's jurisdictional status remained intact in 1934.
For some tribes, the circumstances or evidence will demonstrate that the jurisdiction was retained
in 1934. It should be noted, however, that the federal Government's failure to take any actions
towazds or on behalf of a tribe during a particulaz time period does not necessarily reflect a
lawful termination or loss of the tribe's jurisdictional status.38

This interpretation of the phrase "under federal jurisdiction," including the two-part inquiry, is
consistent with the remedial purpose of the IRA and with the Department's post-enactment
practices in implementing the 5taiute. ~e apply the same interpretation in this opinion.

II. Applacation of the Two-Past Inquiry to the Qneida Indian Nation

Applying the princpptes above, and based on our review of the Nation's history and record before
us, we conclude that the IRA election held by the Secretary in 1936 for the Oneida Indian Nation
unambiguously and conclusively establishes that the Nation was under federal jurisdiction in
1934. While no additional evidence is required, the Treaty of Canandaigua, the Boylata
litigation, atad other evidence of interactsons between the United States and the Nation either
independently or collectively further coaifum that the Ir~ation was under federal jurisdiction
before 1934, and that the Nation retained this jurisdictional status in 1934.

'$ See Memorandum from Associate Solicitor, Indian Affairs, to Assistant Secretary, Indian Affairs; Request forReconsideration of Decision Not to Take Land in Trust for the Sriliaguamish Tribe (Oct. I, 1984).

D
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A. The IRA Vote

1) The BRA vote conclusively establishes that the Oneida were under
federal jurisdiction in 1934.

The Department has recognized that same activities and interactions could so clearlydemonstrate federal jurisdiction over a tribe as to render elaboration of the two-step inquiryunnecessary. For example, ̀'for some tribes, evidence of being under federal jurisdiction in 1934will be unambiguous (e.g., tribes that voted to accept or reject the IRA following the IRA'senactment, etc.), thus obviating the need to examine the tribe's histary prior to 1934. For suchtribes, there is no need to proceed to the second step of the twapart inquiry."~9 Here, the factualrecord, as further described herein, es#ablishes that the Oneidas voted in a special election calledby the Secretary of the Interior pursuant to Section 18 of the IRA. This vote definitively
established the Nation's "under federal jurisdiction" status in 1934.

Section 18 of the IRA provides that "[i]t shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Interior, withinone year after the passage [of the IRA) to call ... an election" regazding application of the IRAto each reservation 40 If "a majority~of the adult Indians on a reservation ... vo#e against its
application," the IRA "shall not apply" to the reservation.41 'i'he vote was either to reject theapplication of the IRA or nit to reject its application. Section. 1$ required the Secretary to
conduct such votes "within one ysaz after June 18, 1934," which Congress subsequently
extended until June 18, 1936: ~Z In order for the Secretary to conclude a reservation was eligible
for a vote, a determination had to be made that the relevant Indians met the IRA's definition of
Indian and were this subject to the Act. Such an eligibility determination would inclade
.deciding the tribe was under federal jurisdiction and render inappropriate as well as superfluous,
in most circumstances, allowing third party challenges to that deternunation decades later.
Preparations were made for the Oneida to vote on the IRA from 193443 to 1936.4° On 3une 18,
1936, within the extended deadline set Pay Congress, a majority of Oneida voters voted to reject
the IRA.45 This vote was documented in the Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs in 1936, and in other DOI correspondence. 46 The total number of enrolled Oneidas at the

39 Cowtitz ROD at 45 n.99.
40 4~, Sec. 1 S, 48 Staff. 984, 988 (1934).a~ 1~
az pct of June 15, 1935, 49 Stat. 378.
43 
~X. I3, November 15, 1934, Ietter from W.K. Harrison to Commissioner Collier (proposing meetings to explainthe IRA to members of the Oneida Tribe); Ex. 14, January 1, 1935, letter from W.K. Harrison to AssistantCommissioner (discussing possiBle meering locations); Ex. I5, April 16, 1935, letter from W.K. Harrison toCommissioner (proposed elecrion schedule with hand written cryery regarding the Oneida); Ex. 16, May 7, 1935,letter from W.K. Harrison to Assistant Commissioner (stating that the Oneida should be entitled to vote}.44 Ex. TI, May 16, 1936, letter from F.H. Daiker to Superintendent W.K. Haaison (directing that notices be posted ofthe upcoming Oneida [tZA election); Ex. 3, May 14, 1936, letter from Charles West, Acting Secretary, to

Commissioner Collier (calling a special election Por the Oneida to vote on the IRA).
°S See, e.g., Ex. LL, undated, recorded Oneida vote (showing a final vote of 57-IZ); Ex. 5, June 24, 1936 letter fromW.K. Harrison to Commissioner Collier (relating the results of the Oneida vote).
~ See e.g., Ex. 6, 1936, Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, at 163 {stating ti~at the Qneida votedto exclude themselves from the IRA).
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time was 157; of the votes cast, 57 were "no" and 12 were "yes."47 While rejecting theappIicatipn of the IRA, the Oneidas' vote in and of itself is daspasitive of the Nation's "underfederal jurisdiction" status, since the Department necessarily determined that a ixibe was underfederal jurisdiction in deciding to conduct a vote. Parties, such as the State and Counties,claiming an adverse impact from such a determination, should have challenged that decisionmany decades ago.

In 1983, Congress enacted the Indian Land Consolidation Act {ILCA).48 This Act amended theIRA to provide that Section 5 of the IR.A applies to "all tribes notwithstanding section 18 of suchA,ct," includang Indian tribes that voted to reject the IRA 49 As the Supreme Court stated inCarcieri, this amendment "by its terms simply ensures that tribes may benefit from [Section 5)even if they opted out of the IRA pursuant to [Section 18], which allowed tribal members toreject the application of the IRA. to their trine."50 Thus, the Oneidas' vote to reject the IRA,which demonstrates that the Nation was under federal jurisdiction, does not eliminate theSecretary's authority to acquire Land in trust for the Nation pursuant to Section S of the IRA.

2) The defrnitiven~ss of an IRA vote to a tribe's under federal jurisdiction
status in 1934 is consistent with previous Department decisions on the
issue of the sigriifrcance of the IRA vote.

Since the Supreme Court decided Carcieri, the Department has taken the position that anelection~eld pursuant to Section 18 of the IR14 on the question of whether or not to reject theIR.A's application is dispositive of whether such tribe was under federal jurisdiction in 1934.Because the meaning of "under federal jurisdiction" is ambiguous, an agency's interpretation ofan ambiguous staxute is entitled to deference.s~ The Interior Board of Indian Appeals (IBIA) hasconcluded that "(b]y including the Tribe among those tribes for which such elections wereconducted, the Secretary necessarily determined that the Tribe was under Federal jurisdiction at-that time ...."52 Thus, the Department's determination is that if the Secretary called a vote onthe IRA, that vote is conclusive proof off "federal jurisdiction" as that term is understood in theIRA and any challenge to that determination by a third party should have been brought longago.53

For example, in Shawano County v. Actang Midwest Regional Director, Bureau of Indian Affairs,the IBIA detemuned that the Stockbridge-Munsee Community was under federal jurisdiction,despite the fact that the Tribe did not have a reservation.54 Notwithstanding that fact, onDecember 15, i 934, the Secretary held an election for the Tribe in which it voted not to reject the

47 See, e.g., Ex. LL, undated, recorded Oneida vote; Ex. 5, June 24, I936, letter from W.K. Harrison, special agent,io 3oEm Collier, Commissioner of Indian Affairs.
'~ 9b Stat. 2515, 2517-i 9 (codified at 2S U.S.C. § 2201 et seq.).
491d. Sec. 203, 96 Slat. 2517.so Carcieri, 555 U.S. at 394-95.
S~ See Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. ~'Y.R.D.C., Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 843 (1984) (deference to agency interpretation duewhere "the statute is silent or ambiguous with respect to the specific issue"); South Dakota v. U.S. Dept of Imerior,401 F.Supp,2d 1000, 1(}08 (D.S.D. 2005) (iBit1 rulings "entitled to substantial deference").5253 IBIA at 63. See also Thurston County, 56 IBIA at 71 n.l l .s3 Shawano County v. Acting MidwesF Reg. Dir., 53 IBIA 62, 71-72 (Feb. 28, 201 I }.s~ Id. at 7I-72.
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IR.A ss The IBIA concluded that this Secretarial election confirmed the fact that the Tribe wasunder federal jurisdiction for Carcieri purposes:

Under § i 8 of the IRA, 25 U.S.C. § 478, the terms of the IRA would not apply to
a reservation if the adult Indians of a reservation voted to reject its application.
To permit tribes to exercise this option, the Secretary was required to conduct
elections pursuant to § 478. The Secretary held such an election far the Tribe on
December 15, 1934, at which the majority of the Tribe's voters voted not to reject
the provisions of the IR.A. 1Regardless of whether the election for the Tribe, in the
absence of a reservation, had any immediate, practical effect, the Secretary's act
of calling and holding this election for the Tribe informs us that the Tribe was
deemed to be "under Federal jurisdiction" in 1934. That is the crux of our
inquiry, and we need look no further to resolve this issue.s6

On May 9, 201.3, the IBIA again concluded that an IRA electfan was dispositive of the under
federal jurisdiction question in Pillage of Hobart v. Midwest Regional Director.$? The IBIA
reaffirmed its decision in Shawano and rejected an argument by the Village of Hobart that an
IRA vote allowed Indians to "become organized and then fall under federal jurisdiction,"
explaining that:

in reality § 47S required. the Secretary to call special elections to afford the adult
Indians of tribes with the opportunity to reject the IRA by majority vote because it
otherwise applied by default as a matter of law and remained applicable in the
absence of such a vote. This distinction is significant in understanding why the
Secretary's decision to hold an IRA referendum for a particulaz tribe necessarily
means that the Secretary recognized the tribe as being under Federal
jurisdiction.sg

Moreover, the recent opinion of the U.S. District Court far the District of Columbia -declining
to grant the Plaintiffs' request for injunctive relief in litigation involving a trust acquisition for
the North Fork Rancheria of Mono Indians59 — further supports our conclusion that an IRA vote
alone is dispositive on the question ~f whether a tribe was under federal jurisdiction in 1934.60

ss jd at 64.
sb 53 IBIA at 7 2 -?2.
57 57 IBIA 4, I7 (May 9, 2013). See also Thurston Country v. Acting Great Plains Regional Director, 56 I$[A 62,71 n.l I {Dec. I8, 2012} (declining to consider the IRA challenge for the first time an appeal, but noting in dicta thatthe election would be disgositive under Shawari~~ County}.se 57 IBIA at 42-43.
59 "Fhe Departments ROD for the North Fork trust acquisition decision concluded that "[t]he tailing of a Section 18election at the Tribe's Reservation conclusively establishes that the Tribe was tinder Federal jurisdiction for Carcieripurposes." Record of Decision, Tn~st Acquisition of the 305.49-acre Madera site in Madera County, California, forthe North Fork Rancheria of Mono Indians at 55 (Nov. 26, 2012), available at hrip://northforkeis.com. Stand Up forCalifornia! challenged the ROD in Federal district court, hat was denied emergency injunctive relief.to bar theUnited States from transferring title while the lawsuit was pending. Stand Up for California! et al., a tI.S. Dept ofthe Interior, 919 F. Supp. 2d 51, 85 (D.D.G. 2013) (denying plaintiffs' motion for preliminary injunction).6° Stand Up, 919 F. Supp.2d at 67-68.
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Significantly, in North Fork, the district court judge rejected Stand Up for California's argument,similar to the State and Counties' azgument discussed below, that the Nation's vote against theIRA had any relevance:

[T]he fact that the North Fork Indians voted not to reorganize under the IRA in
1935 does not affect the Secretary's authority to acquire land into trust for the
benefit of the North Fork Indians. As the Supreme Court acknowledged in
Carcieri, a provision of the Indian Land Consolidation Act, 25 U.S.C. § 2202,
"ensures that gibes may benefit from § 465 even if they opted out of the IRA
pursuant to § 478, which allowed tribal members to reject the application of the
IRA to them tribe."6 °

The district court is the only court to have addressed this issue and, although its decision
was only issued in the course of ruling on a motion for preliminary injunction, it confirms
the Department's cmnsistent holding — expaessed through the Solicitor's Office, the
Assistant Secretary — Indian Affairs, and. the Interior Board of Indian Appeals —that an
IRA vote either to reject or not to reject the IRA is dispositive evidence that a tribe was
under federal jurisdiction in 1934.

3) The State and Counties' arguments concerning the IR~4 vote are
unpersuasive aMd unsupported by the record as a whole.

7Che State and Counties advance a number of arguments against the import of the Nation's IRA
vote, including that (1 }the IRA vote is not sufficient to establish that the Oneida were under
federal jurisdiction in 1934; (2) a tribe must vote to accept the IRA to be deemed under federal
jurisdiction; and (3) the Oneidas were not eligible to hold a vote on the IRA. The State and
Counties further contend that the viev,~ of Commissioner CaIlier was that a tribe must vote to
accept the IRA to b~ under federal jurisdiction. For the reasons discussed below, we do not find
these arguments persuasive, and note that facts, taken out of context can often confuse the
relationship between the United States and Oneida, especially given the historical realities of the
tune. And, for the reasons discussed above and below, the fac#s and arguments presented do not
overcome the dispasitive factor in our d~Ci510i1: that the Qneida were determined by the United
States to be under federal jurisdiction grad therefore allowed to vote, in an election under Section
18 of the IRA.b2

First, the State and Coeuities argue that the IRA vote is not sufficient to establish that the Oneida
were under federal jurisdiction in 1934. However, this assertion is not supported in the language
of the IBIA's Shawano decision, which held, contrary to the State and Counties' contention, that
"the Secretary's act of calling and holding this election" is dispositive of the "under federal
jurisdiction" question.63

61 ld., at 68 nl9 (quoting Carcieri, 555 U.S. at 394-95}.62 Ex. lb, May 7, 1935, letter from W.K. Harrison to Assistant Commissioner {stating that the Oneida should be
entitled to vote).
63 Shawano County, 53 [BIA at 72. The State and Counties contend that the Shawano decision "has no application
to IRA votes by New Yortc Indians in New York" and that it "applies only to Indians who were organized as a tribein 1934 that was then receiving services through the federal Office of Indian Affairs." See Plaintiffs ReplyMemorandum of Law in Support of Motion for 5wnmary Judgment, New York v. Salazar, Case No. 08-644
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Further, the State and Counties' assertian that the Deparhnent is precluded from determining thatan IRA vote is disposirive based on a statement in a brief filed by the Regional Director beforethe IBIA in Village of Hobart is to no avail. First, Village of Habart dealt with the OneidaNation of Wisconsin and facts and circumstances specific to that case. Second, we find nosupport for the State and Counties' position because express language in the Regional Director'sbrief cited states that "the fact that the Department of Interior [sic] held an election for theOneida Tribe to determine whether it wanted to accept the terms of and organize itself under theIRA. is inconta~overtible proof that the United States viewed the Oneida Tribe as being under itsjurisdiction in 1934."64 The brief clearly notes that the Tripe had voted for the application of theIRA in that case, not that any particular outcome was necessary to be deemed under federaljurisdiction. The State and Counties assert. that the Department undertook a "comprehensiveassessment of the tribe's actual status in 1934," in support of a decision to acquire land in trustfor the Oneida Tribe of Indians of Wisconsin, including whether the Tribe voted to adopt theTRA, and thus the IR.A vote itself is not dispositive.65 This azgument does not undercut ourdetermination regarding the significance of a vote taken under the IRA. Every inquiry intowhether a particular tribe was under federal jurisdiction is made on a case by case basis andwhere necessary, the Department may go beyond its determination and address other facts orarguments submitted to it, notwithstanding that it believes its reliance on one fact, like a voteunder the IRA, is rational and justified.

Second, the State aid Counties assert that to be deemed "wider federal jurisdiction," a tribe must~rmatively vote not to reject the IRA, rather than voting to reject the IRA's application. Thiscontention is direcsly refuted by the Supreme Court's majority opinion in Careieri. Writing forthe majority, Justice T'~omas noted that "§ 2202 [of the ILCA) provides additional protections tothose who satisfied the definition of ̀Indian' in § 479 at the time of the s#atute's enactment, butopted out of the IRA shortly thereafter."bb Thus, the fact that an IRA election was held is thedetermining factor for a tribe's "under federal jurisdiction" status, not the particular result of theIRA vote.6 And, as the majority opinion in Carcaeri correctly states, when Congress enactedILCA, it extended Section 5 of the IR.A to include all tribes who voted in Section 18 electionsregardless of the outcome of such elections.b$

(N.D.N.Y. 2012) (hereinaftea State and Counties Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion for SummaryJudgment}, at 34-3Z. The State and Counties da net cite to any support in the plain langaage of the Skawanodecision for this contention, nor do we find such distinction for New York Indians to be warranted. In fact, thehistorical record supports the exact opposite conclusion. See e.g., Ex. 11, September 4, 1934, Excerpts from theAddress Given by Commissioner Collier on Indian Day of the Four Nations Celebration at Niagara Falls, New York,at 22; Ex. 139, Aug. 3l , 1934 letter from InEeriar Secretary Hazoid Ickes to Commissioner Co[tier.Ex. B/Ex. 8, Sept. 27, 2010, DOI's Appellee's Brief in Hobart, at 18.
6$ State and Counties' Submissipn to DOI on Remand, at 20.
~ Carcieri, 555 U.S. at 395.
67 Not al! tribes that were under €ederal jurisdiction in 1934 voted under the IRA. However, for t[~ose tribes that didvote under the IRA, thaE action is dispositive of the tribe being under jurisdiction for purposes of the IRA. See supradiscussion at Section II.A.(2}.
68 Carcieri, SSS U.S. at 394-95 (discussing the effects of ILCA's amendment of Section 5). The argument that theOneida could not have been under federal jurisdiction in i 934 because it voted to reject the IRA is contradictory inlight of ILCA's language, extending Section 5 of the IRA to all tribes that voted in a Section 18 election, regardlessof the vote's outcome. It mare logically follows that up to 1953 when Congress enacted ILCA, it believed that thosetribes who voted to reject the IRA were nevertheless still under federal jurisdiction even though they had opted out
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The State and Counties argue that Collier, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs from 1433-1945,
"chose to allow the scattered Oneidas to vote under the IRA based an his office learning that a
possible 32-acre remnant of the Oneidas' historic state-created reservation might still exist in
New York."69 According to the State and Counties, Collier "understood the circumstances of
New Yark Indians: were peculiar because ~Tew York State actively exezcised exclusive
jurisdiction over its Indians with the federal government's acquiescence."?0 The State and
Counties then assert that Collier "believed that the non-tribal Oneidas in view York could vote to
organize as a tribe under the IRA and t~iereby bring themselves under federal jurisdiction."~~
These points, according to the State and Counties, establish that Collier viewed the Oneidas
coming within the federal government's jurisdicrion only if they voted ~rmatively to adopt the
IRA. The State and Counties support t~iis contention with a 1938 letter from Commissioner
Collier to the President of the American Association on Indian Affairs. The State and Counties
then paint to a sentence in a letter which states that a "change in the status" of the tribe would be
brought abort by an affirmative adoption of the IRA.,~Z the State and Counties infer that Collier
meant that the Oneidas would be coming under federal jurisdiction; not that they were under
federal jurisdiction at that time. As discussed below, we find these arguments and their
supporting evidence unpersuasive and unsupported by the historical record as a whole.

The State and Counties' interpretation regarding Collier's beliefs about the Nation's vote aze
rebutted by the 193$ letter itself read in its entirety. T'he letter actually states and confirms that
the Indians in New York are wards of the federal govet~r~ment.,3 The letter goes on to
specifically poin# out that the federal government provides services and certain federal
protections to the Oneida, one of which is the ability to initiate litigation to protect their rights "if
and when it appears that the rights of the Indians are being invaded or that the State is exceeding
its authority and jurisdiction in the premises."~4 These additional statements from the letter
contradict the State and Counties' assertion and more readily demonstrate that the United States'
view at the time was that the Oneidas were under its jurisdiction prior to and an 1938. Moreover,
based on a complete reading and the context of the letter, it is more plausible that Collier's
s#atement regarding the IRA signaled that an affirmative vote would require further federal

of the IRA and therefore could not utilize its provisions. ILCA did not have to address Section 5 of the IRA at all; it
is a statute enacted primarily for consolidating fractionated individual Indian lands, but Congress chose to use ILCA
as a vehicle for extending Section 5 of the IRA to tribes that did not vote to accept it Additionally, there is nothing
in the IRA that supports the proposition that voting to reject the tRA also resulted in a vote to terminate the federal
supervision aid jurisdiction over a particular tribe.
69 State and Counties' Submission to DOI on Remand, at 6. See also id at 31 (citing (Ex. DD) September 9, 1935
letter from Collier to Harrison.}
70 State and Counties' Submission to DOI on Remand, ai 6.
'~ Id
~Z State and Counties' Submission to DOI on remand, at 39 {citing Ex. BEE/Ex. 187, February 19, 1938, letter from
John Collier to Oliver LaFarge, President of the American Association an Indian Affairs, at 3}.
'~ Ex. EEE/Ex. 187, February 14, 1938, tester frflm John Collier to Oliver L.aFarge, President of the American
Association on Indian Affairs, at 3; State and Counties Submission, October 5, 2012
74 Ex. EEE/Ex. 187, February t 9, 1438, letter from Sohn Collier to Oliver LaFarge, President of the American
Association on Indian Ai~airs, at 3; State and Counties Submission, October 5, 2012.
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efforts to support the Natioa~'s adoption of an IRA constitution, including the calling of a
separate election to a11ow Oneida members to vote to ratify such constitutifln.~$

The Beckham Report quotes from a letter dated August 20, 1934, from Collier to Alfred F.
Beiter of the Hause of Representatives, stating that "(p]ossibly most of the New York Indians
may come within the. scope of the [IRA~J. However, our plans for the administration of this act
aze yet in a tentative stage and no definite program has been formulated."76 Based on this
statement, the Beckham Report concludes that "Collier was thus looking to the IRA voting
results to see if the New York Indians Fvould come under the jurisdiction of the Office of Indian
Affairs."77 However, this conclusion is not supported. Collier's statement merely conveyed the
status of his efforts to implement the IIfiA and the fact that no defined plan yet had been
formulated for the administration of the IR.A. And as discussed above, when implementing the
IRA by calling a Section 18 election for the Nation, the Department determined that the Oneida
were under federal jurisdiction and eligible to vote under the Act.

'The Beckham Report relies an other correspondence as weii, but it is also unpersuasive. For
example, Beckham cites a report by Henry Roe Cloud, a Superintendent of the ~-Iaskell Institute,
dated October 18, 1934, in support of his posi#ion on the import of the Oneida. vote under the
IRA.'$ Beckham does not explain how this report is representative or indicative of the views of
the Department or how it rebuts other overwhelming evidence of the Oneidas' "under federal
jurisdiction" statzzs. Likewise, the Beckham Report selectively cites to a statement by Secretary
Harold Ickes in a letter quoted by Collier in a September 4, 1934 speech, in support of the
position that only an af#irmative vote on the IRA would bring the Oneidas under federal
jurisdiction.79 It is the case that in 1934, Secretary Ickes staxed that "[t]here is nothing in the
laws of Congress which would justify withholding from the New York Indians those same
protections by the Federal Government that are emended to other Indians."80 But according to
the Beckham Report, this statement should be interpreted to mean that the Oneida were not under
federal jurisdiction at the time.g~ This conclusion is unsupportable based not only an the express
language of the statement (which plainly asserts that tribes in New York have the same federal
protections as tribes in other states) but also when read in the context of the remainder of the
speech, which conveyed the fact that the New York Indians were already under federal
jurisdiction, as no law had prevented it, or changed their status 82 In the same letter, the
Secretary also stated: "in my judgment, the jurisdiction, and obligation of the United States are
quite cleaz. "T'hhere is nothing in the special history of the New York: Indians which would render
them less completely the wards of the Government than in the case of other Indians."83 Thus,

75 .See 25 U.S.C. § 476 {setting forth the procedures by which a tribe could adopt a formalized government structure
as well as discussing the rights and obligations of Indian tribes and the Secretary in that process).76 Beckham Report at 39.
" Id. at 39-40.
'$ Beckham Report at 40.
79 1~

SD Ex. 1 I, September 4, 1934, Excerpts from the Address Given by Commissioner Collier on Indian Day of the Four
Nations Celebration at Niagara Falls, Neon York, at 22 (quoting a letter from Secretary Ickes).
$~ Beckham Report at 40.
82 Ex. 11, September 4, 1934, Excerpts from the Address Given by Commissioner Collier on Indian Day of the Four
Nations Celebration at Niagara Falls, New York (quoting a letter from Secretary Ickes).s3 Id. at 22.
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even in 1934, Secretary Ickes believed that notwithstanding any differences in the treatment of
New York Indians at the time, they were as much wards of the federal government and under the
federal government's protection as other Indian tribes outside the State. Other primary evidence
marshaled by the State and Counties similarly fail to support their notion that the Oneida's vote
to reject the IRA resulted in a loss of federal supervision and jurisdiction over the Nation.84

Third, the State and Counties assert that the Oneida were not eligible to hold a vote on the IRA
and rely in Large part on selective correspondence to support their argument. In reviewing the
correspondence, w~ have found that the instances of uncertainty regazding the Oneidas'
eligibility to vote on the IRA pre-dates the actual vote and is authored by a few agency officia1s85
who were not the final decision makers. Such correspondence is rebutted by the fact that the
Oneidas' vote was Off cially authorized and conducted by Secretary of the Interior within the
sated statutory deadline. In addition, any speculation as to the eligibility of the Oneida by a few
federal officials is oufiweighed by partiGUlar correspondence indicating with certainty the
Nation's IRA eligibility status. For example, in a letter dated May I6, 1936, Acting
Commissioner Uaiker wrote to W. K. HaYrison, Superintendent of the New York Agency, stating
the Department's decision to "permit the Indians of the Oneida Indian Reservation in New York
to vote on the Indian Reorganization Act of June 18, 1934."86 Also, a letter dated May 19, 1936,
from Acting Secretary of the Interior Charles West to Commissioner Collier expressly called far
a special election for the Oneida in New York.87 The final determination that Oneida should
vote was made by Department officials not long after Congress enacted the IRA into law.

For these reasons, we fmd that the evidence offered by the State and Counties is not persuasive.
It neither alters the determination the Department made in the 1930s that the Oneidas were
eligible to vote in an IR~1 election, nor nullifies the fact that the Oneidas voted in an IR.A
election. called for and conducted by the Secretary of the Interior. Nor is owr conclusion
otherwise undermined by the Beckham Reply Report, which merely emphasizes that the Oneidas
were the last I~tew Yark tribe to vote on the IRA and voted on "the last possible day."$S Being
the last tribe to vote under the IRA does not erase the fact ar nullify the. legal impact of the
federal government's deternunation the i~lation was eligible to and did vote on whether to accept
ar reject the IRA. It is indisputable that federal officials vested with authority to decide whether
the adult Indians residing on a reservation were qualified to vote on the IRA determined that the
Oneidas were so entitled to vote, and that the Nation voted within the IRA's statutory deadline.
Moreover, to the extent the State and Counties challenge the correctness of the decision to allow
the Nation to vote under the IRA, they should have challenged the decision at the time it was
made, not seven decades later.

~'' See e.g. supra 141 and 148.
85 See e.g., Ex. GG, December 5, 1935, letter fram W.K. Harrison, special agent, to Commissioner Daiker; Ex. Z/Ex.
Z 8, June 5, 1935, Letter from Commissioner Collier to W.K. Harrison, special agent (questioning whether Qneida
are entitled to vote because they have no reservation); Ex. 17, May 28, 1935, letter from W.K. Harrison, special
agent, to Commissioner Collier (Cayugas and Oneidas not entitled to vote on IRA}.
86 Ex. II, May 16, 1936, fetter from Commissioner Daiker to W.K. Harrison, superintendent:
87 Ex. KK, May 19, 1936, Ietter from Charles West, Acting Secretary of the Interior, to the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs.
x$ Beckham Reply. Report at 6-7.
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B. Various Treaties other relevant interactions between the United States and the
Nation, and the Bo lean litigation, separately and conclusively demonstrate that the
Nation was under federal jurisdiction before 1934

I~iotwithstanding the fact that the IRA vote is dispositive of the Oneidas' "under federal
jurisdiction" status, there are a number of other interactions between the United States and
Oneida that conclusively demonstrate enther by themselves ar collectively that the Narion was
under federal jurisdiction in 1934. Thus, although we disagree with the arguments presented by
the State and Counties that more is needed, assuming arguendo that they are correct, the record
supports a determination that the Nation was under federal jurisdiction in 1934 for purposes of
the IRA.

The Nation is a descendant of the Oneida Indian Nation of the Six Narions Confederacy, also
known as the Haudenasounee, an alliance of Iroquois-speaking tribes.89 Prior to the
Revolutionary War, the Nation traditionally occupied approximately six million acres in what is
now central New York State.90 Following the Revolutionary Waz, "the State of New York came
under increasingly heavy pressure to open the Oneidas' land far settlement."91 "Reflective of
that pressure, in 1?$8, New York Staxe and the Oneida Nation entered into the Treaty of Fort
Schuyler," pursuant to which the Oneidas ceded most of their lands to the State ~z Six years
later, in 1794, the United Sta#es entered into the Treaty of Canandaigua with the six
Haudenosounee Nations, which "bath ̀ acknowledge[d]' the Oneida Reservation as established
by the Treaty of Fort Schuyler and guaranteed the Oneidas' free use and enjoyment of the
reserved territory."43 Notwithstanding these treaty guarantees, towazds the end of the 18~'
Century and the beginning of the 19~' C~nhuy, New York State purchased a substantial portion
of the Oneida Natimn's remaining land without obtaining Federal approva1.94 The administration
of President George Washington objected to such unlawful State action. The lands reserved to
the Oneida in the Treaty of Canandaigua were under the supervision of the United States and
were not subject to alienation except pua~suant to the Non-Intercourse Act.

By 1838, the Oneida Indian Nation had sold all but 5,000 acres of land within their original
reservation boundaries without Federal approva195 In 1838, the Nation and the United States
entered into another treaty, the Treaty of Buffalo Creek, "which envisioned removal of all
remaining New York Indians, including the Oneidas, t0 Kc1YLS1S."96 The number of Oneidas
remaining in New York and the acreage held by the Oneida continued to dwindle throughout the
19`x' century, until ultimately, in 1920, oa~ly 32 acres continued an Oneida. possession within its
reservation boundaries.97

89 See City of Sherrill v. Oneida lndiar~ Nation of N.Y., 544 U.S. 197, 203 (2005); County of Oneida v. Oneida
Indian Nation of N. Y., 470 U.S. 226, 230 { 1985).
90 City of Sherrill, 544 U.S. at 203.
gf County ojOneida, 4?0 U.S. at 231.
9Z City of Sherrill, 544 U.S. at 203.
93 City of Sherrill, S44 U.S. at 204-05.
94 !d. at 205.
9s Id. at 205-06.
~ Id at X06.
97 Id. at 206-07.
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In 1885, despite the conveyance of the 32-acre tract by individual Oneada Indians to non-Indians,a band of Oneidas continued to live on that land g8 Later, after anon-Indian brought suit in state
court to partition the ~raperty, a state court issued an order on November 20, 1909, ejecting the
remaining Oneidas. g The United States thereafter brought suit as trustee on behalf of the
Oneidas to reclaim the land. In United States v. Boylan, a federal district count found that the
Oneidas "were actually in possession and occupation of the Iands in question, together with the
adjoining lands, which farm a part of tthe original Oneida Indian reservation.:100 The Second
Circuit agreed and also concluded that the Oneida Indians were a "distinct people, tribe, or
band,"101 that the "exclusive jurisdiction over the Indians is in the federal government," and thus
the United States had the right to maintain the action. °Z The Second Circuit further held that it
did "not think that the state of New York could extinguish the right of occupancy which belongs
to the Indians," and that the attempted conveyance of the lands and the subsequent ejectment
were null and void.10J This suit by the ~lnited States as trustee for the Oneida and the Second
Circuit's ~rmance of the Unated States' role as trustee in and of itself establishes that the
Oneida were under federal jurisdiction as of 1920. The State and Counties point to no evidence
that Congress or the Executive Branch clearly intended to alter this. jurisdictional status between
1920 and 1934.

Thus, as explained in greater detail below, the record reflects that throughout treaty times
and into the present day the federal government has continued to have various courses of
dealings with the Nation, including inclusion on census records and approving attorney contracts,
that either in and of themselves or calle~ctively support a determination that the Nation was under
federal jurisdiction in 1934 for purposes of the IRA.

1} Treaty of Fort Schulyer and the Treaty of Canandaigua

In 1788, the Oneida ceded mos# of their land to the State of New York in the Treaty of Fort
Schuyler, retaining a reservation of approximately 3.00,000 acres. ta4 Six yeazs later, in 1794, the
United States entered into the Treaty of Canandaigua105 with the six Haudenosounee Nations,
which "both ̀ acknQwiedge[d]' the Oneida Reservation as established by the Treaty of Fort
Schuyler and guaranteed the Oneidas' free use and enjoyment of the reserved territory."106 The
Treaty declazed that "Peace and friendship are hereby firmly established, and shall be perpetual,
between the United States and the Six Nations."107 In Article 2, the United States
"acknowledge[d~ tt~e lands reserved to the Oneida, Onondaga and Cayuga Nations, in their
respective treaties with the State of Newr York, artd called their reservations, to be their property;
and the t3nited States ~wilI never claim the same, nor disturb them or either of the Six Nations."108

9814 at 211 n.3
~`' United States v. Btlydan, 256 F. 468, 475-47b (N.D.N.Y. 1919).
140 United States v. Boylan, 265 F. 165, 167 (2d. Cir. 1920).
1°' Id. at 171.
Boa Id.
roa Id. at 174 .
104 City of Sherrill, 544 U.S. at 203.
105 Ex. 26, Treaty of Canandaigua, 7 Stat. 44 {Nov. 1 I, T794).
1Db City of'Sherrill, 544 U.S. at 204-05.
'0' Ex. 26, Treaty of Canandaigua, 7 Stat. 44.ios ld.
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Pursuant to the Treaty, the United Staxes agreed to make payments for the welfare of members of
the Six Nations Tribes. The term of this commitment is "forever."14~ The Treaty also requires
the United States tU annually deliver cloth to the Six Nations Tribes, including the Oneida
Nation. ~ 1° As explained in greater detail below, this treaty cloth obligation, valued at
approximately $4,SQ0, was part of the Department's annual budget throughout the 1930s and
continues to be honored to the present day. ~ i ~ T'he cloth is given to recognized Oneida leaders
who then distribute it to members.'t2 The treaty is still the supreme law of the Nation and the
treaty cloth still is annually delivered by the United States to OIN pursuant to the terms of the
treaty. This evidence of a consistent and ongoing government-to-government relationship is
itself dispositive of whether the Oneida were under federal jurisdiction in 1934.

The Department has consistently recognized that a treaty "implicitly established United States
jurisdiction over tribes," and that even unsuccessful negotiations constitute "at a minimum,
acknowledgment of jurisdiction over those particulaz tribes."~ 13 Justice Breyer's concurring
opinion in Carcieri relied, in part, on longstanding Department policy of recognizing that treaty
relations foFZned a sufficient basis for being under federal jurisdiction. ~ 14 The Oneida were
under, and continue to be under, federal jurisdiction by virhze of the treaty relationship between
the Nation and the United States, which continues to the present day.

2) The Boylan litigation.

As discussed above, in September of 1915, the Department of Justice filed a complaint in federal
district court in United States a Boylan, invoking the Noninteroourse Act15 and seeking to
intervene on behalf of members of the Oneida Indian Nation and to eject appellants from a 32-
acre parcel that a state court attempted to convey to appellants. ~ 16 Previously, certain Oneida

1°`' Id.
X10 Id. at 45. See also H.R. Rep. No. 82-2503, at 36 (1952) ("]952 House Report"} (indicating the annual obligation
to make payments to floe Six Nations tribes and deliver $4,504 worth of cloth on an annual basis to them).
}i~ H.R. Rep. No. 72-1?92, at 21 (1932) (identifying "Annuities and per capita payments" due to tribes, including
$4,500 pursuant to the "Treaties with Six Nations, ~Iew Yark" included in the Department's budget far fiscal year
1934); H.R. yep. No. i3-288, at 23 (1934) (same budget allocation for fiscal year 1935); H.R. Rep. No. 74-249, at
27 (1935) (same budget allocation for fiscal year 1936}. See, e.g., Interior, Errvironment, and Related Agencies
Appropriations far 2010, Justifreation of the Budget Estimates: Hearings Before a Subcommittee of the House
Committee on Appropriations, 1 l 1 Cong., Ist Bess., pt. 2 at 739 (2010) (Departrnent's budget identifying $4,504
payment to the Six Nations pursuant to treaty oP~iigarions). See e.g., Act of April 21, 1 R~4, 33 Stat. 194; Act of
August 31, 1451, 65 Stat. 254.
12 See e.g., Ex. 192, July 10, 1935 Letter from thief William Rockwell of the Oneida Nation to Commissioner
Collier {stating that cloth was provided to chiefs).
13 Cowlitz ROD at 92 (citing Worcester v. Georgia, 31 U.S. 515, SSS, 569-60 (1832}}. In addition, the United
States entered into the Treaty of Ft. Stanwix with the Six Nations in 1784 and then the Treaty of Ft. Harmar in 1789.
7 Stat. I S (Oct. 22, 17 4}; 7 Scat. 33 (Jan. 9, 1789).
~ 14 Carcieri, 555 U.S. at 398-99 (Breyer, J., concurring). See also memorandum from Associate Solicitor, Indian
Affairs, to Assistant Secretary, Indian Affairs, Ftequesi far Reconsideration of Decision Not to Tatce Land in Trust
for the Sfillaguamish Tribe (Oct. 1, 1980), at 7 (hereinafter Stillagnamish Memo) (noting that a vested treaty
obligation, absent abrojation by Congress, is swffic9ent by itself to bring a tribe colder federal jurisdiction).
"s 25 U.S.C. § 177.
16 Boylan, 2b5 F. at 1 f:5.
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Indians had been ejected after a state caurt-ordered sale of a 32-acre property.i ~~ T'his 32-acre
parcel had been occupied continuously by Oneida tribal members, as well as subject to the
supervision of the United States through the Nonintercourse Act.l la

In Boylan, decided only fourteen yeazs before enactment of the IRA, the Second Circuit made a
series of findings demonstrating that the Oneidas were under federal jurisdiction prior to 1934, t i 9

First, the Second Circuit recognized that the Oneida Indian Natzon existed "as a sepazate band or
tribe, and therefore as a separate na#ion."124 In addition, the Second Circuit found that "the
exclusive jurisdictimn over the Indians is in the federal government," making it proper for the
United States to bring litigation on their behalf.~Z~ The Second Circuit further held that "the
United States and the remaining Indians of the tribe of the Oneidas still maintain and occupy
towazd each other the relation of guardian and ward ...."122 Staxing that "not only has the
United States government the sole power to act as the guardian of the Indians of the state whose
tribal relation still exists," the Second Circuit confirmed that the federal government "has the
sole power to iegis~ate as to the distribution of their lands."123 Since Congress had never
Legislated to permit the transfer of title from the Indians, the Second Circuit declared the petition
action and sate void.~2~

The Boylan case shows that the Nation was under federal jurisdiction in the eazly decades of the
twentieth century. In bringing the action, the United States asserted its federal interest and
authority in the real property and interests of the Oneida Indian Nation. According to the Second
Circuit, those interests were determinative of the federal government's representation of the
Oneida's interest in the Boylan litigation.125 As Boylan demonstrates, the federal government

i"See id. at 165-67.
i' g See id. at 166-71.
~ ag Id. at i 71-74. The Oneida f►rst petitioned the Governor of New York, and the New York Attorney Genera!
investigated their claim. See Ex. 1.04, October 18, I907, Statemenu of William Honyost Rockwell and William K.
Honyost to Deputy Attorney General Decker at the Old Homestead, the parcel in question in Boylan. The New York
Attorney General found that the land was not taxed, was tribal, and filed a submission in the New York Supreme
Court to deny the Forec9osure. See Ex. 114, October 28, 1907, Report of Attorney Genera6 William Schuyler
Jackson, at 4-8 (determining the land was untaxed and tribal); Ex. 1 i 5, November 1907, Information In Re Oneida
9ndians, Attorney General before the Supreme Court at the Broome Special Term (same, and suggesting that the
court tacked jurisdiction); Ex. i t6, Qctaber 29, 1907, letter from Governor Hughes to RG 3ackson; Ex. t 17, October
3D, 1907, Syracuse Post Standard Article: "Indians Keep Tribal Lands."'The New York state legislature took up a
bfIl so protect the Oneida from eviction, but it failed. See Ex. 1 l8, Memorandum in support of bill entitled "A Bill
Providing for the Prosecution of Suits for the Protection and Relief of Tribal Indians in Certain Cases." The stale
court evicted the Oneida from the parcel. See Ex. 118A, Julia Boylan v. Mary George, et al. Supreme Court,
Madison County, Augtast 18, 19Q9. Attorney George Decker sent a petition to file U.S. Attorney General in Juty
1912, supporting the right o€the U.S. to sue to recover the tribe's land. See Ex. 119, July 19, 1912, letter from the
Attorney General to the Secretary of the Interior. After a series of letters between the Tribe, the Department of
Justice, and the Department of the Interior (see Exs. 80, 108, 120, i21, 122) the Department oPthe Interior decided
that it approved of the institution of suit. See Ex. 3, 2, 123 (letters between DOI, DOI, and the Office ofthe United
States Attorney for the Northern District of New York).
120 Boydan, 265 F. at 171.
~~~ Id.
12z Id, at 174.
I'°} Id. at 173.
1241d. at 173-4.
'~ Id. at 171 (determining that the federal government had "exclusive. jurisdiction" over the O1N and was "solely
vested" with the rightta maintain an action on behalf of the tribe}.
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clearly viewed Oneida Indians and lands as being under its. jurisdiction.;26 In 2003, the Second
Circuit rearmed the Boylan decision in Oneida Indian Nation of New York v. City of
Sherri11,127 including the determinations of the continuous existence of a federally protected
reservation and the continuous existence of the Oneidas as a tribe.128

Three indisputable points aze derived from the Boylan decision, as affirmed in the Second
Circuit's decision in Sherrill. First, the Oneida were recognized as a tribe by the United
States.129 Second, they had federally protected reservation land.I3o Finally, in the years before
the IRA, the federal gavemment had nzunerous dealings with the Oneida Indian Nation as a ward
of the federal government.131

The State and Counties' contention tl2at Boylan stands for the opposite conclusion —that the
Oneida were not under federal jurisdiction — is unsupported by the decision and the Deparnnent's
actions concerning the litigation. The State and Counties further seek to dismiss the significance
of Boylan by advancing the following azguments: (1) the 32-acre parcel was owned in fee simple
status;~'Z (2) statements by DOI around the time of Boylan demonstrate that DOI rejected the
analysis in Boylanl~'3(3}the Department of the Interior did not authorize the Boylan suit; {4} the
key facts in Baylan happened 25 years before the IRA was enacted, and circumstances had
changed by 1934; and (5) a "handful of Indaan families" were involved in Boylan, and not the
Nation.~~4 Vise discuss each azgument advanced by the State and Counties below.

The State and Counties contend that a state law passed in 1843 provided that the 32-acre pazcel
at issue could be divided into severalty, owned in fee by individuals, and freely transferred or
encumbered.F3' This conclusion is legally incorrect, as State laws cannot change the status of
either a federal reservation or a federally recognized tribe and it is also directly at odds with the

'26 ra.
t2~ Oneida Indian Nation of N. Y. v. City of Sherrill, 337 Fad 139 (2d Cir. 2003), rev'd on other grounds by 544 U.S.
197 (2005).
~Z$ City of Sherrill, 337 F.3d at I55-5$, 161-b5, 166-6? (stating unequivocally that the Oneida land remained Indian
Country, that the reservation had not been disestablished, and that the record of executive and legistative
determinations to which courts defer demonstrated continuous tribal existence). As the Nation has noted, documents
such as the U.S v. Elm decision, statements in the ] 891, 1893, 1900, 1901, and 1406 reports of the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, the Reeves report, and letters from DOI officials repealing the statement in the 1914 Reeves report,
were before the Court in Sherrill and "did not affect the Nation's existence or Sts federal rights. Submission of the
Oneida Indian Nation of New York Regarding a Supplemental Record of Decision Addressing the Secretary's
Statutory Authority to Acquire Trust Land for the Nation, at 32 (Nov. 23, 2012) (Nation's Submission an Remand).
129 See Boylan, 265 F. at 171.
'3o Id at 173-74.
'3 ~ See id at 167 (describing the course of dealing between the Nation and the federal government); City of Sherrill,
337 F.3d at 146-5 I (same).
'3z As discussed. below, the assertion of the State and Counties is legally incorrect. Even if correct, however, it is
unclear how the Oneida owning land in fee defeats a determination that the Nation was under federal jurisdiction
prior to Z 934, given. that the United States engaged in an extensive cowrse of dealings with the Nation as discussed
herein, including the filing by the United States of claims on behalf of the ~neidasn the Boylan lirigation.
'33 State and Counties' Submission to DOi on remand, at ?8-29.
i341d. at 30.
i3s See, e.g. State and Counties Memorandum of Law at29; State and Counties' Submission to DOI ott Remand, at
27. The State anc! Counties cite Exhibits C (Reeves Report, House of Representatives, 63d Congress 3d Session,
Aocument No. 1590, September 28, 1914) and E (U.S. a Elm) in support of this contention.
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ruling of ehe Second Circuit in Boylan.136 The Oneida communally owned their land,137 and the
court in Boylan expressly confirmed that the Oneida owned the land collectively —not
individually under New York's 1843 law.138 The State and Counties point out eleven sales and
mortgages between 1844 and 1885 related to the land in question, insisting that the transactions
represent the Oneida's understanding that their land was held in severalty.139 The Second Circuit
rejected this argument in Boylan, holding instead that the Oneida did not have the right to hold
these lands in severalty or to mortgage or encumber the land. As stated by the court, "there is no
authority which will enable ane membea~ of the tribe to sell and convey his interest in the
reservation to an outsider, and to confer upon such purchaser the right to partition and sell in
partition the lands held by several of the tribe in common. No law sanctions the sale of such
Iands so owned and held in a partition action brought by any person."~`~°

The State and Co~.uaties also argue that Departmental statements and actions demonstrate that the
Department viewed the Nation as under state, and not federal jurisdiction, and that the
Department rejected the analysis and holding in Boylan. Neither federal inaction with respect to
a tribe (such as denying requests for assistance) nor occasional misstatements results in the
repudiation of federal jurisdiction.1a1 Inactivity does not "necessarily reflect a termination or

136 See City of Sherrill, 337 F.3d at 159 ("[O]nly Congress can divest a reservation of its land and diminish its
boundaries," quoting Solem v. Bartlett, 465 CJ.S. 463, 470 {1984))); id. at X63 n.21 ("Contrary to the suggestion of
lViadison and Qneida Counties, the fact that, under the 1843 law, individual Fndians could hold the land in common,
and could sell it to non-Indians under specified circumstances, does not reflect the disestabiishment ofthe
reservation."}; cf. Lara, 541 U.S. at 200-03 (ex}~laining that the Constitution grants Congress p{enary power over
Indian affairs).
137 Ex. 104, Oct. 18, 19~D7, Statement of Chief Rockwell, at 4-5; Ex. 105, May l 8, 1910, Memorial of a Band of
Oneida Indians, at 3; Ex. 106, October 30, I912, s~lemorial of a Certain Band of Oneida Indians, at 3-4; Bx. 107,
1912, Oneida Petition t~ the U.S. Attorney General; Ex. 108, April 18, 1913, Petition to the Secretary of Interior.
338 Boylan, 2fi5 F. at 171-173 (nflting that no federal authority authorized holding of the land in severalty}.
'39 Beckham Report, at 18. Beckham concludes that these eleven transactions confirm that the Oneida considered the
land their personal property in severalty. ld. However, the Bec3cham Report does not analyze Oneida land tenure
ideas and understanding, and some of the transactions were between Oneidas themselves, making such a conclusion
"unsustainable based on t3ie evidence." See McMillen Report, at 13-14.
~d0 Boylan, 265 F. at I73. See also City of Sherrill, 544 U.S. 21 t n.3; County of Oneida v. Oneida Indian Nation, 47a
U.S. 22b, 248 (1985); City of Sherrill, 337 F.3d at 148.
~a' The State and Counties cite the petitions of individual Oneidas who rec~uesEed the Office of Indian Affairs for
assistance, and were denied: Stage and Counties' Submission to DOI on remand, at 35-3b. See e.g., Ex. VV, July 18,
193 Z, letter from C.J. Roads, Commissioner, to Wilson Cornelius ("We have not attempieci to assume control over
any tribal or individual property of the Oneidas of New York"); Ex. U, July 29, 1920, letter from E.B. Merritt,
Assistant Commissioner, to Mary Winder ("'Phis office never having assumed any direct supervision over the•
internal affairs of the Qneida Reservation in New York"); December 9, 1926, letter from Herbert Work; Secretary
of the Interior, to W.H. Rockwell, Oneida Nation Secretary and Treasurer ("[T]his department has no jurisdiction
over the matter about which you write"); Ex. YY, October 19, 1911, letter from C.R. Hauke, Assistant
Commissioner, to Wiis~n Cornelius ("You are under the jurisdiction and control of the tribal authorities and the
State of New York."); Ex. ZZ, July I9, 191 i, letter from C.R. Hawke, Assistant Commissioner, to Wilson Cornelius
("Should you or any member of the Six Nations claim lands in the vicinity of Oneida Lake or any other part of the.
State of New York , ..you should submit the matter to the proper officers of the Indian council and authorities of
the State of New York."); Ex. AAA, January 30, 1913, letter from C.F. Hawke, Assistant Commissioner, to E.D.
Northrup, at l -2 ("In the absence of any specific legislation by Congress authorizing this Department to assume
jurisdiction over the inEernat affairs and the lands in [sic] the New York Indians, the Office would not be justified in
interfering in any way [referring to certain litigation]"); Ex. BBB, March 29, 1924, letter from Charles Burke,
Commissioner, to the Hon. Andrew J. Hickey { °̀[Ijn the absence of legislation this Department has not and could not
wel! assume active jurisdiction or control over the affairs of the New York Indians, though technically a superior
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loss of the tribe's j~xrisdictional status."142 In addition, occasianal misstatements by Department
officials do not ternunate federal jurisdiction over a tribe.t43 Any interpretation to the contrary
would allow inactivity by Department officials to trump Congress' will as expressed in federal
statutes like the Non-Interca~trse Act as well as expressed in federal treaties.

for the proposition. that certain inactivity and misstatements by certain federal officials establish
that Oneida was nat under federal jurisdiction an 1934, the State and Counties primarily rely on
two phrases in a Department mernoranclum dated December 6, 1926. One phrase in the
memorandum stated that "there are no federal statutes specaf cally subjecting the Oneida Indians
of New York or any of their lands in that State to the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Interior.
.. ", and the other that "in the absence of specific legislation granting jurisdiction over the New
York Indians this Department has not attempted to assume jurisdiction over their affairs."144 It is
axiomatic that the federal government (specifically, Congress) has plenary authority over Indian
affairs and a"urther, that specific federal statutes are not necessary to cause a tribe to be under
federal jurisdiction.1~5 In addition, this statement, and the other statements cited by the State and
Counties, do not. change the overriding evidence demonstrating a long history of interactions
between the Oneida and the federal government, including evidence showing that the United
States ultimately brouglht the Boylan lawsuit.~~ At most, these statements and others cited by
t$e State and Counties 4? amount to nothing more than confusifln by some federal officials as to
the interplay of state authority over Indian tribes in New York vis-a-vis federal jurisdiction over
those same Indian tribes.1~$ Despite and such confusion, the fact is that the record as a whole

sovereignty and jurisdi~tian might rest in the Federal Government "); Ex. FFF, Apri( 26, 1939, letter from Wi1liaEn
Zimmerman Jr., Assistant Commissioner, to Lulu G. Stillman ("In the absence of specific ]egislation by Congress
directing this service to do so, we are not in a position to assume active supervision or control over the situation with
respect to the Indians in the State of New York.").
X42 Cowlitz ROD at 9S. See also Stillaguamish Memo, at 2 (noting that enduring treaty obligations maintained
federal jurisdiction, even if the federal government did not realize this at the time); United States v. John, 437 U.S.
634, 653 (1478) (in holding that federal criminal jurisdiction could be reasserted over the Mississippi Choctaw
reservation after almost I00 years, the Court stated that the fact that federal supervision over the 141ississippi
Choctaws had not been continuous does not destroy the federal power to deal with them). Admittedly, these
documents reflect confusion regazding how to handle certain masters regarding Oneida. However, they must be
viewed in their historical context. Sse supra note 148. And, regardless of statements made by individual federa)
officials, the evidence an the whole reflects that the United States continued to assert its jurisdiction and protection
over the Oneida.
~4~ See generally Carcieri, 555 U.S. at 397-98 (Breyer, J., concurring) {recognizing that a tribe may have been ander
federal jurisdiction in 1934 even though the federat government did not believe so at the time).
~'~ Ex. V, December 6, 1426, Memarandum for Secretary from Commissioner, at 1-2.
14i See supra notes 26-29 and accompanying text.
''~ See generally Ex. 123, 1913-1922, Dept. of Justice Correspondence Re: Boylan.
~¢' See infra note 141 and supra note 148.
1d8 This confusion is noE without historical context, as the original thirteen states strongly resisted the notion of
strong federal oversight and involvement, an idea embodied in the Articles of Confederation and persisting even
after ratification of the constitution. See Robert N. Clinton &Margaret Tobey Hotopp, Judicial Enforcement of the
Federal Restraints on tl dienation of Indian Land.' the Origins of the Eastern Land Claims, 31 ME. L. REV. 17, I9-44
(1979) (detailing the evolving concept of federal versus states' rights, particulazly in the realm of Indian affairs,
from the British colonist policy to the A.rtieles of Confedera#ion, the Constitution, and then the Non-Intercourse
Acts). By the time of the Constitutional Convention in 1789, the drafters were well aware of the challenges with
parsing jurisdiction over Indian affairs between the states and federal government. Id. at 2$. As a result, they
eliminated the express reservations of state auth+~rity aver Indian affairs from the Constitution and expanded the
scope of exclusive federal aukharity, as articulated in the Indian Commerce Clause. Id at 2$-9. Nevertheless,
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reflects a general understanding and belief by the federal government that the Oneida were ~znderfederal jurisdiction prior to and after 1934.

The contention that the United States did not authorize the Boylan suit is incorrect and irrelevant.Even if the Department of the Interior's 1i#igataon authorization were a prerequisite to adetermination of a tribe's jurisdictional status, which it was not, the Department provided suchau#horization for the Boylan suit., 44 The Beckham Report was written wittiou# awareness of suchauthorization, and the State and Counties conclude that the apparent absence of any documentauthorizing the suit must mean that the Department of Justice acted without authorization. ~ so
However, a letter dated Apri124, 1913,-from an Assistant. Secretary in the Interior Department tothe Attorney General, stated that "this Department would offer no objection to the institution ofsuit, as requested, but would be glad to see that course pursued if, in your opinion, it is properand advisable." 1 s i A letter dated May 3, 1913, from an Assistant Attorney General to the
Secretary of the Interior confirmed that the Boylan matter had been referred to the U.S. Attorneyfor action, i sz The record shows that the Department approved the Boylan action ~ 53 and
subsequently recognized and adhered to the legal rule of Boylan in later Departmental
correspondence.15

The State and Counties' azgiunent about the timing of the facts underlying the Boylan litigation
does not diminish tie Oneida Nation's federal jurisdictional status. The eviction of the Oneida

several of the original states, including New York, continued to exercise authority aver Indians, particulazly in therealm of land transactions. Id. at 42-43 (citing the difficult transition to a centralized federalism, the original
thirteen states' claim to Indian fee title, and federal inaction as three reasons whythese states continued co exercisejurisdiction over their Indian populations). However, any such assertion of state jurisdiction does not and cannotextinguish Federal. jurisdiction absent axpress Congressional action, and early efforts to accomplish this in NewYork failed. See infra Hate 255.
i49 Ex. I, Apri124, 1913, let#er from the Assistant Secretary to Ehe Attorney General; Ex. 2, May 3, 1913, letter fromthe Assistant Attorney General to the Secretary of the Interior.iso professor Beckham states that "this lawsuit v as pursued independent of the Department of the Interior and theOffice of Indian Affairs in Washington, D.C:' aeckham Report, at 20. Beckham, however, also notes in his reply
re~ort that he was not aware of the documentation that states otherwise. See Beckham Repay Report, at 28.
'S Ex. 1, April 24, 1913, letter from the Assistant Secretary to the Attorney General, at 2. The letter notes that it is
in response to previous correspondence "concerning the perition filed by George P. Decker in behalf of the OneidaIndians in New York requesting that [DOJ] investigate and take appropriate action concerning the claim of said
indias~s to certain lands..." Id at I.
'SZ Ex. 2, May 3, 1913, letter from the Assistant Attorney General to the Secretary of the Interior.'s3 There is some evidence that Assistant Commissioner E.B. Merritt was dismissive of the Boylan Eitigation. See Ex.
l I OIEx. S, June 24, 1916, letter from E.B. Merritt, Assistant Commissioner to F.J. Cragg, Assistant tJ.S. Attorney, ai
1 (stating that no record of the Departmental request for institurion of suit in Boylan was found}; Ex. 1 i 1, July 29,I924, letter from E.B. Memtt, Assistant Commissioner, to Mary Winder (referring her to state of~CCiats regazding
Oneida issues); Ex. D, Sept. 30, 1916, letter frortt~ E.B. Merin, Assistant Commissioner, to F.J. Cregg, Assistant U.S.Attorney (reiterating the conclusion of the Reaves Report that the Oneida were "known no more" in New York).
Hpwever, these letters c~a not cons#itute an agency decision because he was not the final decision maker. Rather, asHated above, the Assistant Secretary ultimately gave authorization for the litigation.:sa See, e.g., Ex. 112, March 8, 1922, letter from Charter H. Burke, Gammissioaer, to A.W. Kelly, an Oneida(stating "there is no federal law which confers on individuals of the Oneida tribe of New Yark power to sell or
encumber any of the lands of their reservation, and further that the Cinited States may maintain a suit to enforce therestoration of any lands so encumbered or conveyed."); Ex. 113, June 4, 193 i, letter from C.J. Rhoades,Commissioner, to the Hen F.M, Davenport {Boylan rule does not apply to land acquired by an Oneida in a markettransaction).
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Indians that gave rise to the United States' legal acrion occurred in 1906. After protracted
litigation in state court, the United States asserted its right to litigate on behalf of the Oneida in
1920, demonstrating its jurisdiction and supervision over the Nation and its land, only fourteen
years before the enactrnent of the IRA. The United States has discretionary authority on whether
and when to initiate affirmative litigation.

Likewise unfounded is the State and Ccaunties' claim that the findings in Boylan "concerned the
specific Oneida families impacted by the eviction, with whom the modern tribal entity, OIN, has
no genealogical, social or political coru~ection."lss While there are no legal requirements for
such a relationship between the individual Indians restored to the land through the Boylan
litigatian and the Oneida Indian Nation today, it is important to note that the findings of the court
in Boylan were not limited to a certain family ar to those who were evicted from the 32 acres.
Oneida chiefs who had been recognized by the federal government did noE necessarily live on the
32 acre parcel.lsb ~Uhen Oneida chiefs sent a memorial to New York State seeking to overturn
the eviction from the 32 acre parcel, they claimed the pazcel on behalf of the "band," enjoyed as
"a common and eq~aai right," not just on behalf of the Indians living there before foreclosure, is'

It is the case that the Second Circuit stated that the Boylan suit was "brought on behalf of certain
Oneida Indians."' S8 In determining that the United States had the authority to bring the action,
hor~vever, the court also found that the United States was acring on beha.If of the larger Nation:

The first question presented is the right of the United States to maintain this action. The
trial judge has found tha# the Oneida Indians were a distinct people, tribe, or band. With
ahis finding we agree. The record does not disclose, as contended for by the defendants
belaw, that the people have been completely incorporated with us and clothed with all the
rights and bound by all the duties and obligations of the state of New York. Since the
Indians exist as a separate band ar tribe, and therefore as a separate nation, the exclusive
jurisdiction over the Indians is im the federal government, and the right to maintain an
action in their behalf under the federal Constitution is solely vested in the federal
government. ~ 59

ass State and Counties' Submission to DOI on F~emand, at 5. The State and Counties also contend that the finding of
the court that the (?Weida had tribal relations is dictum because the federal government has. a duty to protect
individual Indians as rsards, regardless of whether they are part of an organized band os tribe. Id at 42. The finding
is not dictum because it was necessary for the curt to determine that the Oneida exist as a tribe in order to
determine that the federal government, thereforE, has a right to maintain an actiott on behalf of the tribe under the
federal Constitution. See Boylan, 2b5 F. at 271 ("Since the Indians exist as a separate band or tribe, and therefore as
a separate nation, the exclusive jurisdiction over the Indians is in the federal government"}. The State and Counties
also argue that the court applied the wrong standard for determining whether the Oneida were a tribe, and that the
court should have applied the standards in Montoya v. United States, 180 U.S. 261 (1901). See State and Counties'
Submission to DOI on Remand, at 43. But see Felix S. Cohen, Handbook of Federal Indian Law (20t2 ed.}, §
3.02[6][aJ-[b] (noting that "reservation tribes with continuing federal contact are considered tribes under virEually
every statute refemng to Indian tribes" and that the Supreme Court did not apply the Montoya test beyond the Indian
Depredation Act until 1926). In any event, the Boylan Court's ruling is binding circuit precedent that cannot be
i~nored.
a 6 See Ex. 105, May t 8, 191 U, Memorial of a hand of Oneida Indians, at 7 (seeking to overntrn eviction, and signed
bey Oneida Chiefs); Beckham Report, at 9 (citing sources referring to Chief Bwning living at Oneida}.

Ex. l 45, May 18, 1910, Memorial of a Band of Qneida Indians, at 3.
Bib BoyEan, 26S F. at 165.
1591d. at i71 (citations omitted).
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The State and Counties also seek to distinguish the Oneida Indians based on certain historical
actions. They contend, far instance, that because a group of Oneida Indians sough# to adopt a
new constitution in 1948, this acrion created a new and different tribe. They also azgue that an
"informal cultural end social organization" existed before 1948, but no formal tribal governing
structure, and hence no official tribal entity.16° T`he State and Counties overlook the fact that
tribes may establish their awn form of government, and may adopt a constitution. A constitution
is simply one form of governance, and whether or when a tribe decides to adopt one does not
affect the political status of that tribe, as whether or how to organize a tribal government
structure is within the inherent sovereign province of Indian tribes.i61 Indeed, many tribes have
adopted constitutions long after the IRA was passed.t62 And the very title of the Act, "The
Indian Reorganization Act," evidences Congress's intent to provide an overarching mechanism
by which tribes can choose to re-organize their political structure through afederally-prescribed
process. ~ 63 Thus, neither the adoption of a constitution or the timing of such action has any
bearing on the Oneida Indian Nation's staxus as a tribe ar of being under federal jurisdiction.i~
When the Secretar,~ called an election allowing the Oneida to vote on whether to opt out of the
IRA, such action in and of itself reflects a determination that the Nation was a "recognized tribe .
..under Federal jurisdiction" in 1934,

The State and Counties next contend that the (}neida exercised no political authority at a certain
point in time and, therefore, ostensibly ceased to be a tribe. For this, they rely on an affidavit by
a tribal alder from 1979, the "Waterman affidavit," for the contention that "until the 1940's the

'6o State and Counties' Submission. to DOI on Remand, at 34. They base this contention an the affidavit of a Nation
elder, Delia Waterman, from 1979 litigation. Ex.1"T/Ex. 138}, t3ctaber 25, 1979, Delia Waterman affidavit. That
litigation involved a dispute over the group properly enritied to lead the OIN after DOI rescinded recognition of the
governing. body established in the 1948 constitution. See Oneida Indian Nation v. Clark, 593 F. Supp. 257, 259-60
(1984). Waterman azgued that, by 1930, the tribe had no elected officials or traditional chiefs performing
governmental functions. See Ex TI'/Ex. 138, October 25, 1979, Delia Waterman affidavit, at 1.
161 See Lara, 54I U.S. at 204-205 (affirming Ehe Supreme Court's "traditional understanding"' of each tribe as "`a
distinct political society, separated from others, capable of managing its own affairs and governing itself" (quoting
Cherokee Nation v Georgia, 30 U.S. 2, 16-1? {1831})). See also Worcester v. Georgia, 3] U.S. (6 Pet.) 515, 559
(1832) ("The Indian nations had. always been considered as distinct, independent po]itical communities, retaining
their original natural ri?hu, as the undisputed possessors of the soil, from time immemorial."); 25 U.S.C. § 476 (by
authorizing the Secretary to hold elections for "[a]ny Indian Tribe" to allow sucE~ tribes to vote to organize a formal
government, IRA language reflects that status as a "tribe" is independent from and not based upon the adoption of a
constitution pursuant io the IRA). See also Ex. 177, 1940 Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs at
363-366 (when discussing how the IRA has affected Indian tribes, states that the IRA's provisions, including 25
U.S.C. § 476, are optional and Indian tribes maintain inherent sovereignty to determine, for themselves, the form of~overnment best suited to them).
62 See McMillen Report, at 37 (citing to examples of tribes that adopted constitutions in the yeazs, if not decades,
after the IRA's enactment).
'63 The State and Counties azgue that the Oneida could not have established a tribal governmental relationship with
the BIA before adopting a formal government structure via adopting a constitution in 1948. The Beckham Reply
Report denies this contention. See Beckham Reply Report, at 35 ("I did not write that since there was no
constitution, there was no tribe."). For an alternative interpretation, see, e.g., McMillen Report, at 37 ("If tribal
status hinged on having a Constitution then the vast majority of groups we know as Yndian tribes would not have
existed.").
'~ See Sanra Cara Pueblo v Martinez, 436 U.S. 49, 55-56 (t978j (noting that tribes retain their status as
independent politico! communities entitled to "make their own substantive law in internal matters" subject only to
divestment of that authority by affumative act of Congress).
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group exercised no paliticai authority, had no officers, and held no formal meetings."~bs What is
meant by "political authority" in t12is statement is unclear, but what is clear is the relationship
between the Nation and the federal government in the eazly twentieth century, that tribal
meetings were head occasionally, and that the Oneida were represented in the Six Nations
Council.~~b In addition, the Waterman affidavit is exhaustively analyzed and persuasively
discredited in the Nation's remand subr~issions.~67 As the Nation points out, it is important to
understand the context of the Waterman affidavit, which was taken during a tribal leadership
dispute in order to accept one form of government over another.lbg Thus, it was not that the
Nation was without a tribal government structure, but whether it should adhere to its traditional
form of government or accept a modem form of government.

Curiously, the State and Counties go on to take issue with the fornn Qf the Qneida's government
structure, an argument that in and of itself contradicts their assertion that the Nation had no
functioning government and therefore ceased to exist as a hibe. For this they rely on the
Beckham Reply Report, which quotes William Rockwell, an Oneida chief, as stating "[w)e elect
our chiefs as it comes necessary to take caze of our business. The chiefs hold their office until
they fail to act in their capacity for the good of the Nation."lb4 Prom this statement, the Beckham
Reply Report extrapolates that "the informal role of chiefs" is synonymous with no formal
government. ~ 70 However, in our view, tie statement establishes quite the opposite conclusion -
that the Oneida had a traditional government in which it elected chiefs, and that those ciuefs
were accountable to the tribal membership. In short, it is additional evidence that the Oneida
Indian Nation was and remained a political entity recognized by the federal government and was
under federal jurisdiction.;~~

°bs Beckham Reply Report, at 35.
'~ See e.g. infra Secrion II.B.(3) and corresponding footnotes (Treaty and Other Evidence of Interactions between
the Oneida and £he i}nited States prior to 1934 demonstrate that the Oneida were under federal jurisdiction}. The
record contains numerous letters and reports documenting Oneida meetings and the fact that the Six Nations Council
included an Oneida representative. See, e.g. Ex I46, Nov. 25, 1934 Letter from Oneida Chie€Alexander Burning to
W.I{.Harrison (reporting on a Nation meeting, aricf plans to hold future meetings at least once a month); Ex. 182,
Jan. 20, t 904 Statement by U.S. Indian Agent (rertifying that he attended a general council of the Oneida Tribe of
Indaans for the purpose of considering an attorney to represent the Tribe before the Court of Claims); Ex. 148, June
I3, 1924 Meeting Minutes from a meeting of the Oneida Special Council nn the Oneida Reservation (providing
direction to its delegates to the Six Nations Council meeting); Ex. 188, Sept. 34, 1934 Buffalo Times Article (noting
that the Oneidas atEended a Six Nations Council Meeting).
'b~ See Nation's Submissaon to DOI on Remand, at 64 (arguing that the Waterman affidavit is unm~stworthy because
it was made in the context of a leadership dispute that Waterman's faction, which was invested in the government of
the 1948 constitution and ultimately lost co the prcconstitarional traditional government); Further Submission of the
Oneida Nation of New York Regarding a Supplemental Record of Decision Addressing the Secretary's Statutory
Authority to Acquire Trust Land for the Nation,, at 22-24. .
'~ Id The claim of tribal discontinuity is irrelevant because the United States (including the Department) has
officially recognized the OIN as a successor in interest to the historic Oneida Nation since treaty times, which
recognition is entitled to substantial judicial deference in the absence of a contrary showing of official, formal
derecognition. See, e.g.,Brief for United States as.4micus Curiae at 24-30, City of3herrill, 544 U.S. 197. The
Department is not now revisiting the quesrion of the federal recognition of the Oneidas.
X69 Beckham Reply Report at 35-36.
10 Id. at 34 ("The record does not show the existence of any organized €armal tribal body ...:').
E" Additionally, the State and Counties rely on an internal memorandum by a DOI employee (Ex. 591Ex. UiJ, Feb.
24, 1982 Michael T. Smith memorandum} regarding an Oneida leadership dispute in the 1980's. See e.g., Ex. 136,
Apri125, 1984, letter from the DOI to the Oneida Nation (discussing the Oneida division between an "elective
faction" and a more traditional group). Smith conctaded that the Qneida evicted from the 32 acres in 1906 were -not
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3) Treaty and Other Evidence of Interactions between the Oneida and the
rinited States pt~ior to 1434 demonstrate that the Oneida were under
federal jurisdic*ion.

Beyond the historical evidence discussed above, there are other federal actions that either by
themselves or collectively lead us to conclude that the Oneida Nation was under federal
jurisdiction before X934. In addition to the 1794 Treaty of Canandaigua, the Oneidas and the
Unated States entered into the Treaty of Buffalo Creek in 1838.!72 The Oneidas and the United
States also negotiated an 18b8 Treaty that was never ratified by the Senate.173 As noted above,
treaty relations form a sufficient basis for concluding that a particular tribe was under federal
jurisdiction. X74

`There are also numerous annual reports and census records that constitute a course of federal
dealings that collectively demonstrate that the Oneida were under federal jurisdiction leading up
to 1934. Indian census records from 18 0 to I927 and 1940 specifically enumerate the Oneida
among the tribes under the jurisdiction of the New York Agency of the U.S. Bureau of Indian
Affairs.~~s In the Cowlitz ROD, the Department recognized tha# being listed on census lists can
be sufficient to show that a tribe was under federal jurisdiction at the time of the census.~~b In
addition, from 1870 to 1919, the Oneida are specifically listed as a tribe under the jurisdiction of
the New York Agency of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the Annual Reports of the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. j ~~ In addition, maps published by the Board of Commissioners
of Indian Affairs from 1883-1917 depict the Oneida lands in Madison and Oneida counries as the

Oneida Reservation. ~ ~g An l 892 Annual Report notes that "[t]his agency covers the entire state

an organized tribe or band. See Ex. 59, Feb. 24, 1982 Michael T. Smith memorandum, at 10. Despite conclusions in

the Smith memorandum, the DOI decided that tt~e Oneida Nation was a sengle tribe and recognized the traditional

Readership faction. Ex. 137, Jnly 29, 198, letter from Ross Swimmer, Assistant Secretary, to Ray Halbritter and

Robert Burr. In any event, statements by a single Departmental employee cannot rewrite the Second Circuit's

Boytan or Sherrill decisions.
'n Ciry of Sherrill, 544 U.S. at 245-07. The United States and the Six Nations also entered into the Treaties of

Harmac and Ft. Stanwix. See supra note 113.
"3 See Ex. 30, Exec. Qoc. Y, 4dth Cong. {3d 5ess. I869) (materials on unratified treaty with the New York tribes).

174 See supra notes 113 8t 114.
175 Ex. 40, Indian Census Records, 1877-1940, at 5, 7, Z 1, 13, 15, 37, 47, 55, 63, 71, 79, 92, 108, 114, 121, 1Z9, 144,

153, 165, 177, 188, 199, 210, 222, 234, 244, 255, 265, 276, 289 (reporting the New York Oneida census counts by

the New York agency for 1877, 1889, 1892, 1895-19U1, 1903-09, 1915-22, 1924-25, and 1940). See also Ann.

Report of the Comm'r of Indian Affairs, at 36 (1925) (Annual Report) (enumerating an Oneida population of 253);

192b Annual Report at 36 {enumerating an Oneida population of 2G2); 1927 Commissioner Report at 31

{enumerating an Oneida population of 26l). As explained infra page 34, population figures for all New York

Indians, including Oneida, were estimated in annual reports prepared between 1928 and 1939 in lieu of taking

annual censuses, due in part to budget constrains imposed by the Great Depression.
17~ Cowlitz ROD at 104, n.126 (noting that contemporaneous records to census counts treated tribal members

enumerated therein as under the agency's "jurisdiction").
i" See, e.g., Ex. 39, Annual Reports o€the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1870-1885, at 6, 254, 469, 7t2, 869,

934 listing the Oneida in the 187Q, 1880, 1890, 1900, 1910, and ] 919 annual reports under the New York agency's

jurisdiction).
87g EX. 4~I, Board of Indian Commissioners Maps, 1883-1917.
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of New York and has within its jurisdiction 5,113 Indians, divided by tribal organization as
follows:" and then includes Oneidas.1~9 The same report refers to the distribution of treaty cloth.

The State and Counties cite the 1892 Extra Census Bulletin for the notion that the Oneida "no
longer retain their ancestral homes in New York,"18° and assert that the 1892 census map of New
York does not depict an Oneida reservation.'$' That Bulletin, however, actually illustrates that
the Oneida were one of the tribes with a New York population enumerated by federal Indian
agents, and hence under federal jurisdiction.182 As noted above, numerous annual reports
specifically adentify the Oneida as a tribe under the jurisdiction of the BIA New York Agency.183
Further, a 1931 letter from Commissioner Rhoades states that the land involved in the Boylan
case was Oneida tribal land under the jurisdiction of the federal government.l~

On the whole we have found that the historical documentation conclusively demonstrates that the
Oneida were under federal jurisdicrion leading up to 1934. Selective statements to the contrary
offered by the State and Counties do nod suffice to undercut the evidentiary basis of this
conclusion.

C. The Nation's "under. federal jurisdiction" status remained intact i~ and after
1934

1) Treaty Cloth D~strihutions

Congress has eontinuousl~y approved the appropriation of funds to the Nation parsuant to the
Treaty of Canandaigua.t8 For example, in 1941, the Deparnnent's Office of Indian Affairs
highlighted tiie United States' long-standing fulfillment of its obligations under the Treaty in its
periodical, Indians At Work.186 The Department stated that "[t]he calico has been issued every
year since 1794, the date on which representatives of the Indians and of the young United States
government concluded their treaty of ̀pace and friendship."'i87 On the 146 ' anniversary of the

"9 Ex. 39, Annual Reports of tfie Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1870-18$5, at 517-21.
~8° Ex. GIEx. 52, 1892, Bactra Census Bulletin, at 25 (noting that a series of treaties reduced the Oneida land base,
with 350 acres held in severalty ultimately remaining).
'g' Ex. H, 1892, E~ctra Census Bultetin, ai 3 (The Six Nations of New York).
1$2 Ex. G/Ex. 52, 1892 extra Census Bullerin, at 6.
's3 For example, in 1920, 132 Oneida were listed as Living at Oneida Ex. 43, 1920, Census prepazed by federal
Indian agent G.H. Ansley. AnsEey also listed the Oneidas as under federal jurisdiction in a 1922 interview. Ex. 44,
Dec. 7, 1922 Depositioat of G.H. Ansley, Special Agent in charge of the New York Indians, at 1.
°&3 Ex. 1 I3, 3une 4, 1931 letter from C.3. R.hoadws, Commissioner, to the Hon. J.M. Davenport (cited in McMillen
Repgrt at 23-24).
18S See, e.g., Int$rior, environment, and Related Agencies Appropriations for 2010, Justification of the Budget
Estimates: Hearings Before a Subcommittee of the House Committee on Appropriations, i 1 lth Cong., 1st Sess., pt.
2, at 709 (2010) (Department's budges identifying $4,500 payment Ea the Six Nations pursuant to Treaty obligations);
Act of April 21, 1904, 33 Stat. 199 (identifying the $4,SU~ treaty payment); Act of August 31, 1951, b5 Stat. 254
(same).
°~ U.S. i~ep't of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, Hundreds Attend Siz-Nations Treaty Ceremonies, INAIANS AT
WoxK, Jan. 1941, ai 5-S, 26. The issue also reprinted a New York Times article describing the ceremony. Id at 7,
27, 29 (cited as Meyer verger, As Seen Through the Eyes of the Metropolis, N.Y. Tttv~ES, Dec. 1 S, 1940, at A 1).
This article is also cited as Meyer Berger, Government Gives Indians Annual Calico, Hailing Keeping of Peace
Treaty 146 Years, N.Y. Tmt~S, Dec, 15, 1940, at A1.
ia~ INDIANS AT WORK, ~t 5.
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treaty cloth distribution, "the annual tre~.ty fulfillment was marked by joint ceremonies in which
men and women of the various tribes reenacted the events of the treaty negotiations."egg Federal
officials distributed the treaty cloth to members of the Seneca, Tuscarora, Onondaga, Cayuga,
and Oneida. tribes. I $9 "A total of 4,9(36 Indians benefited from the distribution."'

In the 1954s, the Department tried to end its Treaty cloth obligation to the Six Nations Tribes by
offering them a lump sum payment in exchange for the cessation of the annual cloth
distributions.19~ Ttae Tribes resoundingly rejected the offer. As a result, the United States'
annual Treaty cloth distributions continue to date.192 The continuing vitality of the federal
government's Treaty ctoth obligation to the Nation, coupled with the Nation's resistance to its
cessation, markedly demonstrate that the Oneida were and continue to be under federal
jurisdiction by virtue of the treaty rela~iQnship between the Nation and the United States.t93

The State and Counties' contention that the annual cloth paymen# in the Treaty is irrelevant, on
the theory that the cloth payment is not an acknowledgment of federal authority or
supervisivn.,'~ and "does not convey palitical recognition,"~95 is without merit and unsupported
in law and fact. For this proposition, the State and Counties cite an internal memorandum by one
BIA employee. X96 Tha# memorandum, however, is an internal and deliberative document, which
does not express any official Department position or policy.'97

2) Other Federal-Tribal Interactions between the Oneida and the United
States demonstrate that the Oneida were under.federal jurisdiction in
and after 1934

As mentioned above, Commissioner Collier spoke to the New York Tribes in September of
1934, in which he stated Secretary Ickes' determination that New York Tribes were fully

asa 1~

~$91d at 26.
ago 1~
asf H.R. RpE. 82-2503, at 36 (Dec. 15, 1952).
i92 Supra note 185 and accompanying text.
193 Beckham's conclusion that the Treaty of Canandaigua was a "gesture of friendship but not an acknowledgment
of federal authority or supervision," (Beckham E~eport, at 23) is contrary to law and incorrect. The Treaty was
rat'sfied by the Senate aid the obligations under the Treaty were confirmed in federal law. See ? Stat. 44. Thus, the
Treaty is plainly more than a mere geshue of fiendship. By its own terms, the Treaty is legally "binding" on the
parties, and incfludes commitments by alt the pasties thereto. The United States acknowledged the tribes'
reservations as cvel! as a federal promise to matte annuity payments.
t9A Beckham Report, at 23.
195 Id. at 59.
196 Ex. W/Ex. 59, February 24, 1482, Michael 'T. Smith Memorandum, at l3.
197 'T'he State and Counties. also attempt to undermine the significance of the Treaty cloth distribution by relying on a
brief filed by a BIA Regional Director in IBIA litigation involving the Oneida Indian Tribe of Wisconsin. See Ex.
B/Ex. 8, DOPs Appetlee's Brief in Pillage of Hobart, at 10-19 (outlining various arguments. in support of the RD's
authority to take land into trust}. They assert that the Regional Director did not advance a treaty cloth argument in
that case to demonstrate federal jurisdiction, even though it would have applied. State and Counties' Submission to
DOI on Remand, at 5. The mere fact that a brief filed by a Regional Director did not mention the treaty cloth is
simply irrelevant to the significance of the continued distribution of the treaty cloth. In addition, the analysis for
deteranining whether a tribe was under federal jurisdiction depends on analysis of each tribe's record, and the
absence of discussion of a fact in the case of one tribe does not mean that it is irrelevant in the case of another.
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protected by the IRA. and the federal govemment.198 Significantly, the Secretary instructed
Collier, in a letter, to tell the New York Indians that:

There is nathing in the special history of the New York Indians which would
render them less completely the wards of the Government. than in the case of other
Indians. There is nothing in the laws of Congress which would justify withholding
from the New York Indians those same protections by the Federal Government
that aze extended to other Indians.~~

Further, the Secretary's letter to Collier also states plainly that although the States may carry aut
services to Indians, there is "no repudzation by the Federal Government of its responsibilities."too

Indeed, the federal government had been involved with ttie Oneida regarding contract approvals,
as well as dealing wvith tribal leaders, before, during and after enactment of the IRA in 1934.ZOt

As stated in United States v..Iohn, "[n]either the fact that [a tribe is] merely a remnant of a lazger
group of Indians long ago removed [to another State], nor the fact that federal supervision over
them has not been continuous, destroys federal power to deal with them."2°2

In addition, as mentioned above, in the 1930's and 1940'x, William Rockwell often was
identified as an Oneida Chief,203 and was the recipient of official communication between the
federal government and the tribe.2~ A Depaztment list encompassing the "Enrolled Indian
Population, New Y ork Agency" for the period of June, 1942 to June, 1945, lists the Oneida

198 Ex, t l , September 4, i 934, Excerpts from the Address Given by Commissioner CoIIier on Indian Day of the Four
Nations Celebration at Niagara Falls, New York, at 22 (quoting from letter from Secretary Ickes).
~~ Ex. 139, August 31, 1934, letter from Secretary Ickes to Commissioner Collier. Notably, as explained above, the
Beckham Report reties on this same quote to conclude that Indians in New York. were not under federal jurisdiction
in 1934. See Beckham Report, at 40; but see McMillen Report, at 25-26.
200 Ex. 139, August 31, 1934, Letter from Secretary Ickes to Commissioner John Collier.
'0! Ses, e.g., Ex. 56, January b, 2944, letter from the Commissioner to B.B. Weber, Indian Agent (regarding the
selection of an attorney for the tribe "to represent the tribe on the trial of the claim of the Ontario Oneidas before the
Court of Claims."); Ex. 57, Feb. 26, 1951, letter from WilEiam B. Benge, Chief Special Officer, to Mary Winder
(noting Department approval of a contract between the Oneida and a Chicago taw firm, to pursue Indian Claims
Commission claims);.Ex. 58, Mar. 28, 3967, memorandum of AssistantSecre€ary of the Interior (approving a
contract with a law turn to bring federal land claims based an violations of the Nonintercourse Act).
`02 437 U.S. at 653.
zoa fee, e.g., Ex. 89, Oct. 18, 1938, letter fram Superintendent to Commissioner of Indian Affairs (forwarding a letter
from "Chief W.H. Rockwell"); Ex. 91, undated 1439 memorandum, (acknowledging responsibility of"Chief Wm.
H. Rockwell" for distributing Treat} cloth); Ex. 90, 1940, letter from Charles H. Berry, superintendent, to
Commissioner, at 6 (listing the officials of the Oneida Nation); Ex. 92, Meyer Berger, Government Gives Indians
Annual Calico, Hailing Keeping of Peace Treaty 146 Yeurs, N.Y. T[MES, Dec. 15, 1940, at A I (discussing ceremony
bey D01, led by Chief l~ockwell, commemorating Treaty cloth distribution).

See, e.g., Nation's Submission Eo DOI on Remand, at 28-29; Ex. 86, Indians of New York: Hearing on H.R 97 0
Before the House Committee on Indian Affairs, 71st Cong. 26-35 (1930) ("statement of William J. [sicj Rockwell,
Chief and Secretary of the Oneida Nation, Oneida Reservarion, Oneida, N.Y."); Ex. 93, letter from W.H. Rockwell
to Ghazles H. Berry, Sept. 3 5, 1940 {responding to information request); Ex. 95, Six Nations resolution, June 12,
1942 (declaration of war on Axis powers, including Rockwell as signatory); Bx. 97, 1443, letter from F.A.
Archambault, Senior Clerk, to C.C. Daniels, Special Assistant to the Attorney General (listing tribes "under the
jurisdiction of this agency" and their addresses, ~cluding the "Oneida Tribe of Indians, William Rockwell, Chief,
Oneida, NY."); Ex. 98, letter from Nora M. Anderson, Acting Superintendent, to William H. Rockwell, Chief Sept.
18, 1946 (requesting information on Oneida governing council).
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among the other New York tribes 205 Additionally, the Indian agent sent a letter to the
Commissioner with a list of the popui~tion figures for tribes under the Department's jurisdiction
in I943, which included the Oneida.20~ Hence, in 1934 and thereafter, DOI continued to regard
the Oneida as being under federal jurisdiction.

The State and Counties point to other historical documents attempting to show that the Oneida
were not organized as a tribe or a community in and after I934? As discussed above, these
documents and conclusions are rebutted by the overwhelming historical evidence available.

D. The IRA does not require that a Tribe demonstrate it was "under federal
jurisdiction" and secag~ized in 1934, acid even if so, the Nation meets this
standard.

As a threshold matter, the State and Counties contend that a tribe must have been "recognized"
as well as aznder federal jurisdiction when the IRA was enacted to lawfully have land acquired in
trust under the IRA.208 Neither the plain language of the IRA, nor the Supreme Court's decision
in Carciera,249 supports the State and Counties' argument.210 The word "now" in the IRA only
modifies the phrase "under Federal jurisdiction," and is not related to the phrase "any recognized
Indian tribe." ~ i lbioreover, the Suprerme Court majority opinion in Carcieri treated a tribe's
"under federal jurisdiction" status and being "federally recognized in 1934" as separate and

'0S Ex. 127, Enrolled Indian Population, New Vork Indian Agency, $uffalo, N.Y., June 30, 1442, to June 30, 1945.
206 Ex. 46, letter from C.H. Berry, Superintendent, to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, January 10, 1945.
20' Many of the documents and materials cited by the State and Counties aze authored by individual, sometimes, but
not always low level, federal officials trying to respond to discrete or particular issues or aze part of the general
debate at the time about the factual Living circumstances of vazious Indian tribes, Iike Oneida, and are not generally
final positions of the United States' executive branch. See, e.g, State and Counties' Submission to DOI on Remand,
at 32 (noting that a report prepared by the Superintendent of the New York Agency, C.H. Berry, did not identify an
Oneida tribe in New 'York or an Or►eida reservation in New York), 30 (citing Ex. AA, May 20, 1935 Letter from
J.N.B. Hewitt to John Collier at 19 (noting that "the [Oneidas and Cayugas] no longer had tribal lands or tribal
organization within the State of New York.")). &ut see Beckham Report at 41 (noting that on May 7, 1935, Special
Agent Harrison wrote that the Oneidas have no organization but "maintain their tribal organizations and it seems to
me they should be entitled to vote as to whether then tribe will accept or reject this Act). The Slate and Counties
also cite miscellaneous statements regarding the lack of federal guardianship made by a few members of the House
Committee on Indian Affairs. Ex. D, Aaron M. Baldwin Reply Decl., at 81-82. Yet on the same page there are
statements that the New York Indians are still wards of the federal government. The State and Counties also cite
another documentfor the proposition that the tribe only met to vote on the IRA, but the same document mentions
other actions taken by the Nation at the meeting. Ex. 146, letter from A.D. $urning to H.K. Harrison, November 25,
i 934 (discussing the election of a council secretary, distribution of goads provided by the federal government, the
creation of a treaswy and election of a treasurer, and a future meeting schedule).
208 State and Counties' Memorandum of Law ire Support of Marion for Summary 3udgment, at 19-20 (citing United
States v. Jahn, 437 U.S. at 650). To reach this conclusion, the State and Courrties imprpperty present dicta in John as
a holding in the case, notwithstanding that the section retied upon contains no analysis of this legal question and no
supporting citations other than the statute itself.
2~' 555 U.S. 379
210 It is notable that in the case on which plaiatiffs rely for the supposed requirement of federal recognition in 1934,
the tribe at issue was €QUnd to have been recogrnized even though it had not organized a formal government under
the IRA as of August 1436, and despite the Interior Solicitor's contemporaneous opinion that the group could not be
regarded as a tribe at that time. See United States v. John, 437 U.S. at 650 n20_
Z1 Ccrrcieri, SSS U.S. at 345-96 (holding only that the temporal requirement appliesxa the federal jurisdiction issue,and making no enenrian of the federal recognition issue).
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distinct concepts.2t2 In his concurring opiniion in C'arcieri, Justice Breyer expressly noted that the
IRA "imposes na time limit upon recognition."2i3

Furthermore in interpreting the term "recognized" in Section 14 of the IRA, the Department has
determined that "tlae tribe need only be ̀recognized' as of the time the Department acquires the
land into trust.'° 21~ This issue was exhaustively analyzed by the Department in the Cowlitz
decision. As explained in the Cowlitz ROI}, the term "recognized Indian tribe" historically has
beep used in two distinct senses: a "cognitive" or "quasi-anthropological" sense, and a "formal"
or "jurisdictional" sense. In the 1970's the jurisdictional sense of the term "recognized Indian
tribe" evolved into the modern notion of "federal recognition" or "federal acknowledgement."Z~5

The members of the Senate Committee an Indian Affairs debating the IRA appeared to use the
term "recognized Indian tribe" in the cognitive or quasi-anthropological sense.Z~fi In fact, the
Senate Committee's concern about the breadth ofthe term "recognized Indian tribe" arguably led
it to adopt the phrase "now under federal jurisdiction" in order to clarify and narrow that term.
There would have been little need to insert an undefined and ambiguous phrase such as "under
federal jurisdiction," if the iRA had incorporaEed the rigorous, modem definition of federally
recognized tribe.

In any event, the Oneida have been recognized since at least 1794, as demonstra#ed by the series
of treaties and treaty negotiations between the Oneida and the United States up to 1868.217 The
LJ.S. Supreme Court also has noted that the Nation is "a federally recognized Indian tribe and a
direct descendant of the historic Oneida Indian Nation ...."218 Further, the United States
appeared in Boylan fourteen years before the IRA and asserted that the Nation is a tribe under the
protection of the United States, and the Second Circuit agreed.21~ Boylan shows concrete federal
dealings in the years before the enactment of the IRA and the affirmation of the Qneida as a
recognized tribe by both the United States and the Second Circuit. Additionally, the Oneida
were also included on the first formal fist of federally recognized tribes in 1979.220 Thus, the full
historical record, including the TRA vote itself, demonstrates that the Oneida have been
recognized both in the cognitive and more formal sense for more than two centuries.

Ziz See id. at 386 (summarizing the District Court's judgment, which distinguished the federal recognition issue from
the issue of existence ai ttte time of the IRA), id. at 388 (specifying that the Court's task was "to decide whether the
word ̀ now ander federal jurisdiction'" referred to 1998 or 1934 in order to determine "whether the Narragansetts
are members of a ̀recognized Indian Tribe now under Federal jurisdicrion."').
zE3 555 U.S. at 397-98 (Breyer, 7, concurring).
Z1A Cowlitz ROD, at 89.
2's !d. at 87.
zfe Id. at 88.
z1 See supra section II.B.(1), See also Ex. 93, Sept. 16, 1836 Supplementary Article to Treaty of Duck Creek; Ex.
27, Jan. 1 S, t 838 Treaty of Buffalo Creek; Ex.. 30, Exec. Dac. Y, 40th Cong. (3d Sess. 1869) (materials on
unratified treaty with ttae New York tribes),
'`'8 City of'Sherrill, 544 U.S. at 203.
219 See United States x Boylan, 265 F. at 174 ("~Tjhe United States and the remaining Tadians of the tribe of the
Orteadas still maintain end occupy toward each other the relation of guardian and ward ...."}.
zZ° See Indian Tribal Er~tities that have aGovernment-to-Government Relationship with the United States, 44 Fed.
Reg. 7235, 7236 (Feb. (, 1979) ("Oneida Nation of New York"):
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We also reject the State and Counties' argument that the Oneida ceased to exist as a tribe before
1934. The evidence proves to the contrary,221 and indeed, the Second Circuit has previously
rejected this argumsnt in Sherrill. T'he State and Counties cite to an 1891 Annual Report
stating that "the Qneidas have na tribal relations, and are without chiefs or other officers," 223 but
an 1892 Extra Census bulletin refers to "Alexander Burning, a chief [who] lives at Oneida,s224

and the 1892 Census lists Abram Hill and Burning as chiefs of the Oneida.Z25 Burning was
referred to by the acting Comptroller in 1905 as the "head cl~iefl' on the "Oneida. reservation"
with the authority tv endorse warrants for payments of Kansas claim shares to incompetent or
underage Oneidas. 2Zb We therefore find no merit in the State and Counties' arguments.

~z ~ For example, the Nation brings to attention a memorial submitted to Congress by the leaders of the Oneida
Nation, in 1871. The memorial was printed as an official Senate document and sought compensation for their
Kansas land. Ex. 71, S. Misc. Doc. No. 43-85 (1874). See also Nation's Submission to DOI on Remand, at 3Q-38;
Ex. ?3, Nov. 13, 1878, letter from D. Sherman, Indian Agent, to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs (detailing
annuity distribution to gibes, including Oneida); Ex. 74, 1$85 historical record (discussing a council meeting of the
Oneidas, regarding the Kansas claim, where leaders repudiated a contract with an attomey~; Ex. 77, Aug. 16, 1905
letter from L.P. Mitchell, Acting Comptroller, to the Treasury Secretary, at 2 (3isting Alexander Burning as head
chief of the Oneida); Ex. 75, 1892 Census of the Oneidas, at l , 9 (listing Hill and Burning as chiefs of the Oneida};
Ex. 76, April 3 895, untitled newspaper article, at t-2 (reporting Hill's death and the traditional condolence
ceremony to replace hi~a►).
ZZZ City of Sherrill, 337 F.3d at 166-67 {noting that "the authorities offered ...merely reflect the opinions of a
handful government o£~icials and commentators, at various points in the last century, that Oneida tribal relations had
ceased. In particular, letters from the Assistant Commissioner of Indian Affairs in 1916 and 1925 stated that the
tribe no longer existed in New York. This conclusion is, to some degree, understandable, since most of the Oneida
reservation land had been sold to the State, with: the remaining parcets divided among members who, increasingly,
lived separate from one another and received state sen+ices. But these informal conclusions are ultimately irrelevant
because they do not supply the necessary federal action withdrawing the tribe from government protection we held
was required in Boylan.")
'ZJ Ex. F, 1891 Sixtieth Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to the Secretary of the Interior, at 314.
..See also Ex. J, I9Q0 Annual Reports of the Department of the Interior, at 298 ("The ...Oneida have no reservations
... [and) are voters at the white elections."); Ex. K, 1902 Annual Reports of Department of the Interior, at 288-89
(similar); Ex. L, 1906 Annual Reports of the Department of the Interior, at 288 ("The New York Oneida have no
reservation; in fact can hardly be said to maintain a tribal existence."). The State and Counties' argument regarding
the signifecance of the ~ 891 report is undermined by the fact that the same report unequivocally states that "[t]here
are six tribes in the charge of this agency, viz: the Senecas, Oneidas, Onondagas, Cayuga, Tuscazot~s, and St.
Regis." Ex. 34, Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1870-1885, at 495.
`Z4 Bx. 52, Thomas Donaldson, Extra Census Bulletin (1892) at 25.
azs Ex. 75, 1842 Census of the Oneidas, at 1, 9 (listing Hi13 and Burning as chiefs of the Oneida). See also Bx. 76,
April 1895, untitled newspaper article, at 1-2 (reporting Hill's death and the traditional condolence ceremony to
re~lace him}.
''~ Ex. 77, August ib, 1905, letter from L.P. Mitchell,. Acting Comptroller, to the Secretary of Ehe Treasury, at 2.
Burning also signed a memorial by Oneeda chiefs to Governor Hughes in 1908, also signed by William Rockwell,
Simeon Elm, Baptists Day, Daniel Schenandoah, and others. See Ex. 78, Jan. 24, 1908 letter from William Honyoust
Rockwell to Charles E. Hughes, Governor. Another memorial written to New York State legislature in 192Q lists
Burning as a chief as well. See Ex. 79, May 16, 1910 Memorial Before the Legislature of the State of New York, at
8. In 1939, William Rockwell replaced Burning as the keeper of the annuity roll. See Ex. 83, December 29, 1939
letter from Char3es H. Berry, Superintendent, to William H. Rockwell, Chief.
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~. The State and Counties' Assertions rewarding the Reeves Report, U.S. v. Elm, and
the Oneida Reservation status aze incorrect, as aze the additional claims of UCE
and CNYF~A.

1) The Reeves Report and U.S. v. Edm

As noted above, it is not necessary for us to determine whether the Oneida were recagnized in1934. Nevertheless, the State and Counties rely on the Reeves Report and the case of U.S. v.Elm for the proposition that the Oneida did not exist as a tribe or a community, and did not havea tribal government. The Reeves Repart was prepared. by John R.T. Reeves, Chief Counsel inthe Office of Indian Affairs, on December 26, 1914, after he traveled to New York to "visitseveral reservations ...so as to present existing condi#ions there."227 The Report was submittedby the Department to Congress in 1415.228 According to the State and Counties, the ReevesReport documented the "absence" of the Oneidas in New York State.2Z9

The State and Counties cite the 1914 Reeves Report to illustrate that the Oneida were "known nomore" as a tribe in New York,230 along with various letters which, according to the State andCounties, contain evidence that the Indians in ivew York were not under federal jurisdiction.23°
The State end Co~snties contend that the Reeves Report was the official view of the Departmentof the Interior, "from at least 1415 to 1941 ".23Z "The 1914 Reeves Repart233 is not an accuraterepresentation of the Oneidas' status in 1934, and the Beckham Report omits. significant detailsin its analysis.234 Viso, the Reeves Rep~art is directly contradicted by the n~ling of the Second
Circuit in 1920. moreover, nothing in the record supports the contention that the Reeves Report
vas the official view of the Department.

zz~ Ex. C/Ex. 2 i , H.R. Doc. No. 63-1590 at 1 I f,3d Sess. 1915) (report of John R.T. Reeves}.
~''$ State and Counties' Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, at 26; Ex. C/Ex. 21,H.R Doc. No. 63-1590 (3d Sess. 1915) (report of John R.T. Reeves).
Z~' State and Counties' Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion far .Summary Judgment, aE 26.
~0 See e.g. Beckham Report, at 26 (stating that the New York Oneida hold their land in severalty and "are known nomore in that State");
Z3 a See Eachibit J)J, November 8, 1923 letter from John R.T. Reeves, Assistant Attorney, to the Secretary of theInterior, at 2, 4-5 (expressing that the state has jurisdiction}. The State and Counttes fail to note that the Report alsostates that "technically a superior sovereignTy aid jurisdiction might rest with the Federal Government "). Thus, atmost the Reeves Report can only be cited for the proposition that there might have been confusion as to the interplayof jurisdiction between the State and Federal gc+vernment The State and Counties also cite to Ex. M, December 31,1924 letter from E.B. INleritt, AssisEant Commissioner, to John C. Brawn, and Ex. N, Jan. 7, 1925 letter from E.B.Merin, Assistant Commissioner, to Henrietta C. White, for support that the Oneida were "no longer known" in NowYork. 'They then point out that the 1942 and 1958 editions of Cohea's Handbook of Federal Indian Law cite theReeves Report. See Ex. W, Felix S. Cohen, Harndbook of Federal Indian Law, 416-17 n. t, (1942}; Ex. X, Felix S.Cohen, Federal Indian Law, 96b-67 n.l (1958). However, this does not change the fact that the United Statescontinued to have treaty ob€igations #o the tJneida, that they received various federal services, including at#orneycontract approvals, and were identified and counted in Indian census records as a tribe under the jurisdiction of theFederal government. See supra notes 175-84 and accompanying text.z3z State and Counties' Memorandum of 1Law in Support of Motion for. Summary Jadgment, at 26.z'3 Ex. C/Ex. 21, H.R. Doc: No. 53-1590 (3d Sess. 1915), report of John R.T. Reeves.
2~4 Compare Beckham Report at 27-29, with McMillen Report, ai 21-22 (both citing Reeves Report, at 6-7). TheMcMillen Report states "there is nothing in this quote to support Beckf2am's suggestion that the Federal governmentis not supreme regarding Indian affairs in New York." McMillen Report at 2 3 -22.
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Indeed, in 1914, tie same year that Reeves made statements regarding the Oneida's continued
existence, the Report of the Commissioner of Indaan Affairs listed the C7neida as a tribe under the
jurisdiction of the BIA's New York Agency, treating it the same as evezy other tribe in New
York under federal jurisdicti~n.235 Also in 1914, the New York Agency conducted a census of
the Oneidas as was its accustomed practice.236 And by 193b, as Chief Counsel to the Office of
Indian Affairs, Reeves tavk the posit~nn that, not only did the New York Oneidas exist, but they
also qualified to vote on the IRA and therefore were under federal jurisdiction.237 Reeves even.went so far as to question the idea of concurrent state acid federal jurisdiction 2~g Indeed, a
memorandum by Special Assistant to the Attorney General, C.C. Daniels, later forwarded to theSecretary of the Interior, examined federal aad state authority over New York Indians, and
confirmed the superior authority of the federal government 2 9 Commissioner John Collier,
writing to a member of the New York congressional delegation, stated that although much of
Indian affairs in New York had been left to the state, his opinion on the Oneida was that "they
certainly can [come within the IRA.] if they want to."240 Thus, despite any deference to the State
that had been occurring, the Oneida continued to be under the jurisdiction flf the federal
government as demonstrated, among other things, by the Department's determination that the
Nation was entitled to vote an the IltA. Accordingly, the Reeves Report is far from embodying
the "official" Department view of the nneidas and its view of the Oneidas as no longer existent
within in l~i~w York was contradicted by conrinued Department dealings with the Tribe during
the period the State and Counties allege the Report to be an "official" view.

Moreover, in direct contradiction to such statements, as noted above, Indian census records frazn
1870 to 1927 list t3tte Oneida amon~ the tribes under the jurisdiction of the New York Agency of
the U.S. Bureau oflndian Affairs.2 ~

Between 1929 and 1939, the Departmen# estimated the population totals for New York Indians,
including Oneida, in lieu of conducting annual censuses in that state. The estimated population
figures were initially based on the number of New Yank Indians receiving annual treaty
payments, then adjusted to account for actual or estimated changes in population, based upon

z3s Ex. 109, 1914 Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to the Secretary of the Interior, at 80, 96.
'~b Ex. 109A, June 30, 1914 Census of the Oneida Indians of New York Agency.Z3' See Ex. 20, May 12, 1936 memorandum from J.M. Stewart, DirecWr of Lands, to Commissioner Daiker, at 3(including handwritten note from Reeves that tt►e Oneida should be permitted to vote on the IR4).asa Id
~'9 See Ex. 128, September 12, 1434 Memorandum of C.C. Daniels, Special Assistant to the Attorney General, at 17-20 ("The ̀Indian I.aw' of the State of New York ...must give way to the taws enacted 6y Congress and the rotesand regulations prescrsbed by the [BIA] . , . °'), That memo was forwarded to Secretary Ickes by the Attorney
General, See Ex. 121, September t 7, 1934 letter from Homer Cummings, Attorney General, to Harold L. Ickes,Secretary of the Interior. There may have been some confusion regazding state and federal jurisdiction on the part ofDOI employees in the early twentieth century. See Ex. XX, Nov. 9, I921 letter from E.B. Merritt, AssistantCommissioner, to Wilson Cornelius; Ex. CCC, May 31, 1939 letter from Commissioner Rhoads to Francs Keenan,April 10, 1933; Ex. HHH, Memorandum from Commissioner Collier to Secretary Ickes. See alsoBx. KKK, Feb.
25, 1944 Report of Joint Legislative Committee on Indian Affairs.
'40 Ex. ] 0, August 20, 1934 letter from Commissioner Collier to Alfred Welter, House of Representat9ves. See adsaMcMillen Report, at 25 (discussing Ex. l U and the Beckham Report's analysis thereon.
241 See supra notes 1'15-84 and accompanying text. The 1928 Annual Report did not include a tabulation of Tndianpopulation totals for the Oneida or any other tribe.
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general rates of population growth 242 During this period, the Department faced budget shortfalls
due to the Great Depression, resulting in some Indian agents, including the New York Indian
agent, from conducting annual censuses on all federal reservations.243 Instead, Indian agents and
the Commissioner relied on other documents, such as prior tribal rolls,2~ "earlier and special
censuses[,] and estimates based on records."24s

In 1940, the Department retuned to the practice of specifically enumerating the population of
the Oneida in census tabulations 246 The 1940 enumerated~population figure is quantitatively
consistent with the laopulation figures enumerated in 1927, ?demonstrating that while not
specifically enumerated on censuses between 1.928 and 1939, the Oneida popuiatinn was
accounted for and considered under federal jurisdiction by the Department.

The Beckham Report's treatment of the census documents is not persuasive. Far example, it
quotes the 1939 report of Agent Chazles Berry to imply that there were no Oneida Indians in
New York. But Berry does mernion that there .are ~nsida "whose names do not appear on the
galls of these [other New Yark] reservations."24S Moreover, the Annual Report prepared by the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs in 1939 specifically enumerates the Oneida.249 The consistent
practice of taking ar~rtual censuses of the Oneida in the many decades prior to 1928, the
continued reporting of the estimated population of New York Indians between 1928 and 1938
under the jurisdiction of the New York agency, as well as the resumption of specifically
enumerating the Qneida in 1939, atl derr~onstrate that the Oneida were under federal jurisdiction.

Citing United Sttttes v. EIm,2$0 the State and Counties contend that the Oneida in New York did
not have a tribal government in the mid-19~' century and "d[id] not constitute a community by

2°2 See 1929 Annual Report at 25 n.22 (reporring a combined, estimated population total of New York Indians and
discussing the pea capeta payments made to New York Indians); Ex. f 67, 1930 Annual Report at 34 (reporting a
combined, estimated population total ofNew York Indians based upon "2428 per capita payment rolls" and an
estimated population. increase).
243 1931 Annual Report ar28-4I (reporting estimated population totals for ail tribes, explaining that "[a]s a result of
shortage of funds this office was forced to estimate the 1931 population"); 1932 Annual Report at 33 (reporting
estimated popularian total); 1933 Annual Report at 110-112 (reporting population estimates and explaining that due
to budget constraints, obligation to determine population totals was delegated to agents in the field); 1934 Annual
Repoat at 123 (reporting 1932 estimate); 1435 Annual Report at 156-158 (reporting 1932 estimate and discussing
change in reporting methods to lessen the cost of tabulating the population figures overall}; ] 936 Annual Report at
208 reporting 1932 estimate); 1937 Annua! Report at 250 (reporting 1432 estimate); 1938 Annual Report at 261
{reporting 1937 estimate); 1439 Statistical Supplement to the Ann. Rept. of the Comm'r of Indian Affairs at I 1
(enumerating Oneida specifically, but reporting estimated poputarion total of 286). But see Ex. 45, Census, 3une 30,
I 944 {listing the Oneida population in 1939 as 306).
2"' 1931 Annual Report at 28-41.
gas 1936 Annual Report at 207.
24G Ex. 45, Census, 3une 30, 1944 (enumerating 105 Oneida members residsng at the Oneida Reservation, as well as
additional Oneida residing elsewhere, for a total population of 313 in 194{?; also notes that the Oneida population in
1939 was 306).
Z°' See 1927 Annual itepart at 31 {enumerating an Oneida population total of 261); Ex. 45, Census, June 30, 1940
{enumerating an Oneida population total of 313).
'''8 See McMillen Repord, at 33 (citing Ex. NN. the 1439 Berry Report, at 5). McMillen gives examples of other
sources in 1940 and 1945 that do enumerate the Oneida Reservarion and its population. ld.
'`49 t 939 Statistical Supplement to the Ann. Rept. of the Comm'r of Indian Affairs at 11.
zso 2S F. Cas. I OOb, 1008 (N.D.N.Y. 1877}, Ex. E/Ex. 72, citedm State and Counries' Memorandum of Law in
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment,. at 2T.
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themselves."2't In Elm, an individual Oneida man appealed his conviction for illegal voting after
voting in an 1876 Congressional election, claiming to be a United States citizen. The district
court noted that the defendant had "abandoned his tribal relations," and that the Oneidas "had
ceased to maintain its tribal integrity." 252 The court concluded that, because of these facts, the
defendant was a citizen within the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment, and therefore entitled
to vote.253 Whatever import this decision has was overturned by the Second Circuit in Boylan.
Moreover, the state law proposing to subject Oneida Indians to state court jurisdiction and
taxation, which the judge erroneously relied upon, could not and did not terminate the Nation or
its relationship with the US.254 Only Congress can terminate a tribe and its relationship with the
federal governmen~.255 Further, this case was decided 57 years before the IRA was gassed. The
holding and observations of the Second Circuit in Boylan, only fourteen years before the
enactment o€the Ii~A, are far mare contemporaneous and relevant to the analysis of whether the
Oneida were under federal jurisdiction ~n 1934.

2) The State and Counties' Assertions that the Oneida did not have a
reservation are unfounded.

In support of their argument that the Orneidas were not under federal jurisdiction in 1934, the
State and Counties have also claianed tY~at, at the time of the 1934 vote, no Oneida reservation
remained to be subject to federal jurisdiction.ZSb They cite various historical documents — mostly
reports from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs during the geriod — in an attempt to support this
proposition.Z57 WF~ether or not the Oneida had a reservation is not necessary to make a
determination that the tribe was under federal jurisdiction in 1934.258 In any event, the question

'~ ~ State and Counties' Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, at 27.
ZSZ See Elm, 25 F. Cos. at 1007.
zs~ Icy
asa Additionally, the status of an individual Indian does not "necessarily affect an entire tribe or its land-Base,'° as
pointed out by the McMillen Report at 8. See also Cohen's Handbook of Federal Indian Law § 3.03[3J, citing, inter
olio, United Stares ex rel. Standing Bear v. Croak, 25 F. Cos. 695 {C.C.D. Neb. Z $79) ("A member of any Indian
trib$ is at liberty to terminate the tribal relationship whenever the member so chooses ....", however the action of
an individual tribal member cannot in and of itsetf affec# the status of the tribe as a whole.).
xjs See Cnhen's Handbook of Federal Indian Law § S.U2[3J, Power to Recognize and Alter Status of Tribes;
Cohen's Handbook of Federal Indian Law § 6.01 [2], Federal Preemption and the Policy of Tribal Independence from
the Stares. Congress rejected legistatian that would have transferred jarisdiction over the Indians, including the
Oneida, to New York Sta€e, in 1876. Ses Ex. 140, H.R. Ex. Doc. 44-106 (l st Sess. 1876} (presenting draft of bill,
Jurisdiction over Indians in Certain States, that would transfer control of the Oneida to the state of New York).
'sb See State and Counties' Etepiy Memorandurr~ of Law in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, at 3l (arguing
that the "ownership and occupancy of the fond had changed" between Boylan and 1934).
25~ See e.g. Ex. I, 1892 Sixty-Second Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to the Secretary of the
Interior, at 3 (stating that the Oneida have na reservation); Ex. F, ] 890 Sixtieth Annual Report of the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs to the Secretary of the Interior, at 314 {same); Ex. J, 1900 Annual Reports of the Department of the
Interior, ai 298 (same); Ex. K, 1906 Annual Reports of Department of the Interior, at 288-89 (1902) (same); Ex. L,
Annual Reports of the Department of the Interior, at 288 (same); Ex. AA, May 20,.1935, Letter from I.N.B. Hewitt,
Ethnologist, Smithsonian Institution, to Commissioner Collier [hereinafter Smithsonian Report], at 19 (same); Ex.
NN, C.N. Berry, Report on New York Indian Situation, Appendix D (no mention of Oneida tribe or reservation in
New York); Ex. 00, September 1, 1939 Letter from Chazies H. Herry, Superintendent, to Commissioner Collier,
[hereinafter the 1939 Berry Report] (stating Oneida reservation does not exist); Ex. PP, October 17, 19391etter from
William Zimmerman, Jr., Assistant Commissioner, to Wilson Corne3ius (same).
z58 The fact that a tribe had or continues to have a reservation or land protected by the federal government is relevant
to our inquiry, but it does not follow that onty tribes that had a reservation or land in 1934 were under federal
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of whether the Oneida reservation guaranteed by the Treaty of Canandaigua and protected by the
Nonintercourse Act survived into the Twentieth century is a question the Second Circuit has
resolved.

`g'he Supreme Court has repeatedly held that "`clear and Blain' ...evidence of congressional
intent is required to disestablish" a reservation.254 This rote is distinct from the principle that
equitable considerations may preclude unilateral revival of sovereignty over land that tribal
members relinquished decades ago.26° The force of this rule of Iaw is not lessened by the fact that
some Depa~lment officials, however preeminent, were mistaken as to the New York Oneidas'
reservation land status and made erroneous statements as to the applicable law.Z6~

Tie State and Counties' Beckham Reply Report also states that the statistical tables showing a
350 acre Oneida Reservation from the requisite time period area "bookkeeping error."262
However, this conclusion is baser! on speculation as no evidence supports this inference.
Moreover, the argument is not persuasive given the treaties and court decisions against which the
statistical tables must be read. In the Annual Report of Ehe Commissioner of Indian Affairs far
1890, the Oneida lands were cleazly referenced as "the Oneida Reserve, recognized by the Treaty
of 1794 with the Six Nations ...."263 T13e 1794 Treaty of Canandaigua gave federal recognition
to the Oneida Reservation,2~ and the reservation endured through the signing of the Buffalo
Creek treaty and beyond.265 Regazdless, only Congress can disestablish a reservation, and the

jurisdiction. Shawano County, 53 IBIA at 71-72 (rejecting argument that a Tribe must have had a reservation in
I934 to be under Federal jurisdiction.} Rather, a tribe may be "under federal jurisdiction" but have no reservation,
rendering disestablishnnent of the Oneida reservation irrelevant. It is a basic principle of federal Indian law that tribal
governing authority arises from a sovereignty that predates establishment of the United States, and that "[o]nce
recognized as a political body by the United States, a tribe retains its sovereignty until Congress jaffumatively] acts
to divest that sovereignty." Feli~c S. Cohen, Handbook of Federal Indian Law § 4.01 [1 ][a] (citing Harjo v. Kleppe,
42Q F. Supp. 1110, I 142-43 (D.D.C. 1976)}. Q tribe remains a tribe, and retains regulatory authority over its
membership regardless of whether it has regulatory authority over territory, because the former authority is derived
"from a source of sovereignty independent of the land [tribes] occupy:' Baker v..Iohn, 982 P.2d 738, 754 (Alaska
1999).
''S9 Soulh Dakota v. Yankton Siotcr Tribe, 522 U.S. 329, 343 (1998).
zb0 Compare City of Sherrill, 544 U.S. at 214-16 (analogizing the equitable considerations of ̀Yekindling embers of
sovereignty" after a long quiescence regarding the tribe's land sale to the justifiable expectations arising in the
diminishment context) with id. at 2I Sn9 (reciting Yankton Sioux's admonition that only Congress can divest a
reservation of its land}. The State and Counties erroneously conflate the two issues, and thereby reach the conclusion
that the Court's holding as to DIN sovereignty over land relinquished in the 19`~ century also applies to land that
remained in tribal hands. See State and Counties' Reply Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion for Summary
Judgment, at 54-5I .
zbi See Pelix S. Cohen, Handbook of Federal Indian Law § 3.04[3j (summarizing the case law, which states that
Indian country status can be terminated by treaty or agreement between a tribe and Congress, by unilateral action of
Congress, or by the operation of equity in the context of reacquired land).Zbz Beckham Reply Report at 7.
26' Ex. 39, Annul Reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 1870-1995, at461-463 (recognizing the existence
of the reservation, subject to the misconception that the New York law legally converted the landhaidings into
severalty). Beckham does not cite this document. Of the Annual Reports Beckham cites, some of them state there is
no reservation. See supra note 223. However, McMillen notes that only Agent Ferrin, the author of the 1841, 1892,
1893, and 190{D ARCI.h reporEs, and Thomas Donaldson, author of the 1892 Special Census Report, claim that there
was no Oneida reservation in the period before Boylan. McMillen Report, at 12.
Z~' Ex. 26, Nov. 11, 1794 Treaty of Canandaigua, 7 Stet 44.Zbs See Ciry of Sherrill 337 F. 3d at 167;. grief of the :United States as Amzcus Curiae, at *2 t-22, Ciry of Sherrill.
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Second Circuit has held that the Oneida Reservation has never been diminished ordisestablished.266 The Oneida Reservation existed before and at the time of the IRA's enactment
and still exists tciday. Any confusion evidenced by the communication of DOI employees as to
the existence of a reservationZb~ was resolved in the federal courts.

The Beckham Reply Report ventures into legal matters when it asserts that the judge in the
Boylan case "created (or re-created}" the Oneida reservation 268 'The expert's contentions are
statements of law, not fact. It is a historical observation that the 1842 Treaty between the Oneida
and the State of ~1ew York "explicitly provided for the division of that land into discrete parcels
and assigned the ownership of those tracts to individua►1 Oneida Indians in severalty."269 It is a
legal conclusion, and an incorrect one, that that treaty and 1843 New York legislation somehow
disestablished a federal reservaEion. This conclusion is incorrect, if for no other reason than that
the Second Circuit has said it is incorrect: "[i~t remains the law of this Circuit that the Oneidas'
reservation was not disestablished," and it will remain so until the Second Circuit sitting en Banc
or the Supreme Court says otherwise.z~o

'~ New York v. Salazar, No. 6:08-CV-644 (LEK/GJD) ai *8-9 (N.D.N.Y. Sept. 29, 2009) ("This Court agrees that
the Second Circuit's holding [that the t7neida reservation was not disestablished] retrains good law."). "The Sacond
Circuit recently reaffirmed this holding. See Oneida Indian Nation of N. Y. v. Madison County, 665 F.3d 40$, 443-44
(2d Cir. 201'1) (refusing to disturb the prior holding that the reservation was not disestablished). See also Boylan,
265 F. l65 at 1 b5-67.
26' See, e.g., Ex. DD/Ex. 18A, September 9, 1435 letter from Commissioner John Collier to W.K. Harrison, Special
Agent in Charge; Ex. EE/Ex. 19, January 16, 1936 letter from W.K. Harrison, Special Agent, to Commissioner
Collier; Ex. HH/Ex. 20, May I2, 1936 leCter fratn J.M. Stewart, Dvector of Lands, to Commissioner Daiker,
(determining that the Oneida have a reservation, ostensibly under state jurisdiction). In any event, numerous other
reports and letters document the existence of the Oneida Reservation. Ex. 1 d0, 1870 Annual Report of the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs to the Secretary of the Interior, at 319; Ex. 47, Boazd of Indian Commissioner's
maps, 1883- t 917; Ex. 130, Sept. 9, J 9281etter from E.B. Merril, Assistant Commissioner, to the Special Agent in
Charge (requesting collection of census information regarding the New York tribes, including the Oneida
"reservation"); Ex. 41, Sept. 18, 1884 report of N.E. Carpenter, Chief Inspector, Indian Division, at 2 (including
visit to Oneida Reservation); Ex. 48, F.A. Archambault, memorandum, Lands Under the Jurisdiction of the Office
of Indian Affairs (listing the Oneida reservarion as "Trust Allotted" land}; Ex. 49, GOi~4MITTEE ON PUSLIC LANDS,
COMPILATION OF MATERIAL RELATING TO THE INDIANS QF THE UNTIED STAPES AI~D't'F[E ~RRITORY OF ALASKA,
H.R. Serial No. 81-30 {1950), at 80 (lists the Oneida reservation in New York). An 18581ocal map depicts an Cndian
Reservation south of Vernon, New York. Ex. 102. Indian Agent. Earl Kunble visited the Oneida reservation in 1874.
Ex. t03, August 18, 18741etter from Earl C. Kimble, Indian Agent, to Commissioner Smith. Ex. 1 t4, fetter from.
W.5. Jackson, New Yark Attorney General, to LFion. Charles E. Hughes, Governor, at 4-5 (finding that the Oneidas'
land was rat taxed); Ex. 124, 1934 Map of Indian Tribes, Reservations, and Settlements in the United States
(including Oneida); Ex. 145, Oct. 22, 1901 letter from A.W. Ferrin, Indian Agent,•to the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs (referring to Oneida Reservation); Ex. 123, Apri13, 1940 DOI New York Indian Enrollment List {the Oneida
are listed among the tribes and reservations in the state); Ex. 12b, Juty 1, 1939 Census (listed as a reservation).`bs Beckham Reply Report, at 5.
zb9 Id. at 3.
2?0 Madison County, 665 F.3d at 443 (internal ga~otations omitted).
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3) Additional Claims of UCE are UnpersuasiveZ~f

UCE makes five claims similaz to the claims made by the State and Counties 272 First, UCE
contends there was no entity known as the Oneida Indian Nation of New York that was either
federally recognized in 1934 or in any way under federal jurisdiction in 1934.273 Secondly, "anyentity that may have been recognized ur in some limited way under federal jurisdiction in 1934
may have been the Oneida Tribe of Wisconsin.s274 These contentions have been answered
above, and this opinion does not discuss the separate status of the Oneida Trine of Wisconsin,
which is outside the scope of this opinion. Third, UCE claims that "even if the entity known asthe Oneida Indian Nation of New York is found to have some standing by the BIA, there is nv
legitimate link between the Oneida Indian Nation of New York and the entity currently enjoyingBIA ̀recognition."'275 This claim also has been addressed above and the Nation has been foundto be a successor in interest to the historical Oneida Indian l~ation.276 UCE azgues that the
tJneida have no reservation, or that the reservation the have is a state rather thaaz a federal
reservation, which is incorrect and addressed above 27 Finally, UCE contends that "the State of
New York exercised jurisdiction over all lands and people associated with the Oneida tribe or its

271 iICE has included in its submissions to DOI on remand its complaint in the fee-to-trust litigation, see UCE Ex. A(arguing that the Secretary has not been delegated any authority to take lands purchased by an Indian Tribe intotrust, that the IRA-and ILCA do not apply to Indians in New York, that the delegation of power under Section 465 isunconstitutionally overbroad, and ma}cing other arguments that are contrary to well-settled Iaw or outside the scopeof this opinion). further, UCE submits Ex. D, a petition of the appellants in an IBIA case (Shenandoah v. BIA}, thattakes issue with tribal government matters not addressed and outside the scope of this opinion. See I1GE Ex. D at 3.Finally, Ex. E submitted by UCE is an excerpt of a letter from the Acting Solicitor Richmond F. AI[an dated Feb. 3,l 969, which states that "[n)one of the ten reservations presently located within the State, including St. Regis, wascreated by federal treaty, statute, or executive order." The Acting Solicitor's statement, however, is directlyinconsistent with the historical facts and law discussed throughout this opinion. See, e.g., Treaty with the SevenNations in Canada, 7 Scat. 55 (~Iay 3 i, 1796} (establishing the St. Regis reservation}.2'Z UGE also seeks to "incorporate by reference the entirety of the litigation ]mown as 5:08- cv- 633", which is Hatoreasonable submission on remand without further differenriation of pertinent facts and arguments and is outside thescope of the remand. l~iov. 22, 2012 Letter from David B. Vickers to Jennifer Turner, SOL, at 2. UCE also cites to"relevant pages of Plaintiffs Verified Complaint, dated June 16, 2008." Id.
27' UCE cites Ex. B (the Haas Report) and Ex. ~ (various maps), and Ex. B (an excerpt of a letter from Richmond F.Allan, Acting Solicitor, to .Ioseph W. Scott, Director for relations with Canada, Feb. 3, 1969, stating that "[n]one ofthe ten reservations presently locaied within the State, including St Regis, was created by federal treaty, statute orexecutive order") in support of its claims.
?̀41'he recognition of the Wisconsin Oneida is not at issue in this opinion. UCE continues "and by deciding to takeland into trust for Oneida Indian i~ia#ion of Nei+ York, the fiduciary and trust responsibility the federal governmentmay have with the Oneida Tribe of Wisconsin is violated." November 22, 2012, Letter from David B. Vickers toJennifer Turner, SOL, at 1. UCE does not explain this contention, nor is the status of the Oneida Tribe of Wisconsinrelevant to the determination here.Z75 UCE mentions Arthur Raymond Halbritter, stating "'there has never been a ̀Men's Council"' and Mr. Haibritter"has not been) for more than a decade a legitimate enrityto ̀ represent' the Oneida ̀Nation."' UCE Ex. A pt [I, at9-10. UCE also references UCE Ex. D to its submission, a petition of the appellants in an IBIA case (Shenandoah)regarding late 20`~ century leadership disputes..Any discussion of internal tribal governing disputes is irrelevant andtangential from the issue at hand, which is whether the Oneida were under federal jurisdiction in 1934. As notedpreviously, tribes have inherent authority to determine their internal affairs, including tribal governance structures.The question Q€ whether a #ribe was under federal jurisdiction in 1934 is a distinct and separate question fromleadership disputes that may arise from time to time.

276 See supra discussion at pp. 23-25 and note t 68 in (OIN is a successor in interest).
Z~' See supra discussion in Section II.E{2).
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remnants in 1934 and except for flawed court decisions to the contrary, continues to exertjurisdiction to this day."278 As discussed above, this claim has no merit and must be rejected.Z7g

4) Additional Claims of CERA and CNYFBA

CER.A. and CNYFBA make claims similar to those discussed above. They contend that the
Oneida Reservation was disestablished with the Treaty of Buffalo Creek in 1838 and theremaining Oneida were under state jurisdiction.280 This claim is refuted abave.28j CERA andCNYFBA also make various claims that are not relevant to the current discussion or are alreadymatters ofwell-settled law.282

III. Conclusion

Based on the analysis above, we conclude that the Carcieri decision does not limit the
Secretary's authority to acquire land in trust for the Oneida Indian Nation. Consistent with the
Supreme Court's decision in Carcaeri, tfi~e Oneida Indaan Nation was under federal jurisdiction in
1934, as conclusively evidenced by the IRA election held by the Secretary on June 18, 1936, the
1794 Treaty of Canandaigua, the Boylan litigation, and the historical record.

''~$ Nov. 22, 2012 Letter from David B. Vickers io Jennifer TY~rner, SOL, Nov. 22, 2012.Z'9 UCE takes issue with the McMillen Report (see, e.g. November l4, 2012, Letter from David B. Vickers toJennifer Turner, SOL, (the date ap~ars to be a mistake as it was submitted in response to the Nation's November
23, 2d 12 submission) at 2 ("I am somewhat pleased to consider jMcMiilen's] ̀hired gun' status to be more that of apea-shooter than a ̀gun' of any real substance")), but simply disagrees with the conclusions without substantivedocumentation or argument. These criticisms have already been addressed above, to the extent that they werediscernible and relevant. Arguments regarding leadership challenges in the late twentieth century are not relevant tothe "under federal jurisdiction" analysis.
280 November 20, 2012 Letter to Jennifer Turner from J. Devine, Jr., Esq.
Z$' See e.g., supra notes 129-54 and accompanying text.Z82 CERA and ~1VYFBA submitted a collection of letters and memos from Assistant Secretary Ada Deer, but do notstate their relevance to the cwrent matter. They also argue that a Carcieri "fix" would racially discriminate againstall non-Indians in contradiction of the 14~' amendment. They contend that the reasoning of Hawaii v. Office ofHmvaiian Affairs, 556 U.S. 163 (2009) "expressly limiting the authority of the Secretary and Congress to preventreconsideration of the terms of grants of public lands to the States be expanders to declaze fee to trust
unconstitutional" November 20, 2012 Letter to Jennifer Turner from J. Devine, Jr., Esy., November 24, 2012.Finally, they sta#e that "without knowing what it~e reasoning of the Secretary will be to produce a decision onwhether the DIN is a tribe eligible to receive the benefits of the IRA there is no way to guess which documents willbe relevant to the final detetmination," and hence no more documents were submitted. Id. To the extent plaintiffsrely on the Office of Hawaiian A,,~j'airs case, their assertions appeaz to be derived from dicta to the effect that if
federal action "purported to ̀ cloud' [a state's] title to its sovereign lands" it would raise "grave constitutionaE
concerns," Dice of Hmvaiian Affairs, SSb U.S. at 176, and that the land-intatrust process clouds state title.Contrary to their claims, the Court made no subs#antive determination on the constitutionality of such federal action;and to the extent that the Court did make a substantive holding, it was narrowly applicable to the language of thespecifc Congressional resolution at issue. See Memorandum from Associate Solicitor, Division of Indian Affairs toPacific Regional Director, May 23, 2012, Determination of VI/hether Carcieri v Salazar or Ncnvaii v. ice ofHrnvaiian A.fj"airs limits the authority of the Secretary to Acquire Land in Ttvst for the Santa Ynez Band of ChumashMission Indians, at 14-i 5 (arguing that Congress' Apology Resolution for deposing the Hawaiian monarchy isirrelevant to land-into-trust casES generally, and that ice of'Hawaiian Affairs is distinguishable &am other land-intatrust decisions that do not concern land to which the state had title). In any event,. the possibility of a "Carcieri"fix is speculative and outside the scope of this opinion.
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STATE OF NEW YpRK; ANI~R~W M. CUQMp,
in his capacity as Governor of the State of New York;
ERIC T. SCHNEIDER1k1A~1, in his capacity as Attorney
General of the State of New York; MADISON
CpUNTY, NEW YQRK; and pNEIDA COUNTY,
NEW YpRK,

CIVIL ACTION N0.
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S. M: R. JEWEI,L, Secretary, iJnited States
Department of the Interior; LAURA IaAVIS,
Associate Deputy Secretary of the Interior;
the Deputy Secretary of the
Interior; FRANKLIN KEEL, Eastern Regional I?irector,
$ureau of Indian Affairs, UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, BjJREAU
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS; UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIpR; UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, DAN M. TANGHERLINI,
Administrator, General Services Administration; and
UNITED STATES GENER,A~, SERVICES
AI?MINISTRATION,

Defendants.
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I, Jennifer L. Turner, declare:

1. I am the Assistant Solicitor, Branch of Environment and Lands, in the Division of Indian

Affairs, Office of the Solicitor, Department of the Interior.

2. On December 23, 2013, Assistant Secretary — Indian Affazrs Kevin K. Washburn issued

an Amendment to the May 20, 2008 Record of Decision for the Oneida Indian Nation of

New York Fee-to-Trust Request (Amendment). The Amendment adopted an opinion of

the Office of the Solicitor concluding that the Nation was under Federal jurisdiction in

1934, and that the Secretary is therefore authorized to acquire land in trust for the Nation

under the Indian Reorganization Act, as amended by the Indian Land Consolidation Act.

3. I have been assigned to work on issues related to, and the litigation involving, the Oneida

Indian Nation of New York Fee-to-Trust Request since January 2009. Part of my

responsibility has been to assemble the administrative record upon which the Amendment

was based.

4. I certify that, to the best of my knowledge, the documents filed with the Court and

identified in the attached index constitute a true, correct, and complete copy of the

administrative record for the Amendment. Documents withheld in part or in their entirety

on the basis of the deliberative process, attorney work product, and attorney-client

privileges are also identified on the attached index.
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I declare under penalty ~f perjury that the foregair g is true and correct.

Executed an February 3, ?Old.

_.~~
C3fG 0~`t~i~ SO~IC1t0~'
D~~artment of the Int~riar
1849 C St. N'.W.
Washington, D.C. 20240
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I, Jennifex L. Tuxz~er, declare:

1. Z am the Assistant Solicitor, Branch of Environment a~~d Lands, in the Division off' Indian

Affairs,.Of~ce of the Salic tox, Department of the inter ar.

2. Attorneys in the Division of Indian Affairs pzovide legal counsel to the Assistant

Secretary —Indian Affairs.

3, I assert the attorney work product pr~vile~e aver the documea~ts d~ntif ed in fhe attached

p~zv~lege index. These documents were prepared by attorneys in association with

on~oiia~ litig~tinn.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the for~,~oizag is true and :correct.

.Executed on February 3, 2Q 14.

c

-~
~ffi e of the Solicitor
Department of the Interzor
189 C St. N,W.
Washington, D.C. ?02 0
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I, Kevin K. Washburn, declare:

1. I am the Assistant Secretary — Indian Affairs at the Department of the Interior. The

Secretary of the Interior has delegated her authority pertaining to Indian Affairs matters

to me.

2. The Division of Indian Affairs is part of the Office of the Solicitor. Attorneys in the

Division of Indian Affairs provide legal counsel to the Assistant Secretary — Indian

Affairs.

3. I assert the deliberative process privilege and the attorney-client privilege over

documents listed in attached index for the administrative record For the December 23,

2Q13 Amendment to the May 24, 2008 Record of Decision for Oneida Indian Nation of

New York Fee-to-Trust Request.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on ~ 30 ~p 1 ~'

'n K.' ash~urn
A' stant cretary ̂ Indian Affairs

artnz t of the Interior
l 9 C St. N.W.
Washington, D.C: 20240
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Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Edited draft of the Oneida Carcieri opinion provided by 
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necessary to latest version of Oneida Carcieri draft

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Email discusses an SOL attorney's views provided to 
another SOL attorney, on what changes are necessary to 
strengthen arguments in draft Oneida Carcieri opinion for 
the purposes of providing legal advice to client ASIA and 
in association with ongoing litigation. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐007543 33 5/24/2013 Turner, Jennifer
Oneida Carcieri Opinion Draft; Attachment to 05/24/2013 
9:36:17 AM email from Adrienne Gaziano to Stephen 
Simpson

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Edited draft of the Oneida Carcieri opinion shared 
between SOL attorneys for the purposes of providing 
legal advice to client ASIA with comments flagging areas 
for further development in association with ongoing 
litigation. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐007611 1 email 3/19/2013 17:10
Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire <sapphire.diamant‐
rin@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer  <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>; 
Rebecca Ross <rebecca.ross@sol.doi.gov>

Email transmitting Oneida Carcieri Opinion Draft A‐PRODUCE;Redact‐Non‐Relevant
Non‐record information about the location of the draft 
document unrelated to the substantive decision making 
process redacted. 

NR

AmendedROD‐007612 32 draft 3/19/2013 Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire
Oneida Carcieri Opinion Draft; Attachment to 03/19/2013 
5:10:01 PM email from Sapphire Diamant‐rink to Jennifer 
Turner and Rebecca Ros 

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft of the Oneida Carcieri opinion shared between SOL 
attorneys for the purposes of providing legal advice to 
client ASIA with questions and comments flagging areas 
for further development and prepared in association with 
ongoing litigation

DP, AC, WP

ongoing litigation.

AmendedROD‐007646 1 email 3/15/2013 10:20 Ross, Rebecca <rebecca.ross@sol.doi.gov>; Turner, Jennifer <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing Oneida Carcieri opinion
Privileged ‐ Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product

Emails between SOL attorneys discussing and strategizing 
how to treat development in another case in the Oneida 
Caricieri opinion for the purpose of providing legal advice 
to client ASIA. 

 AC, WP
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AmendedROD‐007648 2 email 12/22/2013 21:28
Cummings, Jody 
<jody.cummings@sol.doi.gov>;

Iudicello, Fay  <fay_iudicello@ios.doi.gov>
Email discussing final Oneida Carcieri opinion from SOL for 
review by ASIA

A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Redacted comments by attorneys discuss changes 
between versions of Carcieri opinion that is being 
prepared for purposes of providing legal advice to client 
ASIA and in association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐007652 2 email 12/22/2013 18:39
Berrigan, Michael 
<michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>
Email discussing final Oneida Carcieri opinion from SOL for 
review by ASIA

A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Redacted comments by attorneys discuss changes 
between versions of Carcieri opinion that is being 
prepared for purposes of providing legal advice to client 
ASIA and in association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐007654 2 email 12/22/2013 17:00
Cummings, Jody 
<jody.cummings@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>
Email discussing final Oneida Carcieri opinion from SOL for 
review by ASIA

A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Redacted comments by attorneys discuss changes 
between versions of Carcieri opinion that is being 
prepared for purposes of providing legal advice to client 
ASIA and in association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐007656 2 email 12/22/2013 16:59
Cummings, Jody  
<jody.cummings@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>
Email discussing final Oneida Carcieri opinion from SOL for 
review by ASIA

A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Redacted comments by attorneys discuss changes 
between versions of Carcieri opinion that is being 
prepared for purposes of providing legal advice to client 
ASIA and in association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐007660 2 email 12/22/2013 16:50
Jody Cummings 
<jody.cummings@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>
Email discussing final Oneida Carcieri opinion from SOL for 
review by ASIA

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product;Redact‐
Privileged

Redacted comments by attorneys discuss changes 
between versions of Carcieri opinion that is being 
prepared for purposes of providing legal advice to client 
ASIA and in anticipation of litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐007662 2 email 12/22/2013 16:16
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Cummings, Jody <jody.cummings@sol.doi.gov>
Email discussing final Oneida Carcieri opinion from SOL for 
review by ASIA

A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Redacted comments discuss changes between versions of 
Carcieri opinion that is being prepared for purposes of 
providing legal advice to client ASIA and in association 
with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

Redacted comments by attorneys discuss changes

AmendedROD‐007704 2 email 12/22/2013 14:12
Berrigan, Michael 
<michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>;

Washburn, Kevin <kevin.washburn@bia.gov>
Email transmitting final Oneida Carcieri opinion from SOL for 
review by ASIA

A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Redacted comments by attorneys discuss changes 
between versions of Carcieri opinion that is being 
prepared for purposes of providing legal advice to client 
ASIA and in association with ongoing litigation..

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐007746 2 email 12/22/2013 13:49
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Berrigan, Michael <michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion

A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged;Redact‐Non‐
Relevant

Redacted discussion between SOL attorneys summarizing 
revisions made to a draft document that was developed 
for the purpose of providing legal advice to SOL's client 
ASIA and in association with ongoing litigation.  An 
attorney's personal cell phone number is also redacted. 

DP, AC, WP, NR

AmendedROD‐007748 2 email 12/22/2013 13:20
Berrigan, Michael 
<michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion

A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged;Redact‐Non‐
Relevant

Discussion between SOL attorneys summarizing revisions 
made to a draft document that was developed for the 
purpose of providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA and 
in association with ongoing litigation; attorney's personal 
cell phone redacted because it is non‐responsive. 

DP, AC, WP, NR

AmendedROD‐007830 40 draft 12/22/2013 Berrigan, Michael 
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 12/22/2013 
1:20:42 PM email from Michael Berrigan to Jennifer Turner

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Document is a draft opinion, reflecting edits from a 
previous version, that was developed by SOL attorneys for 
the purpose of providing legal advice to SOL’s client, ASIA 
and in association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐007870 2 email 12/22/2013 12:52
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Berrigan, Michael <michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion

A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged;Redact‐Non‐
Relevant

Redacted portion of email discusses edits made to the 
draft opinion and supervisory attorney's opinion on draft. 
Draft opinion was prepared for purpose of providing legal 
advice to SOL's client ASIA and in association with 
ongoing litigation. Also redacted are SOL attorneys' 
personal cell phone numbers, which are non‐relevant. 

DP, AC, WP, NR

AmendedROD‐007876 1 email 12/22/2013 2:13
Turner, Jennifer 
j if t @ l d i

Berrigan, Michael  
<michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>; Jody Cummings 
j d i @ l d i V R H d

Email transmitting draft Oneida Carcieri opinion

A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
P d t R d t P i il d R d t N

Redacted portion of email discusses edits made to the 
draft opinion. Draft opinion  prepared for purpose of 
providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA and in 

i ti ith i liti ti Al d t d i th
DP, AC, WP, NR/ /

<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>; <jody.cummings@sol.doi.gov>; Vanessa Ray‐Hodge 
<vanessa.ray‐hodge@sol.doi.gov>

g p
Product;Redact‐Privileged;Redact‐Non‐
Relevant

association with ongoing litigation.  Also redacted is the 
personal cell phone number of an SOL attorney, which is 
non‐relevant.  

, , ,

AmendedROD‐007877 40 draft 12/21/2013 Turner, Jennifer 
Draft Oneida Carcieri opinion; Attachment to 12/22/2013 
2:13:14 AM email from Jennifer Turner to Michael Berrigan

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Document is a draft opinion that was developed by SOL 
attorneys for the purpose of providing legal advice to 
SOL’s client, ASIA and in association with ongoing  
litigation.

DP, AC, WP
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AmendedROD‐007917 1 email 12/21/2013 17:39
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Ray‐Hodge, Vanessa <vanessa.ray‐
hodge@sol.doi.gov>

Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Discussion between SOL attorneys summarizing revisions 
made to a draft document that was developed for the 
purpose of providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA and 
in association with ongoing litigation. Email also includes 
non‐record personal information about a DOI employee.

DP,AC, WP

AmendedROD‐007918 2 email 12/21/2013 7:49
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Ray‐Hodge, Vanessa <vanessa.ray‐
hodge@sol.doi.gov>

Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion A‐PRODUCE;Redact‐Non‐Relevant
Redacted portion contains personal cell phone number, 
which is non‐responsive. 

NR

AmendedROD‐007920 40 draft 12/20/2013 Turner, Jennifer 
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 12/21/2013 
7:49:56 AM email from Jennifer  Turner to Vanessa Ray‐
Hodge

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft opinion that was developed by SOL attorneys for the 
purpose of providing legal advice to SOL’s client, ASIA. 
Document also constitutes attorney work product 
developed in association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐007960 1 email 12/20/2013 22:33
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Splitek, Mary (Emily) <mary.splitek@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion

A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged;Redact‐Non‐
Relevant

Discussion between SOL attorneys dicussing revisions 
made to draft Carcieri opinion for purposes of providing 
legal advice to SOL's client ASIA and in association with 
ongoing litigation; contains personal cell phone number 
and non‐record information about where files were saved 
on internal SOL network. 

DP, AC, WP, NR

AmendedROD‐007961 1 email 12/20/2013 22:32
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Cummings, Jody  <jody.cummings@sol.doi.gov>
Email transmitting and discussing draft Oneida Carcieri 
opinion

A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Email from SOL attorney transmitting draft Carcieri 
opinion for review by another SOL attorney and flagging 
required changes and process for finalization; opinion 
developed for purposes of providing legal advice to client 
ASIA and in association with ongoing litigation. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐007962 40 draft 12/20/2013 Turner, Jennifer 
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 12/20/2013 
10:32:03 PM email from Jennifer Turner to Jody Cummings

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Document is a draft opinion that was developed by SOL 
attorneys for the purpose of providing legal advice to 
SOL’s client, ASIA and in association with ongoing 

DP, AC, WP

litigation.

AmendedROD‐008002 2 email 12/20/2013 18:22
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Ross, Rebecca <rebecca.ross@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product;Non‐
Relevant

Discussion between SOL attorneys summarizing revisions 
made to a draft document that was developed for the 
purpose of providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA and 
in association with ongoing litigation. Also includes non‐
record information about where files were saved on SOL's 
internal network that is unrelated to the substantive 
decision making process. 

DP, AC, WP, NR

AmendedROD‐008004 1 email 12/20/2013 18:03
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Ray‐Hodge, Vanessa <vanessa.ray‐
hodge@sol.doi.gov>; Jody Cummings 
<jody.cummings@sol.doi.gov>

Email transmitting and discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri 
opinion

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Discussion between SOL attorneys summarizing revisions 
made to a draft Carcieri opinion developed for purposes 
of providing legal advice to client and in association with 
ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐008005 40 draft 12/20/2013 Turner, Jennifer
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 12/20/2013 
6:03:31 PM email from Jennifer Turner to Vanessa Ray‐Hodge 
and Jody Cummings

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Document is a draft opinion that was developed by SOL 
attorneys for the purpose of providing legal advice to 
SOL’s client, ASIA and in association with ongoing 
litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐008045 1 email 12/20/2013 17:30
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Miskinis, Steven (ENRD) 
<steven.miskinis@usdoj.gov>

Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Discussion between DOJ attorney and client DOI attorney 
about revisions made to a draft document that was 
developed for the purpose of providing legal advice to 
SOL's client ASIA and in association with ongoing 
litigation. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐008046 2 email 12/20/2013 16:51
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Ray‐Hodge, Vanessa <vanessa.ray‐
hodge@sol.doi.gov>

Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Discussion between SOL attorneys about revisions 
necessary to a draft document that was developed for the 
purpose of providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA and 
in association with ongoing litigation.  

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐008477 1 email 12/20/2013 14:31
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Ross, Rebecca  <rebecca.ross@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Email forwards draft Carcieri opinion with edits 
responding to comments provided by DOJ attorneys to 
client SOL attorneys and discusses revisions made to draft 
opinion in association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

p g g g

AmendedROD‐008478 39 draft 12/20/2013 Ray‐Hodge, Vanessa
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 12/20/2013 
2:31:45 PM email from Jennifer Turner to Rebecca Ross

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft of the Oneida Carcieri opinion shared between SOL 
attorneys developed for purpose of providing legal advice 
to client ASIA and in association with ongoing litigation. 

DP, AC, WP
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AmendedROD‐008517 1 email 12/20/2013 12:34
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Ray‐Hodge, Vanessa <vanessa.ray‐
hodge@sol.doi.gov>

Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Discussion between SOL attorneys about revisions made 
to a draft document that was developed for the purpose 
of providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA and in 
anticipation of litigation. A DOJ attorney is CC'd on the 
email, so it also constitutes a privileged communication 
between DOJ and its client, DOI/SOL. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐008518 1 email 12/20/2013 12:04
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Ross, Rebecca <rebecca.ross@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Discussion between SOL attorneys about revisions made 
to a draft document that was developed for the purpose 
of providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA and in 
association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐008520 1 email 12/19/2013 23:02
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Ray‐Hodge, Vanessa <vanessa.ray‐
hodge@sol.doi.gov>

Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Discussion between SOL attorneys about revisions 
required to draft document that was developed for the 
purpose of providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA and 
in association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐008521 1 email 12/19/2013 21:16
Ray‐Hodge, Vanessa <vanessa.ray‐
hodge@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion

A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged;Redact‐Non‐
Relevant

Discussion between SOL attorneys about revisions 
required to draft document that was developed for the 
purpose of providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA and 
in association with ongoing litigation. Email also includes 
nonrecord information about personal medical issues.

DP, AC, WP, NR

AmendedROD‐008524 1 email 12/19/2013 19:33
Ray‐Hodge, Vanessa <vanessa.ray‐
hodge@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Discussion between SOL attorneys (with DOJ attorney 
CC'd) about revisions made to a draft document that was 
developed for the purpose of providing legal advice to 
SOL's client ASIA on a matter in ongoing litigation.  Email 
reflects legal advice to client DOI from attorney DOJ. 

DP, AC, WP

Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 12/19/2013 Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney
Document is a draft Carcieri opinion developed by SOL for 
purposes of providing legal advice to client ASIA on a

AmendedROD‐008525 39 draft 12/19/2013 Ray‐Hodge, Vanessa 
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 12/19/2013 
7:33:02 PM email from Vanessa Ray‐Hodge to Jennifer Turner

Deliberative Process;Privileged   Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

purposes of providing legal advice to client ASIA on a 
matter in ongoing litigation. Draft incorporates responses 
to proposed edits from DOJ. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐008564 46 draft 12/192013 Ray‐Hodge, Vanessa 
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 12/19/2013 
7:33:02 PM email from Vanessa Ray‐Hodge to Jennifer Turner

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Document is a draft Carcieri opinion developed by SOL for 
purposes of providing legal advice to client ASIA on a 
matter in ongoing litigation. Draft incorporates responses 
to proposed edits from DOJ.  

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐008610 45 draft 12/19/2013 Ray‐Hodge, Vanessa 
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 12/19/2013 
7:33:02 PM email from Vanessa Ray‐Hodge to Jennifer Turner

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Document is a draft Carcieri opinion developed by SOL for 
purposes of providing legal advice to client ASIA on a 
matter in ongoing litigation. Draft incorporates responses 
to proposed edits from DOJ. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐008655 2 email 12/19/2013 17:12
Miskinis, Steven (ENRD) 
<Steven.Miskinis@usdoj.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>; 
Alexander, Craig (ENRD) 
<Craig.Alexander@usdoj.gov>; Turner, John (ENRD) 
<John.Turner@usdoj.gov>

Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Discussion between DOJ attorney and client SOL attorney 
regarding draft Carcieri opinion and amended ROD for the 
purposes of providing legal advice to client ASIA and in 
association with ongoing litigation. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐008657 2 email 12/19/2013 17:03
Turner, John (ENRD) 
<John.Turner@usdoj.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <'jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov' 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>; Miskinis, Steven 
(ENRD) <Steven.Miskinis@usdoj.gov>; Alexander, 
Craig (ENRD) <Craig.Alexander@usdoj.gov>

Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Discussion between DOJ attorney and client SOL attorney 
regarding draft Carcieri and amended ROD for the 
purposes of providing legal advice to client ASIA and in 
association with ongoing litigation. 

AC, WP, DP

AmendedROD‐008659 1 email 12/19/2013 17:02
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Miskinis, Steven (ENRD) 
<steven.miskinis@usdoj.gov>; Alexander, Craig 
(ENRD) <craig.alexander@usdoj.gov>; Turner, John 
(ENRD) <John.Turner@usdoj.gov>

Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Discussion between DOJ attorney and client SOL attorney 
regarding draft Carcieri and amended ROD for the 
purposes of providing legal advice to client ASIA and in 
association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

A d dROD 008660 1 d ft 12/19/2013 T J if

Draft language for Record of Decision statement adopting 
Carcieri opinion; Attachment to 12/19/2013 5:02:37 PM  Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 

Draft legal language to be provided to client ASIA.  
Document was developed by SOL attorneys in association 

AC WP DPAmendedROD‐008660 1 draft 12/19/2013 Turner, Jennnifer
p ; / /

email from Jennifer Turner to Steven Miskinis, Craig 
Alexander, and John Turner

; g y
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

p y y
with ongoing litigation and shared with DOJ attorneys in 
order to obtain legal advice on its sufficiency. 

AC, WP, DP
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AmendedROD‐008745 1 email 12/18/2013 18:39
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Haugrud, Kevin  <jack.haugrud@sol.doi.gov>; Jody 
Cummings <jody.cummings@sol.doi.gov>; Vanessa 
Ray‐Hodge <vanessa.ray‐hodge@sol.doi.gov>; 
Rebecca Ross <rebecca.ross@sol.doi.gov>; Michael 
Berrigan <michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>

Email forwarding DOJ's comments on draft Oneida Carcieri
Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Email forwards to other SOL attorneys comments from 
DOJ to client SOL attorney regarding draft Carcieri opinion 
prepared for the purpose of providing legal advice to 
client ASIA and in association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐008746 40 draft 12/18/2013 DOJ

Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 12/18/2013 
6:39:58 PM email from Jennifer Turner to Kevin (Jack) 
Haugrud, Jody Cummings, Vanessa Ray‐Hodge, Rebecca Ross, 
and Michael Berrigan 

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Carcieri opinion containing proposed edits and 
comments from DOJ to attorney DOI for purpose of 
providing legal advice to client ASIA and in association 
with ongoing  litigation

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐008786 1 email 12/18/2013 17:55
Miskinis, Steven (ENRD) 
<Steven.Miskinis@usdoj.gov>;

Alexander, Craig (ENRD) 
<Craig.Alexander@usdoj.gov>; Turner, John (ENRD) 
<John.Turner@usdoj.gov>; Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>

Email discussing DOJ recommended revisions to Oneida 
Carcieri opinion

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Email includes comments and proposed edits from DOJ to 
client DOI regarding substantive edits to the draft Carcieri 
opinion, developed for purposes of providing legal advice 
to client ASIA and in association with ongoing

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐008787 40 draft 12/18/2013 DOJ
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 12/18/2013 
5:55:27 PM email from Steven Miskinis to Craig Alexander, 
Jennifer Turner, and John Turner

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Carcieri opinion containing proposed edits and 
comments from DOJ to client DOI for purposes of 
providing legal advice to client ASIA and in association 
with ongoing litigation. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐008828 15 draft 12/18/2013 Turner, Jennifer
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 12/18/2013 
1:52:09 PM email from Jennifer Turner to Mary Splitek

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft of the Oneida Carcieri opinion prepared for the 
purposes of providing legal advice to client ASIA and 
shared between SOL attorneys for citechecking purposes.  

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐008843 2 email 12/16/2013 18:38
Ray‐Hodge, Vanessa <vanessa.ray‐
hodge@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>
Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion to be 
made by DOJ

A‐PRODUCE;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Redact‐Privileged

Redacted portion of email is a communication from an 
SOL attorney seeking legal advice on the draft opinion 
and amended ROD from attorney DOJ.  

AC

Turner Jennifer
Ray‐Hodge, Vanessa <vanessa.ray‐ A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 

Email from SOL attorney to another SOL attorney 
summarizing edits to the draft Carcieri opinion and 

AmendedROD‐008848 1 email 12/16/2013 11:24
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

hodge@sol.doi.gov>; Rebecca Ross 
<rebecca.ross@sol.doi.gov>

Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

transmitting opinion prepared for the purpose of 
providing legal advice to client ASIA and in association 
with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐008849 42 draft 12/16/2013 Turner, Jennifer
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 12/16/2013 
11:24:47 AM email from Jennifer Turner to Vanessa Ray‐
Hodge and Rebecca Ross

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Document is a draft opinion that was developed by SOL 
attorneys for the purpose of providing legal advice to 
SOL’s client, ASIA and in association with ongoing 
litigation. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐008891 1 email 12/16/2013 11:20
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Haugrud, Kevin <jack.haugrud@sol.doi.gov>; 
Vanessa Ray‐Hodge <vanessa.ray‐
hodge@sol.doi.gov>; Jody Cummings 
<jody.cummings@sol.doi.gov>; Michael Berrigan 
<michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>; Rebecca Ross 
<rebecca.ross@sol.doi.gov>; Alexander, Craig 
(ENRD) <craig.alexander@usdoj.gov>; Miskinis, 
Steven (ENRD) <steven.miskinis@usdoj.gov>; 
Turner, John (ENRD) <John.Turner@usdoj.gov>

Email forwarding  draft Oneida Carcieri opinion to DOJ
A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Email transmitting draft Oneida Carcieri opinion and draft 
amended ROD from client SOL attorney to DOJ for legal 
review and in association with ongoing litigation. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐008892 1 draft 12/16/2013 Turner, Jennifer 

Draft language for Record of Decision statement adopting 
Carcieri opinion; Attachment to 12/16/2013 11:20:01 AM 
email from Jennifer Turner to Kevin (Jack) Haugrud, Vanessa 
Ray‐Hodge, Jody Cummings, Michael Berrigan, Rebecca Ross, 
Craig Alexander, Steven Miskinis, John Turner

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft amended ROD prepared by SOL attorneys in 
anticipation of litigation and shared with DOJ attorneys to 
obtain legal advice on its sufficiency and in association 
with ongoing litigation. 

AC, WP

AmendedROD‐008893 39 draft 12/16/2013 Turner, Jennifer

Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 12/16/2013 
11:20:01 AM email from Jennifer Turner to Kevin (Jack) 
Haugrud, Vanessa Ray‐Hodge, Jody Cummings, Michael 
Berrigan, Rebecca Ross, Craig Alexander, Steven Miskinis, 
John Turner

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Carcieri opinion prepared by SOL attorneys and 
shared with DOJ attorneys for legal review of its 
sufficiency in association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

A d dROD 008933 2 il 12/15/2013 23 09
Turner, Jennifer 

R R b b @ l d i E il di i i i t O id C i i i i
A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Att Cli t P i il d W k

Discussion between SOL attorneys about revisions made 
by attorney to a draft document that was developed for 

DP AC WPAmendedROD‐008933 2 email 12/15/2013 23:09
,

<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;
Ross, Rebecca <rebecca.ross@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 

Product;Redact‐Privileged

y y p
the purpose of providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA 
and in association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP
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AmendedROD‐008935 2 email 12/13/2013 17:51 Ross, Rebecca <rebecca.ross@sol.doi.gov>; Turner, Jennifer  <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov> Email summarzing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Summary of edits provided by SOL attorney to another 
SOL attorney to a draft Carcieri opinion that was 
developed for the purpose of providing legal advice to 
SOL's client ASIA and in association with ongoing 
litigation. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐008952 39 draft 12/13/2013 Ross, Rebecca 
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 12/13/2013 
5:51:35 PM email from Rebecca Ross to Jennifer Turner

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Carcieri opinion containing edits shared between 
SOL attorneys and developed for purposes of providing 
legal advice to client ASIA and in association with ongoing 
litigation. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐008992 1 draft 12/13/2013 Turner, Jennifer 

Draft language for Record of Decision statement adopting 
Carcieri opinion; Attachment to 12/13/2013 11:51:07 AM 
email from Jennifer Turner to Jody Cummings and Michael 
Berrigan

Privileged ‐ Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product

Draft amended ROD language prepared by SOL attorney 
and shared with other SOL attorneys for purpose of 
providing legal advice to client ASIA and in association 
with ongoing litigation. 

AC, WP

AmendedROD‐008994 37 draft 12/13/2013 Turner, Jennifer
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 12/13/2013 
10:22:30 AM email from Rebecca Ross to Jennifer Turner

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Carcieri opinion that was developed by and shared 
between SOL attorneys for the purpose of providing legal 
advice to SOL’s client, ASIA and in association with 
ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009032 1 email 12/12/2013 19:14 Ross, Rebecca <rebecca.ross@sol.doi.gov>; Turner, Jennifer  <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov> Email summarizing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Email from SOL attorney to another SOL attorney 
summarizing revisions made to draft Carcieri that was 
developed for the purpose of providing legal advice to 
SOL's client ASIA and in association with ongoing 
litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009033 37 draft 12/12/2013 Ross, Rebecca
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 12/12/2013 
7:14:54 PM email from Rebecca Ross to Jennifer Turner

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Carcieri opinion containing edits from SOL attorney 
provided to another SOL attorney for the purpose of 
providing legal advice to client ASIA and in association 
with ongoing litigation. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009070 2 email 12/12/2013 18:22
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Cummings, Jody <jody.cummings@sol.doi.gov>
Email discussing status of and process for finalizing Oneida 
Carcieri opinion

A‐PRODUCE;Privileged ‐ Work Product;Redact‐
Privileged

Email contains SOL attorney opinion on status of Carcieri 
opinion shared with other attorneys in association with 
ongoing litigation. 

WP

AmendedROD‐009084 1 email 12/12/2013 11:25
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Ray‐Hodge, Vanessa <vanessa.ray‐
hodge@sol.doi.gov>

Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
A‐PRODUCE;Privileged ‐ Work Product;Redact‐
Privileged

Email contains SOL attorney opinion on and impressions 
of Carcieri opinion shared with other attorneys in 
association with ongoing litigation. 

WP

AmendedROD‐009085 1 email 12/12/2013 11:17
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Michael Berrigan <michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>
Email discussing status of and revisions to Oneida Carcieri 
opinion

A‐PRODUCE;Privileged ‐ Work Product;Redact‐
Privileged

Email contains SOL attorney opinion on and impressions 
of draft Carcieri opinion shared with other attorneys in 
association with ongoing litigation. 

WP

AmendedROD‐009086 37 draft 12/12/2013 Ray‐Hodge, Vanessa
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 12/12/2013 
11:17:44 AM email from Jennifer Turner to Michael Berrigan

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Oneida Carcieri opinion prepared for the purpose of 
providing legal advice to client ASIA and containing 
attorney edits on draft; prepared in association with 
ongoing litigation. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009123 44 draft 12/12/2013 Ray‐Hodge, Vanessa
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 12/12/2013 
11:17:44 AM email from Jennifer Turner to Michael Berrigan

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Oneida Carcieri opinion prepared for the purpose of 
providing legal advice to client ASIA and containing 
attorney edits on draft; prepared in association with 
ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009249 1 email 12/11/2013 16:51 Ross, Rebecca <rebecca.ross@sol.doi.gov>; Jennifer Turner <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>
Email discussing research documents related to Carcieri 
opinion

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Attorney opinion, provided to another attorney, on value 
of source documents in supporting statements in the 
draft Oneida Carcieri opinion prepared for the purposes 
of providing legal advice to client ASIA and in association 
with ongoing litigation.  

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009255 1 email 12/11/2013 15:31 Ross, Rebecca <rebecca.ross@sol.doi.gov>; Jennifer Turner <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Email from one SOL attorney to another discussing 
historical document in an effort to evaluate legal support 
underlying the draft Oneida Carcieri opinion, prepared for 
purposes of providing legal advice to client and in 
association with ongoing litigation.  

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009265 2 email 12/10/2013 14:15
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Ross, Rebecca <rebecca.ross@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Discussion between SOL attorneys about revisions made 
to a draft document that was developed for the purpose 
of providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA and in 
association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

E il f SOL tt t th SOL tt

AmendedROD‐009267 1 email 12/10/2013 12:37 Ross, Rebecca <rebecca.ross@sol.doi.gov>; Jennifer Turner <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Email from SOL attorney to another SOL attorney 
regarding about revisions made to a draft document that 
was developed for the purpose of providing legal advice 
to SOL's client ASIA and in association with ongoing 
litigation.

DP, AC, WP
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AmendedROD‐009268 37 draft 12/10/2013 Ross, Rebecca
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 12/10/2013 
12:37:36 PM email from Rebecca Ross to Jennifer Turner

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Document is a draft opinion that was developed by SOL 
attorneys for the purpose of providing legal advice to 
SOL’s client, ASIA and in association with ongoing 
litigation. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009312 37 draft 10/18/2013 Turner, Jennifer
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 12/06/2013 
5:03:02 PM email from Jennifer Turner to Rebecca Ross

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Carcieri opinion that was developed by SOL 
attorneys for the purpose of providing legal advice to 
SOL’s client, ASIA and in association with ongoing 
litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009352 37 draft 10/18/2013 Jennifer Turner
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 10/24/2013 
1:11:41 PM email from Jennifer Turner to Vanessa Ray‐Hodge

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Carcieri opinion that was developed by SOL 
attorneys for the purpose of providing legal advice to 
SOL’s client, ASIA and in association with ongoing 
litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009390 1 email 10/18/2013 17:11 Pulver, Daniel <daniel.pulver@sol.doi.gov>; Turner, Jennifer <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Direction from one SOL attorney to another SOL attorney 
regarding necessary revisions to a draft document that 
was developed for the purpose of providing legal advice 
to SOL's client ASIA and in association with ongoing 
litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009391 1 email 10/18/2013 15:35
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Daniel Pulver <daniel.pulver@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Direction from one SOL attorney to another SOL attorney 
regarding necessary revisions to a draft document 
(attached) that was developed for the purpose of 
providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA and in 
association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009392 37 draft 10/18/2013 Turner, Jennifer
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 10/18/2013 
3:35:23 PM email from Jennifer Turner to Daniel Pulver

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Carcieri opinion that was developed by SOL 
attorneys for the purpose of providing legal advice to 
SOL’s client, ASIA. and in association with ongoing 
litigation. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009429 1 email 10/18/2013 9:45
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer turner@sol doi gov>;

Rebecca Ross <rebecca.ross@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐Work Product

Direction from one SOL attorney to another regarding 
necessary revisions to a draft document (attached) that 
was developed for the purpose of providing legal advice  DP, AC, WP

<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>; Client;Privileged   Work Product
to SOL's client ASIA and in association with ongoing 
litigation. 

AmendedROD‐009430 37 draft 10/18/2013 Jennifer Turner
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 10/18/2013 
9:45:15 AM email from Jennifer Turner to Rebecca Ross

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Carcieri opinion that was developed by SOL 
attorneys for the purpose of providing legal advice to 
SOL’s client, ASIA and in association with ongoing 
litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009467 1 email 9/3/2013 17:03
Gaziano, Adrienne 
<adrienne.gaziano@sol.doi.gov>;

Jennifer Turner <Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Redacted portion of email is a discussion between SOL 
intern and supervisory attorney about revisions made to a 
draft document that was developed for the purpose of 
providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA and in 
association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009468 38 draft Mitchell Davis 6/5/2013
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 09/03/2013 
5:03:52 PM email from Adrienne Gaziano to Jennifer Turner

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Carcieri opinion that was developed by SOL 
attorneys and an SOL legal intern for the purpose of 
providing legal advice to SOL’s client, ASIA and in 
association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009506 1 email 9/3/2013 17:03
Gaziano, Adrienne 
<adrienne.gaziano@sol.doi.gov>;

Jennifer Turner <Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Redacted portion of email is a discussion between SOL 
intern and supervisory attorney about revisions made to a 
draft document that was developed for the purpose of 
providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA and in 
association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009507 40 draft 6/19/2013 Davis, Mitchell
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 09/03/2013 
5:03:10 PM email from Adrienne Gaziano to Jennifer Turner

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Carcieri opinion that was developed by SOL 
attorneys and an SOL intern for the purpose of providing 
legal advice to SOL’s client, ASIA and in association with 
ongoing litigation. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009548 1 email 5/2/2013 16:40
Kunesh, Patrice 
<patrice.kunesh@sol.doi.gov>;

Jennifer Turner <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing content of Oneida Carcieri opinion
Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Summary of suggested edits to draft Carcieri opinion that 
was developed for the purpose of providing legal advice 
to SOL's client ASIA and in association with ongoing 
litigation.

DP, AC, WP

A d dROD 009549 1 d ft 5/2/2013 K h P t i
Draft outline of Carcieri opinion; attached to 05/02/2013  Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 

Draft outline proposing reorganization of draft Carcieri 
i i th t i tt k d t d i DP AC WPAmendedROD‐009549 1 draft 5/2/2013 Kunesh, Patrice

p ; / /
4:40:55 PM email from Patrice Kunesh to Jennifer Turner

; g y
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

opinion that is attorney work product prepared in 
association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009551 35 draft 5/2/2013 Kunesh, Patrice
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 05/02/2013 
4:38:48 PM email from Patrice Kunesh to Jennifer Turner

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Carcieri opinion, with attorney edits, that was 
developed by SOL attorneys for the purpose of providing 
legal advice to SOL’s client, ASIA and in association with 
ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP
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AmendedROD‐009587 2 email 5/1/2013 22:48
Kunesh, Patrice 
<patrice.kunesh@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Discussion between SOL attorneys about further revisions 
required of draft Carcieri opinion that was developed for 
the purpose of providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA 
and in association with ongoing litigation.

AmendedROD‐009590 1 email 5/1/2013 18:35
Kunesh, Patrice 
<patrice.kunesh@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Discussion between SOL attorneys about revisions 
required of the draft Carcieri opinion  that was developed 
for the purpose of providing legal advice to SOL's client 
ASIA and in association with ongoing litigation.

AmendedROD‐009591 34 draft 5/1/2013 Kunesh, Patrice
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 05/01/2013 
6:35:42 PM email form Patrice Kunesh to Jennifer Turner

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Carcieri opinion with attorney edits that was 
developed by SOL attorneys for the purpose of providing 
legal advice to SOL’s client, ASIA and in association with 
ongoing litigation. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009625 1 email 5/1/2013 16:37
Kunesh, Patrice 
<patrice.kunesh@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Discussion between SOL attorneys about revisions 
required of draft Carcieri opinion that was developed for 
the purpose of providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA 
and in association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009626 33 draft 5/11/2013 Kunesh, Patrice
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 05/01/2013 
4:37:23 PM email from Patrice Kunesh to Jennifer Turner

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Carcieri opinion with attorney edits that was 
developed by SOL attorneys for the purpose of providing 
legal advice to SOL’s client, ASIA and in association with 
ongoing litigation. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009660 32 draft 4/30/2013 Patrice Kunesh
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 05/01/2013 
9:57:48 AM email from Ariana Wisniewski to Patrice Kunesh

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Carcieri opinion that was developed by SOL 
attorneys for the purpose of providing legal advice to 
SOL’s client, ASIA and in association with ongoing 
litigation. 

DP, AC, WP

Turner Jennifer
A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 

Email transmitting draft Carcieri opinion with attorney 
opinion on revisions required of draft Carcieri opinion 

AmendedROD‐009693 1 email 4/28/2013 23:05
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Patrice Kunesh <patrice.kunesh@sol.doi.gov> 4/29/2013 6:54 Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

that was developed for the purpose of providing legal 
advice to SOL's client ASIA and in association with 
ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009694 31 draft 4/28/2013 Turner, Jennifer
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 04/28/2013 
11:05:45 PM email from Jennifer Turner to Patrice 
Kunesh.docx

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Oneida Carcieri opinion developed by SOL attorneys 
for the purpose of providing legal advice to a client ASIA 
and in association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009725 1 email 4/27/2013 8:07
Kunesh, Patrice 
<patrice.kunesh@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing status of revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Redacted portion provides attorney opinion on revisions 
required of the draft Oneida Carcieri opinion that was 
developed for the purpose of providing legal advice to 
SOL's client ASIA and in association with ongoing 
litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009727 1 email 4/26/2013 18:09 Ross, Rebecca <rebecca.ross@sol.doi.gov>; Jennifer Turner <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing status of revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Redacted portion discusses revisions made to a draft 
document that was developed for the purpose of 
providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA and in 
association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009728 1 draft 4/26/2013 Ross, Rebecca
Table of Contents for Oneida Carcieri decision; Attached to 
04/26/2013 6:09:53 PM email from Rebecca Ross to Jennifer 
Turner

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft table of contents developed by SOL attorney for 
consideration by another SOL attorney for the purpose of 
providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA and in 
association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009729 33 draft 4/26/2013 Ross, Rebecca
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 04/26/2013 
6:09:53 PM email from Rebecca Ross to Jennifer Turner 

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Oneida Carcieri opinion containing comments 
drafted by SOL attorney for the purpose of providing legal 
advice to SOL’s client, ASIA and in association with 
ongoing litigation. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009765 1 email 3/15/2013 15:57
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Patrice Kunesh <patrice.kunesh@sol.doi.gov>; 
Robert Hall <robert.hall@sol.doi.gov>; Michael 
Berrigan <michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>

Email discussing status of Oneida Carcieri draft and process 
for review

A‐PRODUCE;Privileged ‐ Work Product;Redact‐
Privileged

Attorney opinion on status of opinion and next steps 
required to finalize the Carcieri opinion redacted.  

WP

AmendedROD‐009767 32 draft 3/15/2013 Turner, Jennifer
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 03/15/2013 
3:50:40 PM email from Jennifer Turner to Sapphire Diamant‐
rink

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Carcieri opinion with edits and comments by SOL 
attorney and developed for the purpose of providing legal 
advice to SOL’s client, ASIA and in association with 

i liti ti

DP, AC, WP

ongoing litigation. 

AmendedROD‐009799 2 email 3/14/2013 12:18
Diamant‐rink, Sapphire <sapphire.diamant‐
rin@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing status of revisions to Oneida Carcieri opinion
A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Redacted portion discusses attorney opinion on, and 
revisions required to, draft Carcieri opinion developed for 
the purpose of providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA 
and in association with ongoing litigation. 

DP, AC, WP
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AmendedROD‐009804 1 email 3/13/2013 20:21
Diamant‐rink, Sapphire <sapphire.diamant‐
rin@sol.doi.gov>;

Jennifer Turner <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>
Email transmitting draft Oneida Carcieri opinion and 
discussing edits made

A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Redacted portion discusses attorney revisions to draft 
Carcieri document that was developed for the purpose of 
providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA and in 
association with ongoing litigation. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009805 31 draft 3/13/2013 Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire
Draft Oneida Carcieri opinion; Attached to 03/13/2013 
8:21:30 PM email from Sapphire Diamant‐rink to Jennifer 
Turner

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft opinion prepared by SOL attorney for the purpose of 
providing legal advice to SOL’s client, ASIA and in 
association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009836 2 email 3/12/2013 17:04
Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire <sapphire.diamant‐
rin@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>
Email discussing draft Oneida Carcieri opinion outline and 
transmitting outline

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Discussion between SOL attorneys about organizational 
outline of draft Carcieri opinion prepared by SOL 
attorney. Outline was developed for the purpose of 
providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA and in 
association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009838 1 draft 3/12/2013 Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire
Draft outline of Oneida Carcieri opinion; Attached to 
03/12/2013 5:04:07 PM email from Sapphire Diamant‐rink to 
Jennifer Turner

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft outline of Carcieri opinion developed by SOL 
attorneys for the purpose of providing legal advice to 
SOL's client ASIA. and in association with ongoing 
litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009844 1 email 3/7/2013 17:17
Turner, Jennifer 
<jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Sapphire Diamant‐Rink <sapphire.diamant‐
rin@sol.doi.gov>

Email transmitting and discussing draft Oneida Carcieri 
opinion

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Attorney comments on and edits to draft Carcieri opinion 
prepared by attorney for the purpose of providing legal 
advice to SOL's client ASIA and in association with 
ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009845 39 draft 3/6/2013 Turner, Jennifer
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 03/07/2013 
5:17:01 PM email from Jennifer Turner to Sapphire Diamant‐
rink

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Carcieri opinion containning attorney edits and 
comments prepared for the purpose of providing legal 
advice to SOL’s client, ASIA and in association with 
ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009885 2 email 2/19/2013 13:57
Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire <sapphire.diamant‐
rin@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>
Email discussing time to talk about review of Oneida Carcieri 
draft; includes reference to unrelated issue

A‐PRODUCE;Redact‐Non‐Relevant
Non‐responsive information about another issue that 
does not contain any substantive information about the 
Carcieri opinion decision process redacted. 

NR

AmendedROD‐009890 2 email 2/13/2013 10:50
Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire <sapphire.diamant‐
rin@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing revisions to draft Oneida Carcieri opinion

A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged;Redact‐Non‐
Relevant

Redacted portion identifies legal issues of concern in the 
draft Carcieri opinion developed for the purpose of 
providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA and in 
association with ongoing litigation. Redacted portion also 
includes an attorney's personal cell phone number. 

DP, AC, WP, NR

AmendedROD‐009896 24 draft 2/13/2013 Porter, James 
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 02/13/2013 
10:13:15 AM email from Sapphire Diamant‐rink to Jennifer 
Turner

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Carcieri opinion with attorney comments and edits 
that was developed by SOL attorneys for the purpose of 
providing legal advice to SOL’s client, ASIA and in 
association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009921 23 draft 2/11/2013 Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire
Draft Oneida Carcieri Opinion; Attached to 02/11/2013 
9:27:07 PM email from Sapphire Diamant‐rink to Jennifer 
Turner

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft Carcieri opinion that was developed by SOL attorney 
for the purpose of providing legal advice to SOL’s client, 
ASIA and in association with ongoing litigation.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009944 1 email 2/4/2013 13:46
Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire <sapphire.diamant‐
rin@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer  <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing content of draft Oneida Carcieri opinion
Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Email between two SOL attorneys requesting advice on 
how to respond to argument raised by one the parties to 
the litigation on remand.  Email includes attorney work 
product developed in association with ongoing litigation 
and is for the purpose of providing legal advice to SOL's 
client ASIA.  

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐009945 2 email 12/26/2012 9:52
Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire <sapphire.diamant‐
rin@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing content of draft Oneida Carcieri opinion
Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Discussion between SOL attorneys regarding arguments 
raised by parties on remand and addressed in the draft 
Oneida Carcieri opinion.  Email includes attorney work 
product developed in association with ongoing litigation 
and was prepared for the purpose of providing legal 
advice to SOL's client ASIA.  

DP, AC, WP

Di t Ri k S hi hi di t D lib ti P P i il d Att

Email from one SOL attorney to another requesting advice 
on how to respond to arguments raised by parties on 
remand and transmitting chart summarizing parties' 

AmendedROD‐009947 1 email 12/21/2012 17:44
Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire <sapphire.diamant‐
rin@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing content of draft Oneida Carcieri opinion
Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

g g p
submission on remand.  Email includes attorney work 
product developed in association with ongoing  litigation 
and was prepared for the purpose of providing legal 
advice to SOL's client ASIA.  

 AC, WP, DP
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AmendedROD‐009948 13 draft 12/21/2012 Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire
Chart compiling arguments for draft Oneida Carcieri opinion; 
Attached to 12/21/2012 5:44:55 PM email from Sapphire 
Diamant‐rink to Jennifer Turner

Privileged ‐ Work Product

Document is a chart, prepared by an SOL attorney, of 
arguments advanced by parties and to be addressed in 
the Carcieri opinion.  Chart constitutes attorney work 
product developed in association with ongoing litigation.

 AC, WP

AmendedROD‐010012 14 draft 12/19/2012 Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire
Document outlining arguments to be addressed in Oneida 
Carcieri opinion; Attached to 12/19/2012 12:03:05 PM email 
from Sapphire Diamant‐rink to Jennifer Turner

Privileged ‐ Work Product

Document is a chart, prepared by an SOL attorney, of 
arguments advanced by parties and to be addressed in 
the Carcieri opinion.  Chart constitutes attorney work 
product developed in association with ongoing litigation.

WP

AmendedROD‐010026 1 email 12/19/2012 10:13
Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire <sapphire.diamant‐
rin@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing content of draft Oneida Carcieri opinion
Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Email from SOL attorney to another SOL attorney seeking 
advice on how to respond to legal argument raised by 
parties on remand for the purposes of providing legal 
advice to client and in association with ongoing litigation. 

AC, WP

AmendedROD‐010027 1 email 12/18/2012 11:36
Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire <sapphire.diamant‐
rin@sol.doi.gov>;

Jennifer Turner <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov> Email forwarding link to saved submissions on shared drive A‐PRODUCE;Redact‐Non‐Relevant

Redacted portion contains non‐record information 
regarding computer drive location for storing party 
submissions that has no substantive bearing on decision 
making process. 

NR

AmendedROD‐010252 2 email 12/11/2012 10:45
Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire <sapphire.diamant‐
rin@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>
Email transmitting chart outlining arguments to be addressed 
in Oneida Carcieri opinion and discussing format of opinion

A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Redacted portions of email include an attorney's 
impressions of submissions and discuss approach to them 
for purposes of preparing draft opinion for the purpose of 
providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐010254 2 draft 12/10/2012 Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire 
Chart outlining arguments to be addressed in Oneida Carcieri 
opinion 

Privileged ‐ Work Product

Document is a chart, prepared by an SOL attorney, of 
arguments advanced by parties and to be addressed in 
the Carcieri opinion.  Chart constitutes attorney work 
product developed in association with ongoing litigation.

WP

AmendedROD‐010258 1 email 12/10/2012 18:01
Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire <sapphire.diamant‐
rin@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <jennifer.turner@sol.doi.gov>
Email transmitting chart outlining arguments to be addressed 
in Oneida Carcieri opinion and discussing format of opinion

A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Redacted portions of email include an attorney's 
impressions of submissions and discuss approach to them 
for purposes of preparing draft opinion for the purpose of 
providing legal advice to SOL's client ASIA and in 
association with ongoing litigation. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐010259 3 draft 11/23/2012 Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire
Chart outlining arguments to be addressed in Oneida Carcieri 
opinion and discussing format of opinion 12/10/2012 6:01:09 
PM

Privileged ‐ Work Product

Document is a chart, prepared by an SOL attorney, of 
arguments advanced by parties and to be addressed in 
the Carcieri opinion.  Chart constitutes attorney work 
product developed in anticipation of litigation in 
association with ongoing litigation.

WP

AmendedROD‐010280 14 draft 11/27/2012 Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire 
Document outlining arguments to be addressed in Oneida 
Carcieri opinion; Attached to 11/27/2012 4:07:06 PM email 
from Sapphire Diamant‐rink to Jennifer Turner

Privileged ‐ Work Product

Document is a chart, prepared by an SOL attorney, 
summarizing arguments advanced by parties and to be 
addressed in the Carcieri opinion.  Chart constitutes 
attorney work product developed in association with 
ongoing litigation.

WP

AmendedROD‐010297 1 email 11/26/2012 17:16
Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire <sapphire.diamant‐
rin@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing source
Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product

Email discusses the value of a source in supporting a legal 
argument advanced by a party and being evaluated by 
SOL. It reflects attorney work product on a matter in 
association with ongoing litigation.

DP, WP

AmendedROD‐010368 1 draft 11/1/2012 Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire 
Document listing historical figures referenced in submissions; 
attached to 11/01/2012 4:23:49 PM email from Sapphire 
Diamant‐rink to Jennifer Turner

Privileged ‐ Work Product

Document is a list of the names and roles of historical 
figures referenced in submissions. List includes 
information on which submitted documents reference 
which historical figures. It was prepared by an attorney in 
association with ongoing litigation. 

WP

AmendedROD‐010369 13 draft 11/1/2012 Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire 
Document outlining arguments to be addressed in Oneida 
Carcieri opinion; attached to 11/01/2012 4:23:49 PM email 
from Sapphire Diamant‐rink to Jennifer Turner

Privileged ‐ Work Product

Document is a chart, prepared by an SOL attorney, of 
arguments advanced by parties and to be addressed in 
the Carcieri opinion.  Chart constitutes attorney work 
product developed in association with ongoing litigation.

WP

AmendedROD‐010383 14 draft 10/26/2012 Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire 
Document outlining arguments to be addressed in Oneida 
Carcieri opinion; attached to 10/26/2012 9:56:22 AM email 
from Sapphire Diamant‐rink to Jennifer Turner

Privileged ‐ Work Product

Document is a chart, prepared by an SOL attorney, of 
arguments advanced by parties and to be addressed in 
the Carcieri opinion.  Chart constitutes attorney work 
product developed in association with ongoing litigation.

WP
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AmendedROD‐010401 8 draft 10/18/2012 Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire
Chart of arguments; attached to 10/18/2012 3:43:27 PM 
email from Sapphire Diamant‐Rink to Jennifer Turner

Privileged ‐ Work Product

Document is an outline of arguments, prepared by an SOL 
attorney, advanced by parties and to be addressed in the 
Carcieri opinion.  Document constitutes attorney work 
product developed in association with ongoing litigation.

WP

AmendedROD‐010411 1 email 10/16/2012 17:29
Diamant‐Rink, Sapphire <sapphire.diamant‐
rin@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing content of chart of arguments
A‐PRODUCE;Privileged ‐ Work Product;Redact‐
Privileged

Redacted portion of conversation includes an attorney's 
thoughts on what should be included in a chart outlining 
arguments advanced by parties. 

WP

AmendedROD‐010474 1 email 10/10/2012 16:10
Turner, Jennifer 
<Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Wiseman, Maria <MARIA.WISEMAN@sol.doi.gov>; 
Moran, David <David.Moran@sol.doi.gov>; 
Kunesh, Patrice <patrice.kunesh@sol.doi.gov>; 
Berrigan, Michael <michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>

Email updating on conversation with counsel for the state
A‐PRODUCE;Privileged ‐ Work Product;Redact‐
Privileged

Redacted portion of email include an SOL attorney's 
thoughts and impressions on a discussion with attorneys 
for the state. 

WP

AmendedROD‐010506 1 email 10/10/2012 9:59
Turner, Jennifer 
<Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Kunesh, Patrice <patrice.kunesh@sol.doi.gov>; 
Wiseman, Maria <MARIA.WISEMAN@sol.doi.gov>; 
Berrigan, Michael <michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>; 
Moran, David <David.Moran@sol.doi.gov>

Email discussing remand decision and forwarding letters sent 
to parties re: remand process

A‐PRODUCE;Privileged ‐ Work Product;Redact‐
Privileged

Redacted portion of email includes an SOL attorney's 
thoughts and impressions of the court's remand decision. 
They were shared with other SOL attorneys in association 
with ongoing litigation activity. 

WP

AmendedROD‐010544 1 email 10/5/2012 14:44
Turner, Jennifer 
<Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Burley, Amanda <Amanda_Burley@ios.doi.gov>
Email transmitting briefing prepared for ASIA by SOL and 
draft letters outlining remand proces

A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Redacted portion of email include a discussion of the 
content of a briefing prepared by SOL attorneys for their 
client ASIA. The briefing was produced for the purpose of 
providing legal advice to ASIA on the Oneida litigation. 
The redacted portion of this email also includes an 
attorney's mental impressions and thoughts on how the 
remand process may play out along with litigation risk for 
the client. 

AC, WP, DP

AmendedROD‐010545 2 memo 10/4/2012 Turner, Jennifer 
Briefing prepared for ASIA by SOL; attached to 10/05/2012 
2:44:41 PM email from Jennifer Turner to Amanda Burley

Privileged ‐ Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product

Briefing was produced by SOL attorneys for the purpose 
of providing legal advice to ASIA on the Oneida litigation. 

AC, WP

AmendedROD‐010547 2 draft 10/5/2012 Turner, Jennifer 
Draft of remand letter to tribe; attached to 10/05/2012 
2:44:41 PM email from Jennifer Turner to Amanda Burley

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Attorney drafted proposed letter, which outlines process 
for remand decision. Draft evidences the deliberative 
process of the agency in determining how to proceed. It is 
also attorney work product that was prepared in 
association with ongoing litigation and for client ASIA.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐010549 2 draft 10/5/2012 Turner, Jennifer 
Draft of remand letter to state; attached to 10/05/2012 
2:44:41 PM email from Jennifer Turner to Amanda Burley

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product

Attorney drafted proposed letter, which outlines process 
for remand decision. Draft evidences the deliberative 
process of the agency in determining how to proceed. It is 
also attorney work product that was prepared in 
association with ongoing litigation and for client ASIA.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐010559 1 email 10/3/2012 16:17
Kunesh, Patrice 
<patrice.kunesh@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov>; 
Wiseman, Maria <MARIA.WISEMAN@sol.doi.gov>; 
Berrigan, Michael <michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>; 
Moran, David <David.Moran@sol.doi.gov>

Discussion of draft letters to parties 
A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Redacted portion of email include a discussion of the 
content of a briefing prepared by SOL attorneys for their 
client ASIA. The briefing was produced for the purpose of 
providing legal advice to ASIA on the Oneida litigation. 
The redacted portion of this email also includes an 
attorney's mental impressions and thoughts on how the 
remand process may play out along with litigation risk for 
the client. 

AmendedROD‐010560 2 memo 10/4/2012 Turner, Jennifer 
Briefing prepared for ASIA by SOL; attached to 10/04/2012 
9:26:01 AM email from Jennifer Turner to Bryan Newland

Privileged ‐ Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product

Briefing was produced by SOL attorneys for the purpose 
of providing legal advice to ASIA on the Oneida litigation. 

AC, WP

AmendedROD‐010562 2 draft 10/4/2012 Turner, Jennifer 
Draft of remand letter to tribe; attached to 10/04/2012 
9:26:01 AM email from Jennifer Turner to Bryan Newland

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft letter outlines process for remand decision. It is not 
a final and evidences the deliberative process of the 
agency in determining how to proceed. It is also attorney 
work product that was prepared in association with 

DP, AC, WP
y ; g p p p

ongoing litigation and provided to SOL's client, ASIA, for 
review and approval.
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AmendedROD‐010564 2 draft 10/4/2012 Turner, Jennifer 
Draft of remand letter to state; attached to 10/04/2012 
9:26:01 AM email from Jennifer Turner to Bryan Newland

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft letter outlines process for remand decision. It is not 
a final and evidences the deliberative process of the 
agency in determining how to proceed. It is also attorney 
work product that was prepared in association with 
ongoing litigation and provided to SOL's client, ASIA, for 
review and approval. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐010566 1 email 10/3/2012 16:17
Kunesh, Patrice 
<patrice.kunesh@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov>; 
Wiseman, Maria <MARIA.WISEMAN@sol.doi.gov>; 
Berrigan, Michael <michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>; 
Moran, David <David.Moran@sol.doi.gov>

Email discussing revisions to draft letters to parties
A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Redacted portions of email include discussion between 
SOL attorneys about revisions made to draft letter, which 
outlines process for remand decision. Draft evidences the 
deliberative process of the agency in determining how to 
proceed. It is also attorney work product that was 
prepared in association with ongoing litigation and for 
client ASIA. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐010567 1 email 10/3/2012 15:29
Turner, Jennifer 
<Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Wiseman, Maria <MARIA.WISEMAN@sol.doi.gov>; 
Kunesh, Patrice <patrice.kunesh@sol.doi.gov>; 
Berrigan, Michael <michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>; 
Moran, David <David.Moran@sol.doi.gov>

Email transmitting draft remand letter
A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Redacted portions of email include discussion between 
SOL attorneys about revisions made to draft letter, which 
outlines process for remand decision. Draft evidences the 
deliberative process of the agency in determining how to 
proceed. It is also attorney work product that was 
prepared in association with ongoing litigation and for 
client ASIA. 

AC, DP, WP

AmendedROD‐010568 2 draft 10/3/2012 Turner, Jennifer 
Draft of remand letter to tribe; attached to 10/03/2012 
3:29:03 PM email from Jennifer Turner to Maria Wiseman, 
Patrice Kunesh, Michael Berrigan, and David Moran

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Attorney drafted proposed letter, which outlines process 
for remand decision. Draft evidences the deliberative 
process of the agency in determining how to proceed. It is 
also attorney work product that was prepared in 
association with ongoing litigation and for client ASIA.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐010570 2 draft 10/3/2012 Turner, Jennifer 

Draft of remand letter to plaintiffs; attached to 10/03/2012 
3:29:03 PM email from Jennifer Turner to Maria Wiseman, 
Patrice Kunesh, Michael Berrigan, and David Moran; attached 
to 10/03/2012 3:29:03 PM email from Jennifer Turner to 
Maria Wiseman, Patrice Kunesh, Michael Berrigan, and David 
Moran

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft letter outlines process for remand decision. It is not 
a final and evidences the deliberative process of the 
agency in determining how to proceed. It is also attorney 
work product that was prepared in association with 
ongoing litigation and provided to SOL's client, ASIA, for 
review and approval. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐010572 1 email 10/3/2012 14:26
Turner, Jennifer 
<Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Kunesh, Patrice <patrice.kunesh@sol.doi.gov>; 
Berrigan, Michael <michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>; 
Moran, David <David.Moran@sol.doi.gov>; 
Wiseman, Maria <MARIA.WISEMAN@sol.doi.gov>

Email provding update on remand letters
A‐PRODUCE;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Redact‐Privileged

Redacted portion of email recounts a privileged 
conversation of SOL attorney with ASIA client about the 
process for remand and letters to be sent to parties 
involved in litigation. These comments were shared with 
other SOL attorneys for the purpose of providing legal 
advice to client. 

AC

AmendedROD‐010575 1 email 10/3/2012 11:02
Turner, Jennifer 
<Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Miskinis, Steven <steven.miskinis@usdoj.gov 
<steven.miskinis@usdoj.gov>

Email forwarding draft Oneida remand process letter
Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Email requests the legal advice of DOJ attorney regarding 
the draft letter on remand process. It is a privileged 
communication between DOJ and its client DOI, and 
discusses a draft document that is being developed for 
the purpose of providing legal advice to ASIA.  It is also 
attorney work product prepared in association with 
litigation. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐010576 2 draft 10/3/2012 Turner, Jennifer 
Draft remand proceedings letter; attached to 10/03/2012 
11:02:54 AM email from Jennifer Turner to Steven Miskinis

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft remand process  letter prepared by SOL attorney 
and provided to attorney DOJ for review. Draft evidences 
the deliberative process of the agency in determining 
how to proceed. It is also attorney work product that was 
prepared in association with ongoing litigation and for 
client ASIA. 

DP, AC, WP

A d dROD 010583 4 il 10/2/2012 15 03
Kunesh, Patrice 

Turner, Jennifer <Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov>; 
Wiseman, Maria <MARIA.WISEMAN@sol.doi.gov>;  Email discussion of draft letter to parties seeking submissions  Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 

Discussion between SOL attorneys about revisions made 
to draft letter, which also deliberates on process for 
remand decision, including advice on legal implications of 
potential courses of action. Draft evidences the 

DP AC WPAmendedROD‐010583 4 email 10/2/2012 15:03
,

<patrice.kunesh@sol.doi.gov>;
, g ;

Moran, David <David.Moran@sol.doi.gov>; 
Berrigan, Michael <michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>

p g
for remand process

; g y
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

p
deliberative process of the agency in determining how to 
proceed. It is also attorney work product that was 
prepared in association with ongoing litigation and for 
client ASIA. 

DP, AC, WP
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AmendedROD‐010587 2 email 10/2/2012 14:53 Moran, David <David.Moran@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov>; 
Wiseman, Maria <MARIA.WISEMAN@sol.doi.gov>; 
Kunesh, Patrice <patrice.kunesh@sol.doi.gov>; 
Berrigan, Michael <michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>

Email discussion of draft letter to parties seeking submissions 
for remand process

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Discussion between SOL attorneys about revisions made 
to draft letter, which also deliberates on process for 
remand decision, including advice on legal implications of 
potential courses of action. Draft evidences the 
deliberative process of the agency in determining how to 
proceed. It is also attorney work product that was 
prepared in association with ongoing litigation and for 
client ASIA. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐010605 3 email 10/2/2012 11:24
Kunesh, Patrice 
<patrice.kunesh@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov>; 
Moran, David <David.Moran@sol.doi.gov>; 
Wiseman, Maria <MARIA.WISEMAN@sol.doi.gov>; 
Berrigan, Michael <michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>

Email discussion of draft letter to parties seeking submissions 
for remand process

A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Redacted comments are a discussion between SOL 
attorneys about revisions made to draft letter, which 
outlines a potential process for remand decision and 
considers the legal implications. Draft evidences the 
deliberative process of the agency in determining how to 
proceed. It is also attorney work product that was 
prepared in association with ongoing litigation and for 
client ASIA.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐010608 3 email 10/2/2012 11:16
Sullivan, Bethany 
<bethany.sullivan@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov> Email regarding letter received from state's counsel
A‐PRODUCE;Privileged ‐ Work Product;Redact‐
Privileged

Redacted comments include attorneys' mental 
impressions and thoughts on the content of a letter 
received by counsel to a party in the litigation. They are 
privileged attorney work product. 

WP

AmendedROD‐010614 2 email 10/2/2012 11:13
Turner, Jennifer 
<Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Kunesh, Patrice <patrice.kunesh@sol.doi.gov>; 
Wiseman, Maria <MARIA.WISEMAN@sol.doi.gov>; 
Berrigan, Michael <michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>; 
Sullivan, Bethany <bethany.sullivan@sol.doi.gov>; 
Moran, David <David.Moran@sol.doi.gov>

Email regarding letter received from state's counsel
A‐PRODUCE;Privileged ‐ Work Product;Redact‐
Privileged

Redacted comments include attorneys' mental 
impressions and thoughts the content of a letter received 
by counsel to a party in the litigation. They are privileged 
attorney work product. 

WP

Redacted comments are a discussion between SOL 

AmendedROD‐010627 3 email 10/2/2012 11:02
Turner, Jennifer 
<Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Kunesh, Patrice <patrice.kunesh@sol.doi.gov>; 
Moran, David <David.Moran@sol.doi.gov>; 
Wiseman, Maria <MARIA.WISEMAN@sol.doi.gov>; 
Berrigan, Michael <michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>

Email discussion of draft letter to parties seeking submissions 
for remand process

A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

attorneys about revisions made to draft letter, which 
outlines a potential process for remand decision and 
considers the legal implications. Draft evidences the 
deliberative process of the agency in determining how to 
proceed. It is also attorney work product that was 
prepared in association with ongoing litigation and for 
client ASIA.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐010630 2 draft 10/02/012 Turner, Jennifer 

Draft letter outlining process for remand; attached to 
10/02/2012 11:02:11 AM email from Jennifer Turner to Maria 
Wiseman, Patrice Kunesh, Michael Berrigan, and David 
Moran

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft letter outlines process for remand decision. Draft 
evidences the deliberative process of the agency in 
determining how to proceed. It is also attorney work 
product that was prepared in association with ongoing 
litigation and provided to SOL's client, ASIA, for review 
and approval. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐010632 2 email 10/2/2012 10:59
Turner, Jennifer 
<Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Kunesh, Patrice <patrice.kunesh@sol.doi.gov>; 
Moran, David <David.Moran@sol.doi.gov>; 
Wiseman, Maria <MARIA.WISEMAN@sol.doi.gov>; 
Berrigan, Michael <michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>

Email discussion of draft letter to parties seeking submissions 
for remand process

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Discussion between SOL attorneys about revisions made 
to draft letter, which also deliberates on process for 
remand decision, including advice on legal implications of 
potential courses of action. Draft evidences the 
deliberative process of the agency in determining how to 
proceed. It is also attorney work product that was 
prepared in association with ongoing litigation and for 
client ASIA. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐010634 2 email 10/2/2012 10:40
Wiseman, Maria 
<MARIA.WISEMAN@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov>; 
Kunesh, Patrice <patrice.kunesh@sol.doi.gov>; 
Moran, David <David.Moran@sol.doi.gov>; 
Berrigan, Michael <michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>

Email discussion of draft letter to parties seeking submissions 
for remand process

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Discussion between SOL attorneys about revisions made 
to draft letter, which also deliberates on process for 
remand decision, including advice on legal implications of 
potential courses of action. Draft evidences the 
deliberative process of the agency in determining how to 
proceed. It is also attorney work product that was 
prepared in association with ongoing litigation and for 
client ASIA. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐010636 2 draft 10/2/2012 Wiseman, Maria 
Draft remand proceedings letter; attached to 10/02/2012 
10:40:56 AM email to Jennifer Turner, Patrice Kunesh, 
Michael Berrigan, and David Moran

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft letter outlines process for remand decision. Draft 
evidences the deliberative process of the agency in 
determining how to proceed. It is also attorney work 
product, contains attorney edits, and was prepared in 
association with ongoing litigation and provided to SOL's 
client, ASIA, for review and approval.

DP, AC, WP
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AmendedROD‐010638 2 email 10/2/2012 10:37
Kunesh, Patrice 
<patrice.kunesh@sol.doi.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov>; 
Moran, David <David.Moran@sol.doi.gov>; 
Wiseman, Maria <MARIA.WISEMAN@sol.doi.gov>; 
Berrigan, Michael <michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>

Email discussion of draft letter to parties seeking submissions 
for remand process

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Discussion between SOL attorneys about revisions made 
to draft letter, which also deliberates on process for 
remand decision, including advice on legal implications of 
potential courses of action. Draft evidences the 
deliberative process of the agency in determining how to 
proceed. It is also attorney work product that was 
prepared in association with ongoing litigation and for 
client ASIA. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐010640 2 draft 10/1/2012 Kunesh, Patrice 

Draft letter outlining process for remand; attached to 
10/02/2012 10:37:54 AM email from Patrice Kuneh to 
Jennifer Turner, Maria Wiseman, Michael Berrigan, and David 
Moran

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft letter outlines process for remand decision. Draft 
evidences the deliberative process of the agency in 
determining how to proceed. It is also attorney work 
product, contains attorney edits and was prepared in 
association with ongoing litigation and provided to SOL's 
client, ASIA, for review and approval.

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐010642 1 email 10/2/2012 8:42
Turner, Jennifer 
<Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Kunesh, Patrice <patrice.kunesh@sol.doi.gov>; 
Moran, David <David.Moran@sol.doi.gov>; 
Wiseman, Maria <MARIA.WISEMAN@sol.doi.gov>; 
Berrigan, Michael <michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>

Email discussion of draft letter to parties seeking submissions 
for remand process

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Discussion between SOL attorneys about revisions made 
to draft letter, which also deliberates on process for 
remand decision, including advice on legal implications of 
potential courses of action. It is also attorney work 
product that was prepared in association with ongoing 
litigation and for client ASIA. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐010643 2 draft 10/2/2012 Turner, Jennifer

Draft letter outlining process for remand; attached to 
10/02/2012 8:42:45 AM email from Jennifer Turner to Maria 
Wiseman, Patrice Kunesh, Michael Berrigan, and David 
Moran

Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft letter, prepared by an attorney, outlines proposed 
process for remand decision.  It is also attorney work 
product that was prepared in association with ongoing 
litigation and provided to SOL's client, ASIA, for review 
and approval.

DP, AC, WP

Privileged communication between SOL attorney and DOJ 

AmendedROD‐010657 1 email 9/26/2012 22:43
Miskinis, Steven (ENRD) 
<Steven.Miskinis@usdoj.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov> Email updating on response to letter from Oneida  Privileged ‐ Attorney Client

attorney regarding response to a letter from the tribe to 
Solicitor Tompkins requesting meeting; email exchange 
also contains DOJ attorney advice to DOI client on 
handling inter‐agency correspondence in anticipation of 
litigation.

AC

AmendedROD‐010668 1 email 9/26/2012 12:50
Miskinis, Steven (ENRD) 
<Steven.Miskinis@usdoj.gov>;

Turner, John (ENRD) <John.Turner@usdoj.gov>; 
Turner, Jennifer <Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov>

Email discussing potential value of historical source to 
carcieri opinion

Privileged ‐ Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product

DOJ attorney's assessment of how valuable a historical 
source might be is attorney work product prepared in 
association with a matter in litigation. It was shared with 
SOL attorney as legal advice on what the agency might 
consider. 

AC, WP

AmendedROD‐010669 17 report n/a n/a Historical source forwarded by DOJ 
Privileged ‐ Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product

Selection of source document by DOJ reflects attorney 
assessment on the value of historical documents and 
document offered as legal advice as to what the agency 
may consider on remand. 

WP, AC

AmendedROD‐010687 2 email 9/26/2012 11:48
Miskinis, Steven (ENRD) 
<Steven.Miskinis@usdoj.gov>;

Turner, Jennifer <Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov> Email discussing process for remand decision 
A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Redacted portion is a privileged communication between 
a DOJ attorney providing advice to client SOL attorney 
about the process for remand. It includes attorney work 
product in the form of mental impressions and thoughts 
on a matter in litigation. 

DP, AC, WP 

AmendedROD‐010694 1 email 9/25/2012 20:38
Turner, Jennifer 
<Jennifer.Turner@sol.doi.gov>;

Kunesh, Patrice <patrice.kunesh@sol.doi.gov>; 
Wiseman, Maria <MARIA.WISEMAN@sol.doi.gov>; 
Berrigan, Michael <michael.berrigan@sol.doi.gov>

Email about process for accepting Carcieri submissions
A‐PRODUCE;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product;Redact‐
Privileged

Redacted portion of email shares the opinion of an SOL 
attorney about the process for accepting submissions 
from parties. It was shared with other SOL attorneys for 
the purposes of developing legal advice for SOL's client, 
ASIA, on how to go forward on a matter in litigation. 
Comments also discuss DOJ's legal advice to SOL on 
submission process for the remand decision ‐‐ such advice 
was offered confidentially outside the context of the 
meeting mentioned in the email. 

AC, WP

Confidential discussion between attorneys at SOL and DOJ 

AmendedROD‐011577 3 email 12/19/2013 Alexander, Craig Ray‐Hodge, Vanessa Email discussing edits to Carcieri opinion
Privileged ‐ Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product

y
regarding language in the draft Carcieri opinion and 
possible edits to the draft language.  Comments discuss 
the legal implications of the draft opinion and proposed 
changes and were made in anticipation of defending 
against legal challenges.

AC, WP
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AmendedROD‐011838 2 email 5/2/2013 Wisniewski, Ariana Kunesh, Patrice
Email attaching document titled  "Oneida Land Summary 
Outline"

A‐PRODUCE;Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ 
Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product;Redact‐Privileged

Redacted attachment is draft outline of legal arguments 
for the Oneida Carcieri opinion prepared by an attorney 
for the purposes of providing legal advice to client ASIA 
and in association with ongoing litigation. 

DP, AC, WP

AmendedROD‐011917 1 email 9/24/2012 Tompkins, Hilary C. Kunesh, Patrice
Response to email providing update on court's decision to 
remand Carcieri matter to agency

Privileged ‐ Work Product

Attorney summary of district court remand decision 
containing her impressions of the decision and 
implications for the Department, prepared in association 
with ongoing litigation. 

AmendedROD‐011921 3 email 12/19/2013 Ray‐Hodge, Vanessa Alexander, Craig Email discussing edits to Carcieri opinion
Privileged ‐ Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product

Confidential discussion between attorneys at SOL and DOJ 
regarding language in the draft Carcieri opinion and 
possible edits to the draft language.  Comments discuss 
the legal implications of the draft opinion and proposed 
changes and were made in anticipation of defending 
against legal challenges.

AC, WP

AmendedROD‐011925 3 email 12/19/2013 Ray‐Hodge, Vanessa Alexander, Craig Email discussing edits to Carcieri opinion
Privileged ‐ Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product

Confidential discussion between attorneys at SOL and DOJ 
regarding language in the draft Carcieri opinion and 
possible edits to the draft language.  Comments discuss 
the legal implications of the draft opinion and proposed 
changes and were made in anticipation of defending 
against legal challenges.

AC, WP

AmendedROD‐011929 5 email 12/20/2013 Ray‐Hodge, Vanessa Alexander, Craig Email discussing edits to Carcieri opinion
Privileged ‐ Attorney Client;Privileged ‐ Work 
Product

Confidential discussion between attorneys at SOL and DOJ 
regarding language in the draft Carcieri opinion and 
possible edits to the draft language.  Comments discuss 
the legal implications of the draft opinion and proposed 
changes and were made in anticipation of defending 
against legal challenges

AC, WP

against legal challenges.

AmendedROD‐011934 40 draft 12/17/2013 Turner, Jennifer Washburn, Kevin Draft Amended ROD and draft Carcieri opinion
Deliberative Process;Privileged ‐ Attorney 
Client;Privileged ‐ Work Product

Draft amended ROD and Carcieri opinion prepared by SOL 
attorney and provided to client ASIA for review and 
approval.  Document also constitutes attorney work 
product prepared in association with ongoing litigation. 

DP, AC, WP
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Certificate of Service 
 

 I, Steven Miskinis, hereby certify that on February 5, 2014, I served the Administrative 

Record for the Amendment to the May 20, 2008 Record of Decision for the Oneida Indian 

Nation of New York Fee-to-Trust Request by overnight United States mail to the following 

counsel: 

 

Mr. James J. Devine, Jr., Esq. 

Office of James J. Devine, Jr. 

128 Main Street 

Oneida, NY 13421 

315-363-6600 

 

Ms. Claudia Tenney, Esq. 

28 Robinson Road 

Clinton, NY 13323 

315-853-3023 

 

Mr. David B. Vickers, Esq. 

Office of David Vickers 

244 Salt Springs Street 

Fayetteville, NY 13066 

315-637-5130 

 

Ms. Judith M. Sayles, Esq. 

Mr. Alan R. Peterman, Esq. 

Hiscock & Barclay, LLP 

One Park Place 

300 South State Street 

Syracuse, NY 13202 

315-425-2700 

 

Mr. Cornelius D. Murray, Esq. 

O’Connell and Aronowitz 

54 State Street 

Albany, NY 12207-2501 

518-462-5601 

 

Mr. Michael R. Smith, Esq. 

Zuckerman Spaeder LLP 

1800 M Street, N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20036 

(202)778-1800 

 

Peter D. Carmen, Esq. 

Oneida Nation Legal Department 
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5218 Patrick Road 

Verona, NY 13478 

315-361-7937 

 

Mr. Aaron M. Baldwin 

Assistant Attorney General 

Litigation Bureau 

The Capitol 

Albany, New York 12224-0341 

518-473-6045 

 

David Tennant 

Erik A. Goergen 

Nixon Peabody LLP 

1300 Clinton Square 

Rochester, NY 14604-1792 

585-263-1021 

 

Dwight A. Healy 

White & Case LLP 

1155 Avenue of the Americas 

New York, NY 10036-2787 

212-819-8408 

 

 

       /s/ 

      STEVEN MISKINIS (105769) 

      Indian Resources Section 

      Environment and Natural Resources Division 

      United States Department of Justice   

      P.O. Box 7611 

      Ben Franklin Station 

      Washington, D.C. 20044-7611 

      (202) 305-0262 

      FAX (202) 305-0271 

      steven.miskinis@usdoj.gov 

 

      Attorney for the United States 
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